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BTl HAS THE OEM'S KEY 
10 TURNKEY SYSTEMS. 

The BTl 5000 
Interactive 
Computer Sys
tem. A multi
terminal sys
tem offering 
large storage 
capacity, fast 
response, outstanding flexibility, 
and proven reliability. 

All at a very affordable price. 
For just $38,950 you get a ready
to-go system with 29 megabytes of 
on-line storage, magnetic tape 
cartridge back-up, and eight user 
ports. Or, for just $2,000 more you 
get a 58 megabyte system. 

There's a very aggressive 
discount structure. For example, 
30% in a quantity of only la, giving 
you the profit margin you need. 

The 5000 is easy to expand 
... 16,24 or 32 user ports; up to 
500 megabytes of disk storage; 
multiple cartridge tape drives; 
industry-compatible 9-track mag
netic tape; line printers from 300 
to 900 lines/minute, letting you 
match your product to your 

customer's needs. 
It's easy to program ... BASIC-X, 

the 5000's very extended version 
of BASIC, has the advanced lan
guage facilities and interactive 
debugging aids to accelerate de
velopment of your application 
programs, so you get your product 
to market faster. 

Your software is protected. 
BTl's unique "proprietary account" 
feature lets you install guarded 
programs on the systems you sell. 
You never lose control of it . 

You can support your software 
easily. Dial-up access lets you 
maintain and upgrade your in
stalled software from your office, 
giving you the freedom to sell over 
a wide geographic area. 

The operating 
system is solid. 
BTl's highly reli
able timeshare 
executive has 
been carefully 

refined in the 
course of delivering 

more than 1000 systems. 
You don't have to support the 

5000-we do. For almost a decade, 
we have supported every system 
we've shipped with our unique 
dial-up diagnostic service, available 
24 hours a day, every day of the year. 
Now we have computers doing this. 
Health checks uncover potential 
problems before they cause a 
system to go down; diagnostic tests 
are carried out automatically. Our 
maintenance program works-
ask any BTl OEM. 

The BTl 5000-for the OEM 
who wants performance, software 
protection, reliability and support, 
wi th a margin 
that's too attrac
tive to pass up. 
Call us. 

BTl 
COMPUTER 
SYSTEMS 

BTl, 870 W. Maude Ave., Sunny-vale, CA 94086. Sales Offices: Cherry Hill, NJ (609)662-1122; Boston, MA (617)843-4700; Minneapolis, MN (612) 854-1122
f
· Chicago, IL 

(312)298-1177; St. Louis, MO (314)878-8110; Dallas, TX (214)630-2431; Sunnyvale, CA (408)733-1122, Anaheim, CA (714)533-7161; United Kmgdom; Sough 70044. 
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Transaction processing typically involves a variety of 
documents, a station where the transaction takes place 
and a data base at some remote location. The Okidata 
CP210 Document/Passbook Printer sells transaction 
systems, combining unique forms handling flexibility with 
capabilities for data retrieval, data validation, 
documentation and verification. 

The CP210 will print forms of varying size, thickness and 
format, one right after the other, without requiring 
operator adjustment. Car rental forms, contracts, even 
passbooks are dropped in and automatically positioned 
for each line of print. And, the entire transaction is 
recorded and verified on an integral journal printer. 

The CP210 packs a 96 column, 110 cps bidirectional 
print mechanism, controls for two operators, self test 
circuitry that doesn't require a central computer and an 
RS232 interface with switch selectable speeds from 150 
to 9600 bps-all in a unit smaller than an office 
typewriter. 

The CP210 Document/Passbook Printer-field proven in 
thousands of installations worldwide. 

01(1 DATA 
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Okidata Corporation 
111 Gaither Drive 
Mount Laurel, New Jersey 08054 
Telephone: 609-235-2600 
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It took Basic Four to fit 
distributed data processing 

to our business 

• - B . F ,D aSlc our 

Our company now has outlets In seven 
cities. And each was screaming for its own 
computer! 

Management approved. It makes sense 
to have tools where you do the work-as long 
as we could retain central control. We looked 
into it, and chose a network of Basic Four® 
computers. 

Basic Four calls their network "Distributed 
Business Systems," because the emphasis 
is on business solutions, not just fancy hardware. 
And that's what our remote locations need. 

Each one has the problems and volume of 
a small business. So the key factor is how 
well each computer in the network can handle 

': such needs. And that's been Basic Four's spe
cialty for over 7 years. They've put in more 
than 5000 systems for all kinds of businesses. 

So there were tested software applica
tions available to us. Plus the right size 
computer for each of our locations. And 
concurrent multi-function options, like forms 
entry and integrated word processing. 

Naturally there's full communication 
between computers. For things like shared 
inventories. And easy reporting, to keep 
tight home office control. 

Maybe most important, Basic Four doesn't 
just dump equipment on the doorstep and 
walk away. They stay with you -installing, train
ing, debugging, even hand-holding. As long as 
you need them. 

Distributed processing has to fit the job. 
And the best fit for our job was BasiC Four. 

Find out how Basic Four Distributed 
Business Systems can do the job for you. Call or 
write now . 

Basic Four Corporation / A Management Assistance Inc. Company 
14101 Myford Road, Tustin, California 92680 (714) 731-5100 
Basic Four and logo and MAl are registered trademarks of Management Assistance Inc. 
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It is 2300 
dedicated people 
providing 
software products 
and services 
for information 
management 
throughout 
the world. 

Implementation Systems 
The critical information management 
issues of the 1980s are forming today. 
Growing application program 
development backlogs ... increasing 
demands for problem-oriented 
languages ... unfilled requests for data 
base interrogation. 

Informatics Implementation Systems are 
working tools designed to let application 
programmers and non-technical users 
take full advantage of new computer 
technology. 

The MARK IV System substantially 
reduces the time and cost of application 
programming and maintenance over 
conventional languages. A highly 
sophisticated, applications 

• I informatics inc 
®I 
The Information Management Company. 

implementation system, MARK IV is 
compatible with a wide range of operating 
environments. INQUIRY IV /IMS, a data 
base interrogation product, gives 
non-EDP users a simple, effective query 
language for fast, direct access to the 
information they need. And ANSWER/2, 
a versatile report writer, produces 
error-free reports from files and data 
bases in a fraction of the usual time, 
on-line or batch mode. 

Are you ready for the challenge of the 
'SOs? Drop us a note and we'll send 
you a brochure explaining how our 
cost-effective Implementation Systems 
can help your data processing 
organization function more productively. 

CIRCLE 31 ON READER CARD 

Corporate Offices/21031 Ventura Boulevard/Woodland Hills, California 91364/(213) 887-9040/Telex 69-8473 
A growth organization consistently seeking growth-oriented people. 



JOHN L. KIRKLEY, EDITOR 

THE THIN 
GREEN LINE 
That eerie green line worming its way 
up this graph may look familiar. 

It's our best estimate of comput
er industry revenues from 1966 to the 
present. The unique character of this 
line-one that sets it apart from other 
growth industry curves-is that sudden 
leveling off in the early seventies. It was 
our one, and hopefully only, major re
cession. 

The numbers reflect estimated 
sales of general purpose computers, 
minis, peripherals, terminals, leases, 
used computers, software, supplies ... 
in short, all the elements that we have 
come to regard as the "traditional" 
computer industry. 

In 1966 revenues totaled a paltry 
$6 billion; in 1981 we expect more than 
1 0 times that amount. 

Computer industry growth has 
been astonishing. But be warned: in 
many respects that green line is very 
misleading. 

First of all, this type of one-di
mensional representation disregards in
flation. Business Week, in a recent arti
cle, estimated that fully one-third of the 
earnings reported by companies in 1978 
reflect illusory gains created by inflation 
and out-dated accounting principles. 
We're no exception. 

And then there is the odd hap
penstance that, in an industry devoted to 
accuracy and precision, we are without 
precise measures. 

We don't know how much 
equipment we have sold or how many 
people are actually involved in our in
dustry. 

But, as Montgomery Phister 
comments in his epic work, Data Pro
cessing Technology and Economics, 
"Although we can't know exactly how 
the population of programmers or mag-

EDI 

netic tape reels or line printers or mem
ory bytes or data service companies has 
changed, year by year, since 1950, we 
can find enough data to formulate an 
estimate of each of these and can gain 
some understanding of the relationship 
between them. " 

It would be nice, though, if the 
cast of characters stopped changing 
quite so rapidly. 

For example, in the first issue of 
DATAMATION, back in October 1957, 
IBM was there introducing its 610 Auto 
Point Computer; but so was ElectroData 
and the 205 and Ramo Wooldridge with 
the Rw-300. 

In our September 1969 issue, an 
NCC spectacular as big as a Sears cata
log, Viatron (with a 12-page insert), Xe
rox Data Systems, RCA, and General 
Electric had joined the pack. Ah, those 
were the days. 

Today, attrition, mergers, and 
acquisitions have created a new industry 
mix. Giants such as AT&T and Exxon 
have entered the marketplace. Startups 
are fewer. Many of the smaller compa
nies, and not a few of the larger ones, 
have succumbed. 

Further complicating matters, as 
Ted Withington points out in his over
view article, are fundamental alterations 
in the very structure of the industry. 
. We are entering an interesting 

and challenging era, one of almost cla~
sical Hegelian drama. On one side we 
have the forces of change fueled by ad
vancing LSI and microcomputer technol
ogy, and new user awareness. On the 
other, we have the equally powerful 
forces of conservatism and reaction. 

Paradoxically, our own govern
ment is one of the most powerful road
blocks to industry growth. At a time 
when our balance of payments is slip
ping badly, at a time when foreign com
panies are making signficant inroads 
into our domestic markets and buying up 
U. S. companies as well, the government 
hinders competition by excessive regula
tion and interminable legal proceedings. 
Tops on the list are the antitrust trials 
and the futile eff9rts to separately define I 

communications and computers for the 
new Communications Act. 

Inflation, lack of venture capital, 
increased mergers and acquisitions, and 
the high cost of conversion locking the 
user to a single mainframer-all contrib
ute to moderating industry growth. 

But the incredible spread of data 
processing throughout business, techno
logical innovation, and the unquencha
ble entrepreneurial spirit that this indus
try seems to foster will keep that green 
line moving upward. 

It is characteristic of this industry 
that, at a time when IBM product and 
pricing announcements have stunned the 
general purpose computer market, per
sonal and small business computers are 
exuberantly bursting forth everywhere. 
And waiting to explode is another huge, 
untapped market-the electronic office. 

Because of the industry's rapid 
growth and change, we have moved our 
traditional DATAMATION 50 roundup 
from its regular June slot into this Spe
cial Edition. The move allows us to ex
amine the top companies in much great
er depth and also to explore the many 
high-growth submarkets. 

It's part of our recognition that 
the infant computer industry is growing 
up. * 

COMPUTER GRAPHICS COURTESY OF GRAPHIC MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS INC., NEW YORK, N.Y. 
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a short course 
in the p'roper 
a p-I ication 
o EDP power 
The proper appl ication of raw 
building power to a Data 
Center need no longer be 
misunderstood or overlooked. 
The Precision Power Center is 
self-contained and factory 
tested - developed to 
eliminate the mysteries and 
provide a foolproof solution to 
the computer power challenge. 

keep it flexible 

Because power is distributed 
through flexible underfloor . 
cables, minor changes and 
relocation are no longer a 
concern. Even a major move is 
taken in stride because the 
Precision Power Center is 
mobile. 

keep it economical 

The mobility feature makes the 
Center a one time investment 
and as a fixed asset it qualifies 
for investment tax credit. The 
Center offers single source 

responsibility but more 
significantly, it eliminates 
costly" hard-wired" rigid 
conduit systems. In addition, 
it's total flexibility maximizes 
uptime, both initially and later, 
during room modifications or 
relocation. 

keep it secure 

The compact package not only 
locates all the components 
within the room but the source· 
itself is secure, isolated, and 
'dedicated to serve only the 
computer system. The Center 
offers the ultimate in 
grounding - a single point, 
five-wire system. The exclusive 
Powerboost@ can realign 
power during low voltage 
conditions. Additional security 
is a result of the Power 
Monitor Console, a solid-state 
display panel which 
continuously scans all 
computer related electrical 
activity and immediately 
reports any irregularities. 

The Precision Power Center is 
a product of CONDITIONED 
POWER CORPORATION, a 
subsidiary of LIEBERT whose 
innovative approach to 
precision and electronics has 
made them the world leader in 
computer room air 
conditioning. 

For more information please 
call or write us at 

LIEBERT CORPORATION 
1050 Dearborn Drive 

Columbus, Ohio 43229 
614 888-0246 

Stop by booth #1015 at National 
Computer Conference. 

to.. Conditioned Power Corporation 
_ subsidiary of Liebert 
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The 
new technology. 
Burroughs "900" Series computers give you higher 

performance and lower cost through advanced tecllnology. 

Burroughs B 2930 (shown below) and B 3950 
computers introduce entirely new levels of price
performance and flexibility. For the first-time 
computer user. And for experienced computer users 
with requirements for interactive processing, 
distributed processing and heavy-duty central 
processing work loads. 

These new systems provide up to five times the 
throughput performance of our entry-level B 2800 
in our "800" Series. Their main memory can be 
expanded to five times the maximum previous 
capacity. Yet they occupy half as much space. They 
use 50 percent less power. And the monthly lease 
price for a B 2930 starts as low as $4,250. 

This increased performance and economy 
comes from the use of Burroughs entirely new 
"micro-modular concurrent" architecture, and 
advanced high-density logic and memory 
circuits. 

This architecture is made up of independent 

elements that process data simultaneously. For 
0rtimum efficiency and a consistently high rate 
o throughput. 

The B 2930 and B 3950 can have up to four central 
processors. And they are completely software
compatible with earlier Burroughs intermediate 
systems. No rewriting or recompiling of existing 
application programs is required. 

And remember, when you buy any Burroughs 
system you get the bonus of dealing with a total 
capability company with 90 years experience. And 
the security of knowing the whole Burroughs 
organization is behind you. 

We call it "Total System Support." Hardware, 
system software, application programs, customer 
training, system maintenance - even the business 
forms and supplies you need. 

Find out more. Call your local Burroughs office 
or write Burroughs Corporation, Dept. DM-ll, 
Burroughs Place, Detroit, Michigan 48232. 

CIRCLE 21 ON READER CARD 



Technology, user demands, governments are 
changing the face of the industry. 

by Frederic G. Withington 
The profile of the data processing industry 
is like that of a growing child. Its features 
are clear and can be measured more or 
less distinctly-the mainframe, minicom
puter, peripheral, software and service, 
and other submarkets discussed in this 
Special Edition. But, during ,periods of 
rapid growth, a child's features change 
quickly. This article examines the changes 
that 'are occurring in the data processing 
industry's profile during the present ex
plosive period. 

Changing technology is affecting 
the profile most. Improving LSI electron
ics, for one thing, has reduced the large 
manufacturer's economies of scale. A 
host of small companies offering small 
products has entered the industry-per
sonal computer, terminal, minicomputer 
manufacturers. Some of them don't stay 
small for long; the Tandy Corp., despite a 
late start, is reported to have sold 100,000 
TRS-80 personal computers in 1978 
through its Radio Shack retail chain. But, 
business pressures force many of the 
small companies to sell out to cash-rich 
large ones, enabling them in turn to 
change their profiles. 

Another technological force for 
change is the increasing prevalence of mi
crocoded computers, also made practical 
by improved LSI cost/performance. 

Compared to the clear functional 
profiles of past computers, with their 
fixed' instruction sets and register struc
tures, microcoded computers have blurred 
profiles. An NCR Criterion can either emu
late the earlier Century series' instruction 
set or operate in a COBOL-virtual executive 
mode; its performance characteristics are 
quite different in the two modes. The new 

10 DATAMATION 

IBM 4300s can function in the System 370 
DOS instruction set mode, but it appears 
that they will be evolving into a vM-based 
"application machine" mode. Whatever 
that turns out to be, the 4300s will surely 
display very different characteristics in the 
new mode. 

A manufacturer of microcoded 
machines has more options than before, 
and the profiles of other sllbmarkets ar~ 
affected as well. Independent providers of 
software packages, for example, have 
been able to work with visible, unchang
ing instruction sets. How do they work 
with machines like the System/38 where 
there is no instruction set, but only a se
cret microcode that is likely to change 
without notice? Perhaps they should com;,. 
bine with system houses and small provid
ers of microcoded computers to offer their 
own complete packages. If they do, the 
result will be further change in the indus-
try's profile. ' 

Low-cost LSI has led to new roles 
for digital electronics: in applianc~s, tele
phones, typewriters, and entirely new pro
ducts like video games. Some of the new 
products spawn technology shifts that will 
probably feed back into the main line of 
data processing products. For its Speak
'n-Spell portable sp~lling trainer, for ex
ample, Texas Instruments developed a 
very low-cost voice synthesis system. ' 
This system will undoubtedly appearasan 
auxi1~~ryoutput for te~minals, consoles, 
peripherals, .and man"y other products. 
Such developments enable data processing 
companies to diversify,bllt also attract 
newcomers to t~e dp'industry. The profile 
changes further./ 

U serS'changing demands are 
also altering th~ industry. For one thing, 
over the years! software lock-ins have 

made users less and less willing to switch 
mainframe vendors. The result has been 
the birth of plug-compatible mainframe 
(PCM) vendors-Amdahl's growth over the 
last three. years is hard to match in any 
ind~stry any time. IBM'S countermoves 
may limit further incursions by this new 
faction. With its 4300s, IBM has become 
the prime PCM competitor to itself, not 
only for smaller System 370s, but forSys.,. 
tern 360sand 1401s as well. It is too.1ate 
for IBM to eliminate the new competitors 
entirely;pcM'S of all types have become a 
permanent feature in the profile. 

Users' demands for distributed 
networks are increasing steadily. The 
computer manufacturers have been forced 
to become communicators, evidenced in 
Digital Equipment's DEC NET or IBM'sin
volvement in Satellite Business Systems 
(SBS). They now compete with still an
other set of outsiders, such as A.T&T, 
Tymnet, and. Telenet. In addition, the 
growth of the network service companies 
shows that a significant part of the users' 
demands for distributed networks can be 
met by shared rather than~ dedicated· net~ 
works. Exploiting this trend, nearly all the 
large network service companies now of
fer hardware tailored to fit their services. 
It appears that a new kind of hardware.
software-communications company is 
emerging. If IBM reenters the services 
business, which it is now free to do, it 
wiUprobably opt for such, an integrated 
approach. .... . 

GOVERN· 
.MENTS HAVE 
THEIR SAY 

Of course, the U.S. gov
ernment may have some
thing to say about that. 
All governments in de:

veloped· countries are using their control 
of telecommunications to· further national 
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Sooner or later every manufacturer must match or 
better the new IBM standard. 

interests. The result in the U.S. will be a 
new Communications Act. Its form is dif
ficult to predict but its thrust is clearly 
pro-competition. It may even permit IBM 
to offer communications-based services. 

In most other countries the objec
tive is to limit competition (from foreign
ers, at least) through both regulation and 
standards. Most countries also use subsi
dies, buying preferences, and import re
strictions to nurture local industry. Suc
cess appears to have been achieved by the 
British with ICL, the French with Cii-HB, 
and the Japanese with several companies. 
Whatever the degree of success,. the pro
file of the data processing industry in each 
country is sharply affected by its govern
ment's competitive stance. 

In the U.S., the effect of competi- . 
tiveness within the government is mostly 
to stop anything from happening. On any 
significant subject, Justice, Commerce, 
the Securities and Exchange Commission, 
the Federal Communications Commis
sion, the Congress and the Courts all ap
pear certain to harbor opposing views, re
sulting in apparently endless litigation. 
Absurdities result like the spectacle of the 
Justice Department's attempts, via the an
titrust laws, to diminish IBM'S market 
power while the action of the Commerce 
Department, through its peripheral device 
interface standard, serves to increase it. 

There is some consolation in the 
fact that most other governments appear 
to have similar problems. Even the usual
ly well-organized Japanese have recently' 
had a falling out between the Foreign 
Ministry and the government's Nippon 
Telephone and Telegraph Co. over the 
issue of permitting U.S. companies to bid 
on NTT procurement contracts. 

While government actions in many 
countries have major effects on the profile 
of the data processing industry, the daw
dling pace of bureaucracy makes the ef
fects slow to emerge. In the immediate 
term (1978-79), the industry's profile is 
being shaped much more rapidly by busi
ness pressures. 

IBM SETS 
THE PACE 

The price/performance 
of computers has been 
improving dramatically, 

as new models are announced and the 
prices of old ones are cut. IBM has recent
ly been setting the pace with its counter
moves against the PCM'S. The independent 
mainframe and minicomputer manufactur
ers are not affected immediately because 
each has a locked-in base of customers 
that cannot immediately switch. But soon
er or later every manufacturer must match 
or better the new IBM standard. While this 
is good news for users, it is not so good 
for all the manufacturers. Everyone's 
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Table 1 

COMMON STOCK 
OFFERINGS FOR 

WHICH NO PRIOR 
MARKET EXISTED, 

1970-1977 
Year Number of Issues 

1970 566 
1971 446 
1972 646 
1973 177 
1974 55 
1975 24 
1976 46 
1977 46 

Source: Investment Dealers Digest. 

profit margin will be cut, and decreasing 
electronics cost is not enough to make up 
the difference. 

For independent manufacturers 
with software and customer service costs 
comparable to IBM'S, the leader's new un
bundling policies should prove helpful. 
IBM now charges separately for on-site 
system engineering, providing old-style 
assistance only from regional support cen
ters. Any manufacturer with enough cus
tomers is free to follow suit if it can. The 
result should be substantial cost savings 
for some, and a further change in the 
profile of the industry's product and ser
vice offerings. (Can several smaller man
ufacturers use pooled support centers, for 
example? Can they be independent com
panies?) 

Small companies, their margins 
squeezed by competition, have problems 
raising working capital in today's business 
climate. Interest rates nearly preclude bor
rowing. The equity market, which helped 
so many companies get started in the 
1960s, is equally dismal today. Table 1 
shows how dire the situation is-in recent 
years one-tenth as many new stock offer
ings have been successful as in the early 
1970s. At the same time, large companies 
in many industries have been generating 
cash. (Despite general gloom about the 
future, 1977 and 1978 were great profit 
years.) Discouraged by various factors 
from reinvesting in their own businesses, 
these large companies have been using 
their cash to buy up smaller firms. 

ACQUISITION The acquisition fever has 
FEVER be~n. heightene? by the 

eXIstmg competItors' de-
sire to diversify. Hardware companies ac
quire communications companies (Xerox-

Western Union, GTE-Telenet, NCR-Com
ten). Communications companies, in turn, 
absorb hardware companies (ITT-Qume, 
Northern Telecom-Data 100 and Sycor). 
Mainframe companies diversify their 
hardware offerings (Honeywell-Incoterm, 
Burroughs-Context, Sperry Univac-Var
ian). Foreign companies diversify their 
product lines and also enter new geo
graphic markets through acquisitions (ICL
Singer) and partnership agreements (Sie
mens-Fujitsu). 

This wave of acquisitions is a 
source of real concern. Will the industry 
consolidate to such a degree that innova
tion is stifled? Will continuing profit pres
sures cause such a shakeout that competi
tion declines? Are we, in fact, going to 
find that there is room for no one except 
IBM and such plug-compatible competi
tors as can survive? 

Perhaps history provides the an
swer. By 1966 it was apparent that IBM'S 
System 360 was going to be a great suc
cess, offering an unprecedented level of 
price/performance. Some commentators 
began to question the viability of IBM'S 
competitors, and to a degree they were 
right; RCA, GE and XDS soon made their 
exits. But, the drop-outs reckoned without 
innovation: minicomputers, small busi
ness systems, personal computers, intelli
gent terminals, network services, the 
plug-compatible industry. ' 

Can innovation come to the rescue 
again? It certainly can. Digital communi
cations, office systems, personal comput
ers and consumer products obviously offer 
great potential. And who knows what else 
is on the horizon? So, while consolidation 
and maturity will occur in some segments 
of the data processing industry, innova
tion will surely create new growth mar
kets. 

Clearly the child that emerges 
from this growth phase will have a very 
different profile. If DATAMATION pub
lishes a Special Edition profiling the dp 
industry 10 years from now, I wonder 
what its Table of Contents will look like~ 

FREDERIC G. WITHINGTON 
A 25-year veteran 
in the computer 
industry, Mr. 
Withington heads 
the data 
processing 
industry analysiS 
activities for Arthur 
D. Little, Inc. He 

has written four books and 20 articles 
and papers, and is a long-time 
contributing editor to DATAMATION. 



When You're Finished Processing Data 
Press a Button and Process Woras 

••• 

You can do both with MDS Series 21 
Distributed Data Processing Systems. 

We've developed a great new software 
package that turns our Series 21 family of 
systems into first-class word processors. And, 
it's easy-just press a button and load the 
program. 

Simple? Of course. Improve paperflow 
efficiency? Absolutely. Letters, reports, 
proposals, documents of every type, and 
even memos can be created, edited, stored, 
and quickly retrieved-at any time-for 
updating or revision without rekeying the 
entire text. Copy quality? You can be sure of 
sharp, crisp originals from the systems 
printer, whether you're running stationery or 
forms. 

The word processing capability is just 
one of the many benefits you get with MDS 
Series 21 systems. There's modularity, for 
instance, that provides easy expansion or 
modification so you can grow at your own 
rate. A complete range of optional 
peripherals includes character and line 

printers. Tape drives and additional disk 
storage give you complete freedom to 
configure Series 21 equipment for 
application needs at central or remote 
locations. 

So if you don't have a distributed data 
processing system that's been taught to 
process words-call us. 

If you do have an MDS Series 21 
installation and would like it to process 
words-we'll teach it. 

Either way, you can be sure of the high 
quality and service that has earned MDS. 
recognition as an industry leader. 

PLEASE FORWARD MORE INFORMATION ON THE MDS SERIES 21 AND WORD PROCESSING 

Name 

Company 

Address 

Phone 

Title 

Zip 

DM42579 

rYlOD 
UuUS. 

1599 Littleton Road, Parsippany. New Jersey 07054 • (201) 540-9080 
Series 21 is a trademark of Mohawk Data Sciences 

Mohawk Data Sciences' 
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~.:.f6r upset 
o 0 6 o~C;:q~ systems 

Your Prescription for 
Problems 
A doctor does more than take 
your pulse when you're not feel
ing up to par. He checks you out 
from head to foot to diagnose the 
problem. That's exactly how 
RESOLVE helps ailing systems: 
RESOLVE lets your console oper
ator, or systems programmer at 
his terminal, probe vital system 
checkpoints to isolate and diag
nose performance problems as 
they occur. 

If you don't catch problems as 
they occur, they're costing you 
money. Because whatever bug 
plagues your system ... enqueue 
conflicts, missing I/O, bottlenecks, 
or dozens of other malfunctions-
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SOLVE 
spells 
relief! 

you know the symp
toms will only get 
worse. There's not 
much you can do to 
prevent it, unless you 
bring in a specialist ... 

an on-line diagnostic specialist: 
RESOLVE. 

And just like your doctor does 
more than diagnose, RESOLVE 
gives you the prescription for 
solving problems. On-the-spot 
action services let your operator 
or systems programmer remedy 
a broad range of problems as 
they occur. 

Now Even Faster Relief 
For MVS! 

For MVS monitoring, the on-line 
action of RESOLVE's new Real
time Service adds performance 
data to complement RESOLVE's 
diagnostic capabilities. Short
term trending, plotting, and on
line graphics let you see MVS 
performance status at a glance. 

RESOLVE ... just what the 
doctor ordered. The on-line, 
realtime problem solver from 
our Performance Measure
ment family of products. 

Boole ~ §~ 
Babbage 

510 Oakmead Parkway • Sunnyvale, California 94086 
408/735-9550 • TWX 910-339-9368 • (800) 538-1872 
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THE DUAMATION 50 

by Becky Barna 

The u. S. data processing industry en
joyed sensational growth last year. The 
industry's 50 largest participants posted 
combined dp-related sales of $36.1 billion 
for fiscal year 1978. That sum represents 
a hefty 22% increase over cumulative dp 
sales of last year's top 50 companies. For 
comparison, 1977 dp revenues of the 50 
largest firms were 18.1 % higher than 
1976's. 

The threshold for entry to the DA
TAMATION 50 was also up, from $69 mil
lion in 1977 to $75 million in 1978. 
Moreover, not one company on this year's 
list posted a loss for fiscal '78; losses 
were recorded for two companies in last 
year's survey. 

The entire U.S. data processing in
dustry is of course comprised of many 
companies below the $75 million cut-off 
for the top 50 group. Nonetheless, we 
estimate that total dp revenues of those 
firms amount to less than an additional 
$1.5 billion, which means the DATAMA
TION 50 pulled in about 95% of total in
dustry revenues in fiscal '78. As a whole, 
then, the industry surpassed the $37 bil
lion mark last year. 

The information presented in this arti
cle was compiled by the DATAMATION 
staff, under the supervision of Becky 
Barna. Information reported herein 
was obtained from corporate annual re
ports, lO-K statements, and Standard 
& Poor's Compustat Services Inc. 

THE TOP 50 U.S. COMPANIES 
IN THE DP INDUSTRY 

RANKED BY 
DP 
REVENUES 

Rankings for the DATA
MATION 50 are arrived at 
differently than those for 
other published reviews 

of industrial corporations. Rather than be
ing ranked according to total revenues, 
the 50 largest industry participants are 
compared on the basis ofrevenues derived 
from dp-related goods and services only. 
Many of the 50 firms are involved in a 
number of lines of business. In fact, seven 
companies make the top 50 listing with 
less than 10% of total revenues accounted 
for by dp sales. Only 18 of the 50 compa
nies obtain 100% of total revenues from 
dp activities. Because many of the compa
nies do not break out such percentages in 
public financial statements, arriving at the 
amount of total dp-related revenues for 
each company involved considerable re
search, analysis, and estimation. 

For purposes of this survey, we 
have concentrated on the activities and 
related revenues concerned with general 
purpose data processing products and ser
vices offered to the end user and oem 
communities. Excluded from the scope of 
this analysis are such specialized areas as 
pure data communications (where no 
"processing" is done) and products such 
as electronic cash registers. 

FISCAL VS. 
CALENDAR 
COMPARI· 
SONS 

Ever since DATAMATION 
first published a review 
of the 50 leading indus
try participants in 1975, 
the companies have been 

compared on the basis of performance 
during their respective fiscal years. That 
poses some problems considering that the 
fiscal year closings for many companies 
are long before the end of the calendar 

year. For example, a company whose fis
cal year ended in March 1978 is reviewed 
on a cycle almost a year behind compa
nies whose fiscal years end on Dec. 31, 
1978. To arrive at a more equitable treat
ment of the companies, as well as a more 
accurate picture of company-to-company 
comparisons, we have instituted this year 
a ranking of the companies by calendar 
year performance as well. Nonetheless, 
for the sake of having data on which to 
compare 1978's results with 1977's, com
panies are still pitted against each other on 
the basis of their fiscal '78 results for this 
year's review. The inclusion of calendar 
year rankings this year paves the way for 
next year's comparative analyses to be 
made solely on a calendar year basis. 

One clear example of the differ
ence between fiscal and calendar year 
rankings is in the case of Sperry Rand, 
whose fiscal 1978 ended in March 1978. 
Total dp-related sales from the firm's Uni
vac division earned it a fifth place ranking 
in the fiscal year chart; on a calendar year 
comparison, Sperry Rand moves up to 
third place. That change in turn causes 
NCR and Control Data, both of whose fis
cal years ended Dec. 31, 1978, to move 
down one notch each to the fourth and 
fifth positions respectively on the calendar 
year chart. 

The company that makes the great
est climb from the fiscal to the calendar 
rankings is Centronics, a newcomer to the 
DATAMATION 50. On the fiscal year chart, 
Centronics ranks number 50; it captures 
the 46th slot on calendar year compari
sons. Other companies that move up more 
than two rungs on the calendar year ladder 
are Wang Labs, Four-Phase Systems, 
Ampex, and Planning Research. 
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.gle • 
m CentroniCS 
betterthan 
other printer 
com~a ft NO Although our 9 model 
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. ~ • 700 series of matrix 
• printers, 4 model 6000 series of 

band printers, 760 series tele-
. printers and new non-impact electrostatic printer give us the most complete 

line in the industry, it still takes more than breadth of line to be the leader. 
Centronics has more. Competitive prices. The largest worldwide service 

organization of any printer company. Financial stability with a record of 
growth and strength unmatched in the business. And a track record of 
superior product reliability and customer support-whether OEM or 
end-user. 

You know the advantages of a single source supply. You know the 
breadth of Centronics' line. And now you know why Centronics is the 
better printer company. Write or call today for the complete details of 
Centronics' full printer line. Centronics Data Computer Corp., Hudson, 
NH 03051, Tel. (603) 883-0111. 

I:EnTRDnII:S® PRinTERS 
Simply BeHer 
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THE "BIG 
SEVEN" 

In the upper echelon of 
the group, the "big sev
en" remained in the 

same positions as last year on the fiscal 
chart. With '78 dp sales of $17.1 billion, 
IBM captured about 47% of the dp rev
enues of the entire top 50 firms; in past 
years, IBM's share has accounted for about 
50%. As a group, the seven -industry lead
ers amassed 76% of the top 50' s total dp 
revenues; last year those same seven gar
nered 78.5% of the top 50's sales. Collec
tively, the big seven pulled in $27.5 bil
lion for fiscal '78, an 18% climb over the 
$23.3 billion posted the previous year. 

Combined revenues of the' 'other 
43" also underwent great growth, up 
36.5% over 1977. By way of comparison, 
the other 43 firms cumulatively grew 
30.7% between 1976 and 1977. As these 
43 companies continue to take over a larg
er and larger share of the top 50' s total 
revenues, it must still be remembered that 
revenues of the top seven firms alone 
stood at $27.5 billion in '78, leaving $8.6 
billion for all the others taken together. 

FOUR 
ENTER; TWO 
EXIT 

There are four new 
names on this year's DA
TAMATION 50, while 
only two names dropped 

off the list-and still we have 50 firms 
represented. That apparent discrepancy is 
readily explained by a close look at 
Northern Telecom Systems Corp., num
ber 17 on the fiscal chart. While this U. S. 
.subsidiary of the Canadian firm, Northern 
Telecom Ltd., is a newcomer to the list, 
its revenues are brought in by two familiar 
faces from last year's survey-Data 100 
(number 25 last year) and Sycor (number 
44 last year). Other entrants include 
Tandy Corp. (number 44), Prime Com
puter (number 46), and Centronics (num
ber 50). 

As is the case each year, a number 
of companies changed their relative posi
tions. This can happen for one of three 
reasons: their growth rate changed, an
other company's growth rate changed, or 
we redefined the dp contribution to total 
revenues. 

CHANGED 
POSITIONS 

It is, of course, more 
difficult to rise in rank 
on the upper half of the 

list, where an improved position of even 
one slot requires revenue increases of tens 
of millions of dollars. Thus, while some 
companies moved up more than five posi
tions, the jump by Storage Technology 
from number 19 to number 14 constituted 

. a rise in revenues of about $138 million. 
In one year's time, Storage Tech's rev
enues jumped a phenomenal 85%, from 
$162 million in '77 to $300 million in 

Table 1 
THE INDUSTRY'S TEN 

FASTEST GROWING COMPANIES 

COMPANY 

1. Tandem Computers 
2. Commodore 
3. Applied Devices 
4. Prime· 
5. Documation 
6. Storage Technology· 
7. Itel* 
8. Amdahl· 
9. Systems Engineering Labs 

10. Four-Phase Systems* 

'A DATAMATION 50 Company 

'78. Similarly, with a revenue growth rate 
of 70%, Amdahl climbed from number 17 
to number 13. For fiscal '78, Amdahl 
recorded revenues of $321 million, com
pared to $189 million the year earlier. 

The biggest improvement in rela
tive position was made by Four-Phase 
Systems, which moved up in rank from 
number 41 to number 30. The company's 
'78 revenues rose an incredible 53% over 
the previous year's. Big climbs on the 
chart were also seen in Datapoint (from 
number 35 to number 26), Tymshare 
(from number 37 to number 28), and Per
tec (from number 39 to number 31). 
These three companies experienced sub
stantial revenue growth rates from '77 to 
'78 of 58%,48%, and 31 % respectively. 

Obviously as a number of compa
nies moved up in rank, a number of others 
moved down. Those "declines," howev
er, do not necessarily mean the companies 
had a bad year; it may only mean that 
other companies had a better year. 

1978 saw sensational growth rates 
for many companies outside the DATAMA
TION 50 as well. Table I shows the 10 
companies in the industry that witnessed 
the greatest growth in calendar '78 over 
calendar '77. Of those 10 firms, five oc
cupy positions on the top 50 listing. 

READING 
THE CHART 

The following two-page 
chart shows the top 50 
U.S. companies in the 

data processing industry for fiscal 1978. 
The data on the right-hand page is, in 
most cases, reported by the companies in 
their annual reports; exceptions are clearly 
noted. One particularly important column 
is labeled "year ending"; it points up 
some of the problems in comparing com
panies which report on different cycles. 

The left-hand side of the chart pre
sents data that constitutes our best esti
mates of data processing related revenues, 
the basis for our rankings. 

The activities of each of the 50 
coopanies are further described in sepa
rate corporate profiles within this article . 
Each profile is supplemented by a bar 
chart depicting our estimates of the contri
bution which various product and service 

% GROWTH 
OVER 

CALENDAR '77 

216% 
190% 
102% 
87% 
86% 
85% 
71% 
70% 
61% 
53% 

'78 
CALENDAR 
REVENUES 

($M) 

$ 24 
$ 79 
$ 56 
$ 94 
$ 59 
$300 
$689 
$321 
$ 62 
$136 

areas make to the company's total dp rev
enues. The five product and service cate
gories include the following: 
• mainframes-general purpose comput
ers, including native memory supplied 
with them but excluding peripherals and 
terminals. 
• minicomputers and microcomputers
all end user and oem minis and micros 
and their native memories, but exclusive 
of detachable peripherals and terminals. 
• pheripherals and terminals-all units 
shipped as part of complete systems or 
shipped separately, including data entry 
equipment and add-on memory but ex
cluding equipment without functional con
nection to dp systems (such as standalone 
electronic cash registers). 
• media and supplies-media such as 
disc packs, magnetic tapes, carbon rib
bons, and incidental forms. 
• software and services-software pro
ducts and all types of usage, maintenance, 
third-party leasing, training, consulting, 
and customer assistance provided for a 
fee. 

In addition to the chart and accom
panying text describing the 50 firms on 
the basis of their fiscal '78 results, we 
have included the chart comparing these 
same companies on a calendar year basis. 
Much of the data for total revenues of 
each company by calendarization of fiscal 
year data was supplied by Standard & 
Poor's Compustat Services Inc. To those 
numbers we applied our estimated. per
centages to determine what portion of to
tal revenues constitutes dp-related rev
enues. 

DISCLAIMER Finally, while many of 
our estimates were ap

proved or improved by company sources, 
corporate policies in many instances pre
cluded our obtaining the desired details or 
comments. And because our rankings are 
based on our best estimates rather than on 
publicly reported data, we cannot guaran
tee absolute accuracy on individual com
pany situations. Nonetheless, we are con
fident that the DATAMATION 50 represents 
the leading industry participants in a most 
adequate manner. ~ 
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THE DATAMATIW 50 
THE TOP 50 U.S. COMPANIES IN THE DP INDUSTRY 

ESTIMATED DATA 

111976 TOTAL 
DP U.S.DP 

DP REVENUES REVENUES 
REVENUES (% of total) (% of total) REVENUES 

RANK COMPANY $M revenues) dp revenues) $M 

1 International Business Machines $17,072 81% 50% $16,304 
2 Burroughs $ 2,107 " 87% 59% $ 1,902 
3 NCR $ 1,932 74% 50% $ 2,1361 

4 Control Data $ 1,867 68% 50% $ 2,113 
5 Sperry Rand $ 1,807 48% 58% $ 3,203 

6 Digital E~uipment $ 1,437 100% 62% $ 736 
7 Honeywe 12 $ "1,294 37% 63% $ 2,495 
8 Hewlett Packard $ 657 38% 54% $ 1,112 
9 Memorex $ 570 90% 60% $ 345 

10 Itel $ 487 71% 90% $ 260 

11 TRW $ 466 12% 77% $ 2,929 
12 Data General $ 380 100% 69% $ 179 
13 Amdahl $ 321 100% 73% $ 93 
14 Storage Technology $ 300 100% 80% $ 122 
15 Automatic Data Processing $ 290 97% 92% $ 199 

16 3M $ 280 6% 80% $ 3,514 
17 Northern Telecom Systems3 $ 275 100% 70% $ NA 
18 Computer Sciences $ 255 92% 91% $ 220 
19 Xerox $ ·236 4% 100% $ 4,418 
20 Electronic Data Systems $ 211 97% 98% $ 1331 

21 Management Assistance $ 205 100% 60% $ 123 
22 Texas Instruments $ 204 8% 90% $ 1,659 
23 General Electric $ 190 1% 80% $15,698 
24 Harris $ 174 20% 80% $ 514 
25 Wang Laboratories $ 168 85% 56% $ 97 

26 Datapoint $ 162 100% 75% $ 72 
27 Mohawk Data Sciences $ 153 100% 41% $ 162 
28 Tymshare $ 150 100% 95% $ 82 
29 System Development $ 145 100% 95% $ 110 
30 Four-Phase Systems $ 136 100% 84% $ 63 

31 Pertec Computer $ 132 100% 75% $ 37 
32 Perkin-Elmer $ 131 24% 73% $ 349 
33 McDonnell Douglas $ 128 3% 100% $ 3,543 
34 Tektronix $ 126 21% 60% $ 367 
35 Dataproducts . $ 125 90% 80% $ 85 

36 Teletype $ 124 41% 90% $ 180E 
37 California Computer Products $ 120 100% 74% $ 122 
38 Ampex $ 119 37% 52% $ 258 
39 Bunker Ramo $ 119 31% 85% $ 316 
40 General Instrument $ 116 23% 80% $ 376 

41 Telex $ 107 76% 75% $ 106 
42 General Automation $ 98 100% 73% $ 71 
43 Raytheon $ 97 3% 80% $ 2,463 
44 Tandy $ 96 9% 90% $ 742 
45 Planning Research $ 96 43% 74% $ 148 

46 Prime Computer $ 94 100% 57% $ 23 
47 Informatics $ 93 100% 90% $ 59 
48 Recognition Equipment $ 81 93% 67% $ 65 
49 Wyly $ 79 100% 49% $ 64 
50 Centronics $ 75 100% NA $ 52 

NA = not available E = estimated 1 restated data 2data shown excludes Cii-HB 
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REPORTED DATA 
1977 TOTAL 1978 TOTAL 1978 NUMBER FISCAL 
REVENUES REVENUES NET INCOME OF YEAR 1977 1978 

$M $M $M EMPLOYEES ENDS RANK RANK 

, $18,133 $21,076 $3,111 325,517 Dec 31 1 1 
$ 2,127 $ 2,422 $ 253 54,638 Dec 31 2 2 
$ 2,3121 $ 2,611 $ 194 62,000 Dec 31 3 3 
$ 2,301 $ 2,738 $ 89 51,000 Dec 31 4 4 
$ 3,270 $ 3,765 $ 177 89,044 March 31 5 5 

$ 1,059 $ 1,437 $ 142 40,000 July 1 6 6 
$ 2,911 $ 3,548 $ 201 86,300 Dec 31 7 7 
$ 1,360 $ 1,728 $ 153 42,400 Oct 31 9 8 
$ 450 $ 633 $ 42 11,085 Dec 31 8 9 
$ 402 $ 689 $ 47 6,500 Dec 31 11 10 

$ 3,264 $ 3,787 $ 174 93,353 Dec 31 10 11 $ 255 $ 380 $ 40 10,830 Sept 30 12 12 $ 189 $ 321 $ 48 3,000 Dec 29 17 13 $ 162 $ 300 $ 27 6,497 Dec 31 19 14 $ 245 $ 299 $ 27 10,000 June 30 14 15 

$ 3,980 $ 4,661 $ 563 85,000 Dec 31 13 16 
$ NA $ 275 $ NA 6,500 Dec 31 17 
$ 235 $ 277 $ 14 10,300 March 31 18 18 
$ 5,082 $ 5,902 $ 477 108,000 Dec 31 15 19 
$ 164 $ 218 $ 20 7,248 June 30 21 20 

$ 155 $ 205 $ 16 4,000 Sept 30 22 21 
$ 2,046 $ 2,550 $ 140 39,000 Dec 31 20 22 
$17,519 $19,654 $1,230 398,000 Dec 31 16 23 
$ 646 $ 872 $ 52 18,700 June 30 24 24 
$ 134 $ 198 $ 16 4,100 June 30 28 25 

$ 103 $ 162 $ 15 3,889 July 31 35 26 
$ 146 $ 153 $ 6 3,800 April 30 23 27 
$ 101 $ 150 $ 11 3,000 Dec 31 37 28 
$ 130 $ 145 $ 2 4,000 June 25 34 29 
$ 89 $ 136 $ 12 2,800 Dec 31 41 30 

$ 95 $ 132 $ 7 3,000 March 31 39 31 
$ 432 $ 554 $ 35 12,279 July 31 36 32 
$ 3,545 $ 4,130 $ 161 4,909 Dec 31 29 33 
$ 455 $ 599 $ 57 21,000 May 31 38 34 
$ 115 $ 139 $ 16 3,500 March 25 33 35 

$ 270E $ 303E $ NA 5,300E Dec 31 30 36 
$ 118 $ 120 $ 2 2,783 June 30 27 37 
$ 287 $ 322 $ 204 12,000 April 30 26 38 
$ 341 $ 383 $ 19 9,900 Dec 31 32 39 
$ 466 $ 503 $ 24 24,000 Feb 28 31 40 

$ 119 $ 140 $ 8 3,120 March 31 40 41 
$ 84 $ 98 $ 4 2,200 July 31 43 42 
$ 2,818 $ 3,239 $ 150 63,600 Dec 31 42 43 
$ 949 $ 1,059 $ 66 20,000 June 30 44 
$ 186 $ 223 $ 5 7,000 June 30 49 45 

$ 50 $ 94 $ 8 1,712 Dec 31 46 
$ 75 $ 93 $ 3 2,500 Dec 31 45 47 
$ 75 $ 87 $ 5 2,200 Oct 31 48 48 
$ 71 $ 79 $ 3 1,700 Dec 31 50 49 
$ 58 $ 75 $ 14 2,000 June 30 50 

3represents Data 100, Sycor data 4after extraordinary credit 
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THE DATAMATION 50 
THE TOP 50 U.S. COMPANIES IN THE DP INDUSTRY 
BY CALENDAR YEAR RANKINGS 

ESTIMATES I REPORTED DATA 
rcALENDAR '7;t CALENDAR '78 CALENDAR '78 

DP REVENUES TOTAL REVENUES NET INCOME 
RANK COMPANY ($M) ($M) ($M) 

1 International Business Machines $17,072 $21,076 $3,111 
2 Burrou~hs $ 2,107 $ 2,422 $ 253 
3 Sperry and $ 1,952 $ 4,065 $ 214 
4 NCR $ 1,932 $ 2,611 $ 194 
5 Control Data $ 1,867 $ 2,738 $ 89 

6 Digital E~ulpment $ 1,601 $ 1,601 $ 153 
7 Honeywel $ 1,294 $ 3,548 $ 201 
8 Hewlett-Packard $ 708 $ 1,863 $ 166 
9 Memorex $ 570 $ 633 $ 42 

10 Itel $ 487 $ 689 $ 47 

11 TRW $ 466 $ 3,787 $ 174 
12 Data General $ 410 $ 410 $ 44 
13 Automatic Data Processing $ 324 $ 334 $ 30 
14 Amdahl $ 321 $ 321 $ 48 
15 Storage Technology $ 300 $ 300 $ 27 

16 Computer Sciences $ 297 $ 323 $ 16 
17 3M $ 280 $ 4,661 $ 563 
18 Northern Telecom Systems $ 275 $ 275 NA 
19 Xerox $ 236 $ 5,902 $ 477 
20 Electronic Data Systems $ 231 $ 238 $ 22 

21 Management Assistance $ 221 $ 221 $ 18 
22 Wang laboratories $ 209 $ 246 $ 20 
23 Texas Instruments $ 204 $ 2,550 $ 140 
24 Datapolnt $ 195 $ 195 $ 20 
25 General Electric $ 190 $19,654 $1,230 

26 Harris $ 186 $ 929 $ 57 
27 Mohawk Data Sciences $ 170 $ 170 $ 8 
28 System Development $ 159 $ 159 $ 2 
29 Perkin-Elmer $ 158 $ 658 $ 44 
30 Tymshare $ 150 $ 150 $ 11 

31 Pertec $ 143 $ 143 $ 9 
32 Tektronix $ 142 $ 677 $ 64, 
33 Dataproducts $ 141 $ 157 $ 16 
34 Four-Phase Systems $ 136 $ 136 $ 12 
35 Ampex $ 132 $ 356 $ 17 

36 California Computer Products $ 129 $ 129 $ 2 
37 McDonnell Douglas $ 128 $ 4,130 $ 161 
38 Teletype $ 124 $ 303E NA 
39 General Instrument $ 120 $ 522 $ 30 
40 Bunker Ramo $ 119 $ 383 $ 19 

41 General Automation $ 110 $ 110 $ 4 
42 Planning Research $ 108 $ 252 $ 6 
43 Tandy $ 105 $ 1,152 $ 76 
44 Telex $ 103 $ 136 $ 6 
45 Raytheon $ 97 $ 3,239 $ 150 

46 Centronics $ 94 $ 94 $ 14 
47 Prime $ 94 $ 94 $ 8 
48 Informatics $ 93 $ 93 $ 3 
49 Recognition Equipment $ 82 $ 86 NA 
50 Wyly $ 79 $ 79 $ 3 

NA = Not Available E = Estimated Source: Standard & Poor's Compustat and DATAMATION estimates 
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INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES 
CORPORATION 
OLD ORCHARD ROAD, 
ARMONK, NY 10504 
(914) 765-1900 
With a host of new product announcements and a series of 
aggressive price cuts, IBM vigorously reaffirmed its dominant 
position in the computer industry last year, chalking up a gross 
income of more than $20 billion for the first time in its 
history. 

Data processing revenues, which represent 81 % of the 
firm's overall revenues, jumped by almost 16% to a record 
$17.1 billion, an increase that reflected a substantial climb 
over strong 1977 levels and a growing percentage of purchases 
of dp equipment. The portion of gross income represented by 
purchases of dp gear has now grown to 27.7%, almost 10% 
more than what it was five years ago. 

IBM launched a number of new products during 1978, 
including the 8100 for the distributed processing marketplace 
and the System/38 to cap the General Systems Division 
product line. More recently, the Data Processing Division 
announced the 4300 line, thereby sharply redefining the price/ 
performance framework of the industry. 

The computer giant additionally slashed prices for a 
number of its products including 370/138s and 148s, 3344 and 
3350 disk systems, as well as 370 and 303X expansion 
memory. For the first time IBM also offered quantity discounts, 
or more accurately rebates, on its Series/l line. 

In addition to hardware, a sales growth that hit $5.8 
billion this year, rentals generated $8.6 billion, a modest 
increase of 6% over 1977. Major revenue contributions also 
emanated from services, program products, and supplies. This 
area, which mostly represents maintenance on and monthly 
fees from purchased equipment as well as monthly fees from 
purchased software, has grown enormously over the past few 
years. In 1978, IBM garnered $2 billion from these sources, a 
jump of more than 35% over 1977. 

Geographically, IBM'S two foreign subsidiaries, Europe/ 
Middle East/Africa and. Americas/Far East grew 21.7% and 
16.2% respectively, outstripping domestic growth which 
jumped 11.4%. Gross income from operations outside the.U.S. 
came to just over $11 billion, somewhat more than income 
generated from U.S. operations. 

On other fronts, IBM'S lawsuit with Memorex resulted 
in a directed verdict in IBM'S favor-a decision that Memorex 
is now appealing. At this point IBM is still engaged in litigation 
with Transamerica Computer Company, and is currently 
presenting its witnesses in the 11 year old antitrust case 
initiated by the Department of Justice. 

Finally, IBM'S Satellite Business Systems venture 
suffered a setback when aU. S. Court of Appeals overturned 
the Federal Communications Commission's earlier approval of 
SBS. Both SBS and the FCC have petitioned for a rehearing of 
that ruling and, pending a court decision in its favor, IBM 

hopes SBS will begin commercial operations in 1981. 
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BURROUGHS CORPORATION 
BURROUGHS PLACE, 
DETROIT, MI 48232 
(313) 972-7442 
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With revenues of $2.1 billion for data processing related 
products and services-an increase of more than 14% over last 
year-Burroughs retained its number two ranking among major 
U. s. computer concerns. 

Total revenues came to $2.4 billion while 1978 net 
income amounted to $253 million. 

Burroughs' past year was exceptionally active. The 
company introduced a variety of products, including four new 
B6800 models with improved performance at reduced price -
tags; five new mid-range B28-4800 models; a modular line of 
transistor control terminals; and the unveiling of Burroughs 
Network Architecture (BNA) aimed at bolstering the firm's 
strength in distributed processing and data communications. 

Further, the company responded to IBM'S System/38 
announcement with the introduction of its B 1800 Series of 
small to medium scale computers early in 1979, a period that 
also saw the debut of the 900 Series. With price/performance 
improvement three times greater than that of the 800 Series, 
the 900 Series features the B2930 and the B3950 as its first 
two members. 

Cumulatively, the company's aggressive marketing 
strategy paid off during fiscal 1978 in the form of record 
pretax profit margins that were posted in the 4th quarter, as 
well as a record backlog of $1. 75 billion. 

Among the customers Burroughs added for large 
systems were Ford Motor Co., Chrysler Corp., the New York 
State Dept. of Education, and the National Blue Cross and 
Blue Shield Assn. in Chicago. 

. Internally, Burroughs has restructured its marketing 
approach, adding a program for what it terms Designated 
International Accounts and Designated National Accounts. The 
program is designed to provide coordinated marketing support 
to organizations using Burroughs equipment at multiple 
locations by establishing a single source for information, 
planning assistance, and service. 

Additionally, Burroughs' oem division, which 
completed its first full year of operation in 1978, has 
substantially increased its sales. Internationally, the company 
established a joint venture in India with Tata Sons Ltd., 
Burroughs' former distributor. The new company, Tata 
Burroughs Ltd., is now marketing Burroughs products and 
services in India. 

To meet growing production requirements, Burroughs 
has added to its Rancho Bernardo, CA center for the production 
of integrated circuits and is doubling the size of its Tredyffrin, 
PA plant for the production of large scale computers. The firm 
has also started engineering centers in Austin, TX; Orlando, FL; 
and Radnor, PA. During 1978 Burroughs also began production 
of display terminals at Villers-Ecalles, France. 
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NCR CORPORATION 
1700 S. PATTERSON BLVD., 
DAYTON, OH 45479 
(513) 449-2000 
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NCR ended its '78 fiscal year on Dec. 31 with a 13% increase 
in total revenues from $2.3 billion in 1977 to $2.6 billion in 
'78. Net income climbed a staggering 61 % to $193.7 million 
from the $120.6 million of the previous year. 

Currently over half of NCR'S revenues are generated 
outside the U.S. and the company expects non-U.S. revenues 
and income to continue upward. NCR also is looking at the 
marketing opportunities in China. 

Revenues derived from U. S. operations were up 8 % 
over fiscal 1977, reaching $1.2 billion and representing 45% 
of the company's total revenues. 

Several developments during 1978 will have continuing 
impact on the company's progress over the next few years. 
Among them are: 
• The addition of 116 new hardware and software releases. 
Major new products include the 7500 intelligent terminal, the 
large scale V8650 and V8670 computers, and the mid-sized 
8270 as a response to IBM'S 8100. 
• The sale of its Appleton Papers Division and the acquisition 
of Comten-a communication computer manufacturer, 
permitting NCR to devote all of its resources to the business of 
information processing. 

The new large scale family, the V8600, comprises the 
two most powerful general-purpose computers NCR has ever 
released. The family features the first use of 64K-bit memory 
chip technology in a large scale system and the first use of 
ultra-fast lOOK emitter-coupled-logic circuitry in a 
commercially available, general purpose computer. 

Also in the new product area, NCR introduced new 
financial, retail, and manufacturing terminal systems designed 
to further increase market share by offering more power and 
flexibility through the use of micro-electronics technology. 

NCR now invests half of its research and development 
budget in basic and applied software. During the past year, the 
company continued to aggressively market its software as a 
revenue-generating product by emphasizing standardized 
applications, which can be readily adapted to specific customer 
needs. 

The company's application software library continues to 
be one of the most comprehensive in the industry. 1978 
additions to the library include the Interactive Manufacturing 
Control System II; new applications for MISSION, its on-line 
control system for very large manufacturing operations; and a 
new manufacturing data base system. 
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CONTROL DATA CORPORATION 
P.O. BOX 0,8100 34th AVENUE, 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55440 
(612) 853-8100 
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Control Data's dp-related business moved toward the $3 billion 
mark during 1978 as total sales increased 23 % over the 
previous year. The strong showing by the company allowed 
CDC to retain its fourth place ranking in the DATAMATION 50. 

At the close of fiscal '78 on Dec. 31, Control Data 
recorded $2.7 billion in total revenues compared to $2.3 
billion in 1977. Net income was $89.4 million compared to 
$62.9 million the previous year. 

Computer products comprise 68 % of CDC'S total 
revenues, or $1.8 billion in 1978. The remainder of the 
revenues are generated in the financial services and insurance 
areas. 

We estimate mainframes are responsible for 15% of the 
total dp revenues, minicomputers 5 %, peripherals and 
terminals 35%, and media and supplies another 5%. The 
majority of the company's dp revenues, 40%, are generated in 
the software and services area. 

Software continues to remain Control Data's strongest 
segment. This is attributable in part to the strong growth of 
CDC'S data services which are based in large part on its Service 
Bureau Corp., formerly IBM'S baby. Another strong contributor 
is the revenue which the firm derives from the unbundling of 
its software in 1970, especially in light of its 1974 refinement 
to reflect more accurately true software. development costs. 

During the past year, Control Data did $234 million 
worth of business with the U.S. government, which remains its 
largest single customer. Other markets for the company's 
products include education institutions and a steadily growing 
oem segment. Extraordinary income from the recovery of tax 
loss carry forwards in the area of international operations is 
another major reason the company enjoyed a bright '78. 

Total service revenues were up 19% to $697.3 million 
last year. Data services sales increased 17% to $352.6 million, 
while revenue from leased computer equipment rose by 21 %. 
Orders for large computer systems were up 36%. Sales of 
peripheral equipment to other computer industry manufacturers 
rose 56%, and the backlog expected to revenue during 1979 
for oem and systems houses was up 42% from 1977. 

Several new products, services and programs introduced 
last year will have a lasting impact on the company's ability to 
continue growing. Among those developments were the first 
deliveries of three new models of the CYBER 175 large scale 
computer. Also on the delivery line for the first time was a 
new family of disk drives capable of holding up to 635 million 
characters of information. ' 

Forty new software application programs were 
introduced in '78. In addition, 17 new learning centers and 
five new Control Data Institutes were opened, bringing to 69 
the number of educational service facilities the company has 
scattered worldwide. 
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SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 
1290 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
(212) 956-3273 
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Because its fiscal year ends in March, Sperry Univac's 
impressive growth and competitive position is best reflected in 
calendar year figures. Using this yardstick the company shows 
up as the number three manufacturer in the industry, 
generating dp revenues of $1.95 billion. 

Dp revenues for fiscal 1978 were naturally less-$1.81 
billion-and here the company's ranking dropped to the fifth 
position as a result. Net income for the same period was $177 
million. 

These record revenues reflect a highly active as well as 
successful period for Univac, one that was highlighted by the 
introduction of a number of new products, such as the V77-
800 minicomputers, the 90/40 and 90/80-4, and an enhanced 
1100/10. 

It also was a time when cumulative bookings for the 
high end 1100/80 systems reached $550 million, and Univac's 
backlog hit a record $1.5 billion. Further, the Sperry division 
set about expanding its growth not only in North America but 
in Brazil, Australia, Japan and Europe, while expanding 
production capabilities at Cupertino and Irvine, CA, where disc 
drives and minicomputers are produced. 

Univac also set about strengthening its position in its 
principal markets, notably manufacturing, federal, state and 
local government, the energy field, transportation, 
communications and banking. Of these, planned installation 
activity is most significant in government and manufacturing. 

Having divested itself of both the single element 
typewriter business and its Office Systems Division, Univac is 
now totally devoted to the higher technology computer 
business. It is also banking heavily on migrating its installed 
base of 15,000 customers from older systems like the 1106, 
1108, and the 9200 and 9300 to 1100/lOs. 

Univac's big winner last year was the 1100/80 which 
outbooked the most optimistic of Univac's sales by more than 
60%. Conversely, BSM, Univac's small business system, has 
proven something of a disappointment, Univac executives 
confess. Even so, Univac has added close to 1,000 new 
customers with BSM. 

Additionally, Univac is now going after specific 
industries with software applications packages that tailor a 
mainframe system to individual industry needs. One of 
Univac's most successful packages of this sort, uNIs-Univac 
Industrial System, has moved so well that some 250 or more 
such systems are now installed and more than 50 are in 
backlog. With UNIS, bookings in the manufacturing segment 
were up over 60% from the previous year. 
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DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORPORATION 
146 MAIN STREET, 
MAYNARD, MA 01754 
(617) 897-5111 
Digital Equipment still reigns in minicomputers. With its 
traditional market being invaded by mainframe companies and 
undercut by microcomputers from the semiconductor firms, 
Digital failed to achieve its 1978 growth projections. 
Nevertheless, it reported a healthy 36% growth of sales, from 
$1. 058 billion to $1. 43 7 billion. 

Net income for 1978 registered $142 million as of July 
1 year-end, up 31% over the previous year's net of $108 
million. DEC, the minicomputer industry's first billion dollar 
business, again claims sixth place in the DATAMATION 50. 

Breaking down DEC'S broad product range, we estimate 
that 30% of the firm's revenues comes from minicomputers; 
37% from peripherals and terminals; about 2% from media and 
supplies; and nearly 20% from software and services. 
Mainframes constitute 11 %. Approximately 20% of the 
company's sales are to foreign markets. 

.Digital's products range from the DEcsystem 1090, the 
company's most powerful timesharing system, down .through a 
series of new medium range DEcsystem 20s to the small DEC 
DataSystems. Although DEC'S explosive growth was built on 
oem sales-and that market still absorbs a major portion of 
product volume-the company has increasingly moved into 
end user sales over the last several years. DEC has led the way 
into innovative small business system sales with pilot projects 
using retail store outlets in New England. 

Internally, the company has taken an important step 
toward better targeting and servicing of its markets. With the 
realignment of its organization into three major marketing 
groups-Commercial, Technical, and Computer Products
there should be less internal overlapping within marketing 
groups, and a generally clearer product strategy should be 
possible. 

The increased presence of IBM in the small computer 
market has both broadened the awareness of minicomputer 
potential among a broad range of new customers, and given 
Digital a strong new competitor. In light of the IBM entry, DEC 
has announced several new products in the last year that it 
hopes will broaden its base and strengthen its position. 
Preeminent among these are the 32-bit VAX 11170s; other 
major additions include the 36-bit 2020 and the new series of 
terminal-based systems for the PDP-11 line. 

As befits the leader of the minicomputer industry, 
Digital remains in the forefront of distributed data processing. 
After earlier troubles implementing DEcnet, the company's 
continued development of networkingsoftware has resulted in 
a second generation offering-DEcnet Phase II-which 
facilitates communication among virtually all of the DEC 
computer systems, irrespective of the machine's operating 
system. 
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IPUSFOR EVEN 
BETTER . TERMINALS. 

GE TermiNet 30· Teletypett CRT from RCA GE TermiNet 200· Extelt - 30 cps Data-Phone**-
- 30 cps Model 43 - 30 cps -more flexible for -120 cps A 16t more elec- Model 33ASR 

Mag tape send- A small miracle a lot less Four times faster tronic, a lot less with dial-up set. $93 
receive matrix print- with 20,000 charac- Microprocessor- than conventional mechanical, and per month on a 3-yr. 
er. Speed and ters on internal based. Intelligent printers. Complete smaller than other lease including 
flexibility on a day- buffered storage. enough to be pro- mag tape send/re- teleprinter equip- maintenance. 
to-day basis. Starts Micro-processor grammed for your ceive printer. Stand- ment. Available with 
as low as $78 per controlled. Edit while application require- ards that are options ribbon or ribbonless. 
month, depending sending message. ments. Everything on other machines. Dependable, day-to-
on model selected, Model 43 KSR only- from reservations $112 per month, day reliability. As 
on a 3-yr. lease, $60 per month on a to priority inter- Model 200 KSR low as $47 per 
including main- 3-yr. lease, including office tele-com- (mag. tape optional), month on a 3-yr. 
tenance. maintenance. munications. $109 on a 3-yr. lease, lease, including 

per month on basic including main- maintenance. 
unit, on a 3-yr. tenance. 
lease including 
maintenance. 

Whatever you need, whenever you need it, wher
ever you need it, RCA - "The Single Source" -
has the teleprinter and service package that's right 
for you. Just let us know. To tap our capabilities, 
just call or write. 

'ROII Data Services 
RCA Service.Company, Bldg. 204-2, Route 38, 
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08358: Phone: (609) 338-4129 

'Registered trademark of General Electric Co. "Registered service mark of AT&T Co. tRegistered trademark of Extel Corp. ttRegistered trademark of Teletype Corp. 
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The Hot SpoLBug. 

-----

You can't afford to have this pest 
in your computer room. 

If your present environmental system is not main
taining even temperatures throughout your comput
er room, chances are you've been plagued by the 
Hot Spot Bug. It's a very expensive little pest that 
reduces equipment life and can cause down time. 
And, it attacks minicomputers as well as large scale 
systems. 

designed to prevent such problems in computer 
rooms. They provide the proper modular control 
for the entire room. So you can rely on EDPAC to 
protect you r computer as no regu lar ai r cond ition ing 
system can. 
Before the Hot Spot Bug costs you a small fortune, 
contact EDPAC today! 

EDPAC Process Cooling Systems are specially FREE BOOKLET. HOW TO GET THE BUGS OUT. 

------------------. Please rush me your money saving booklet. 
Name ______________________ __ 

Title _______________________ _ 

Company ____________________ __ 

Address ____________________ _ 

City __________ State ________ __ 

Phone ____________________ __ 

Mail to: EDPAC. AC Manufacturing Company, 
L __________ c::.e: Hill~':"0803~ 609~~800 __ ~5~ __ 

EOPAC is a product of AC Manufacturing Company 
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ED PAC 
ENERGY EFFICIENT PROCESS COOLING 

FOR COMPUTERS 
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HONEYWELL INC. 
HONEYWELL PLAZA, 
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Honeywell's computer business continued to contribute 
substantially to the company's overall performance during the 
1978 fiscal year, which ended Dec. 31. 

Computer sales, rental and service revenue were up 
25% over 1977 to $1.294 billion. This represents just over 
36% of the company's total revenue figure of $3.5 billion. 
Operating profits in the dp area increased 34% to $106 million 
last year. Total net income was $201.4 million as compared to 
$145.1 million for the previous year. 

. Including the results of Cii-HB, its 47% owned European 
associate, computer revenue was $2.131 billion in 1978, 
compared with $1.643 billion the year before. Because Cii-HB 
is majority-owned by the French firm cii, we have not 
included its revenues with Honeywell's for the DATAMATION 
50 rankings. . 

New orders worldwide for Honeywell dp products 
surpassed the previous year, and the company entered fiscal 
year 1979 with the highest backlogs ever. 

While the company does not break down its dp 
revenues into main product and service categories, we estimate 
that mainframe systems contribute 40% of dp revenues, with a 
similar portion generated by peripherals and terminals. 
Minicomputers and media/supplies added 5% each, with the 
remaining 10% from software and services. 

In 1978, Honeywell withdrew its trouble-plagued level 
66/85 system from the market and introduced the level 66/DPS 
Systems. Moreover, the company began to realize dividends 
on its multi-pronged marketing approach to the Level 6 
minicomputer line. Sales here are concentrated in the oem/ 
systems field and in the end user market through dedicated 
sales and support groups. Honeywell expects to continue this 
approach, which has produced two large contracts within the 
past year-a five-year rental contract with GE for 60 Level 66 
DPS systems, and a $20 million agreement with Brunswick 
Corp. for a Level 6 system that Brunswick will market to 
bowling centers. 

As the unbundled approach to software and services 
grows stronger, Honeywell sees this area of its dp division as 
becoming an even larger contributor to its revenues. It expects 
to continue to develop software and become a strong 
competitor in this area. 

Dp-related acquisitions in 1978 will only enhance the 
company's industry-wide position. The purchase of Incoterm 
Corp. strengthened its market position in terminals for 
banking, insurance, airline, and manufacturing applications. 
The addition of Synertek added MOS memory and 
microprocessor technology, while Spectronics Inc., another 
acquisition, adds expertise in fiber optics and optoelectronics 
for data transmission. 
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HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY 
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Hewlett-Packard ended fiscal 1978 last October with data 
processing sales up 31 % from the previous year. That was 
only one of the" overall company increases which enabled HP to 
move up a notch to number eight on this year's DATAMATION 
50. 

End of year figures for the company showed revenues 
totaling $1.7 billion, a 27% increase from a year ago. Dp 
revenues amount to 38% of that total. 

With its main competition coming from IBM, DEC and 
Data General in the high end area and from Wang for desktop 
computers, HP feels it has been able to meet their challenges 
and to strengthen its position with several new product lines 
and enhancements of those already on-line. 

About 35% of HP'S data processing product sales 
(excluding personal portable calculators) are in the business 
area, while the remainder are engineering and scientific 
equipment. The largest portion of the business computer sales 
are to manufacturing concerns, with lesser amounts to financial 
and educational institutions. 

In fact, for the first time in the company's history, 
computation-related sales exceeded those of electronic test and 
measurement products. This jump was attributed to a large 
number of customers in business dp who purchased their first 
computers. 

Use of the silicon-on-sapphire chip in its new systems 
will allow HP to stay at the 30% price/performance 
improvements the industry is experiencing each year. Use of 
the silicon technology in the 3000 Series cpu alone reduces the 
portions of nine printed circuit boards totaling 700 square 
inches to just three tiny chips with a total area of less than one 
square inch. 

Other new dp products include the new range of 
business computers: the HP 250, the 300 and the HP 3000 
Series 33 and Series III. These fall in the $25,000 to $250,000 
price range and should increase both commercial sales and 

. sales through oem's. 
Computer networking is viewed by HP as one of the 

most important marketing segments today, and the company is 
gearing up to meet the increasing demands. Its leading product 
in this new growth area will be the HP 300 which uses the 
silicon semiconductor technology and can support up to 16 
terminals. 



From the graphics leader 

Our plotter plus your 
terminal.TheyaCld up to fast graphics 
and color copies. 
I fyou haven't seen the 
precision and perfonnance 
of the 4662, you may still 
be using your people to do 
a plotter's Job. 

The Tektronix 4662 Inter
active Digital Plotter is a 
state-of-the-art alternative to 
hand-drawn charts,' graphics 
and diagrams. It plugs into 
just about any RS232-C or 
GPIB-compatible terminal 
and is supported by Tektronix' 
easy-to-use PLOT 10 
software. 

M.ost major timesharing 
services support our software. 
Ask yours. Whether it inter
faces with timesharing or 
your own mainframe, the 
4662 can plot in seconds 
what may now require hours 
of paid personnel time. With 
superior accuracy and 
aesthetics. With the reliability 
and fast service support you 
demand. 

Tektronix 4662 capabilities 
are also available on an OEM 
basis. Your local Tektronix 
representative is ready to an-
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swer your pricing and specifi
cation questions. 

Getthe full story on fast new 
graphics from your terminal. 
Call your local field office, or 
use our toll-free automatic 
answering service at 
1-800-547-1512 (in Oregon, 
call 644-9051 collect). 

The 4662 can draw precise 
plots on paper or on acetate, 
providing an especially valuable 
graphic assist to overhead 
projectors. 

Tektronix, Inc. 
Information Display Division 
P.O. Box 500 
Beaverton, Oregon 97077 
(503)682-3411 
Tektronix International, Inc. 
European Marketing Centre 
Post Box 827 
1180 AV Amstelveen 
The Netherlands 
Tel 020-471146 

COMMITTED TO EXCELlENCE 
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NEW. •• lroDl Benson-Ytrian 

GRAPHWARE 1000 
A dedicated microprocessor 

printer/plotter controller (for 
IBM 360/370 or plug compatible 

manufacturers) that uses a disk to 
store more than 1.,000,000 vectors, 
sorts those vectors, delivers hard 

copy at speeds 9 times that of 
conventional mini computer 
"output systems" whne your 
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I main frame CPU is 
doing something else. 

The Graphware 1.000 
. simply does it all! 



Benson-Varian engineers set out to design a printer/plotter controller that 
would do it all. So we started from scratch. 

The Graphware 1000 is microprocessor based. It is truly intelligent. 
It interfaces via a byte multiplexer channel, a block multiplexer channel, or a 
selector channel. And you can switch select any position on any channel. 

Depending upon your initial need to off-load your mainframe, you have 
three choices of capability: Models 50, 51, or 52. All Graphware 1000 Series 
Controllers are upgradable in the field, simply and 
quickly. The greater the capability the less demand 
for mainframe time. 

For example, the Model 52 accepts un
sorted vectors, raster data and sorted vectors. 
With its built-in disk you can expand its sort
ing memory to a maximum of64 K. This disk 
storage enables you to operate on-line or 
off-line. You can get up to 99 copies by 
simply pushing a button. 

A very important plus, in 
addition to operating any 
two Varian printer/plotters 
on-line, the Graphware 1000 
can also operate from a remote 
site over a standard telecom
munications link at speeds up to 
19.2 kb's. 

Our last very important plus; 
field service and support. Every 
field office is staffed with factory 
trained service engineers. As a pre
caution every field office carries a full 
complement of common parts. And if a 
part is not available locally, we guarantee 
24 hour replacement delivery from the fac
tory. Benson-Varian takes no chances with 
yo~r operating time. 

Want to know more? Contact us. We'll 
respond immediately with our full info 
brochure and appropriate technical data. 

~~d~~ 
.~C33~ 
~ ~,~ CQ)®[(U®©[lOcWcru[(D~Oi) 

385 Ravendale Drive, Mountain View, CA 94043 
Telephone (415) 965-9900 
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Software ag . 
makes state-of-the-art 

DBI 
as easy as I, 2, 3. 

1 Adabas. The easy-to-use DBMS. A line transactions ... to Remote Job Entry 3 Natural. The Interactive Data 
member of the elite Datapro Software ... to interactive program development Base Language that saves you 
Honor Roll for two straight years, ... to management of the operating envi- time. Natural is an exciting new 

Adabas is now managing the data base ronment ... to control of the communica- departure from conventional program
environment for over 375 major com- tions network ... Com-plete does it all.· ming languages. Designed for tomor
panics and organizations from St. Louis Com-plete gives you features you can't row's DB/DC environment, it replaces 
to Singapore. Today, each of these or- find in any combination of other the cumbersome languages of the 
ganizations is benefiting from the power software. Things like Absolute Task Pro- batch/file age. 
of a true data base environment without t(!ctioll. No application - test or produc- Natural has saved 90% of the develop
all of the associated costs, simply because tion - can ever affect the integrity of ment time used by conventional lan-
Adabas is so easy to use. any other application or the network. guages ... and it's so easy that you needn't 

Many users of Adabas report develop- That's because applications are insulated be a programmer to use it. Natural makes 
ing meaningful data base applications a from each other by hardware storage it simple to design terminal screens and 
few weeks after installation - and true protection. communicate with the data base. And you 
Management Information Systems within Another first: Instant On-site Sup- can forget things like File Definitions, 
a few months. port. When your on-line data base net- OPEN's, or compilations. You just create 

Adabas can give you all this, and more: work is down, every minute counts. your request and let Natural do the rest. 
• An integrated Data Dictionary. Now, Instant On-site Support brings the In conjunction with Adabas for Data 
• A sophisticated inquiry and update expertise of our top DB/DC technicians Management and Com-plete for Com-

language. right into your computer room through a munications Management, Natural brings 
• An easy-to-use report creation language. remote dialup facility of Com-plete, as you the power of a DB/DC environment 
• Full data base creation and support fast as a phone call- day or night. quickly and easily. 

utilities. All these features helped Com-plete Find out about the state-of-the-art. 
• Interfaces to all major TP monitors. become the first Data Communications For information about these Software ag 

2 Com-plete. The only DC System System ever awarded International products for 360,370, or 303X computers, 
that does it all. Com-plete lets you Computer Programs' "Million-in-One" simply call our nearest office or mail 
manage all on-line activities in one Award for sales over $1,000,000 in its the coupon below. We will also be glad 

software product. From processing on- first year. to arrange a presentation at no obligation. 

'!i ~g~!R9r!.,gg 
North American Corporate Headquarters: Reston, Virginia (703) R60-5050· North American Offices: Atlanta (404) 99R-1990 

Chicago (312) 2t)X-4134· Detroit (313) 354-0424· Houston (713) 444-2651 • Los Angeles (714) 494-X410· Miami (305) 9Rt)-4RI4 
New York (212) 6X2-27XO· San Francisco (415) 332-3R90 ·1(mmto (51t)) 653-6142· Mexico City (905) S50-R033 

European Corporate Headquarters: Darmstadt, West Germany 6151-R2747 

r----~--------------------------------~ Software ag of North America, Inc. 
Reston International Center, 11800 Sunrise Valley Drive, Reston, Virginia 22091 
Please send details about: 
o Adabas 0 Natural 
o Com-plete 0 Please call to arrange a presentation. 
Name Company name _______ _ 
Street City ___________ _ 

State Zip Phone .: 
Type of Computer Operating System . " . : .' 
0526 Worldwide Support . , .I .... %:,~t:! 

~-------------------------------------~~-~~ 
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MEMOREX CORPORATION 
SAN TOMAS AT CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY, 
SANTA CLARA, CA 95052 
(408) 987-1000 
The voice of Ella Fitzgerald, a shattered wine glass and the 
question "Is it live, or is it Memorex?" have become almost a 
second trademark for this California-based peripherals and tape 
company. 

Long a supplier of audio recording tapes and 
accessories, Memorex continues to be placed among the top 
leaders of dp-related products and service. 

Total revenues for fiscal 1978 amounted to $633 
million, as compared to $450 million the year before. Net 
income totaled $42 million before extraordinary credits. The 
year-end figures gave Memorex a ninth place ranking in the 
DATAMATION 50, one rung below its 1977 showing. 

Data processing related revenues totaled $570 million, 
representing 90% of the overall figure. We estimate that 
peripher;tl products and terminals account for almost two-thirds 
of the company '& dp revenues; media and supplies make up the 
remainder. 

Memorex made substantial investments in research and 
development during 1978, with expenditures in these areas 
increasing by 23 % over the previous year to a record $24 
million. 

In the disc drive area, orders for the 3650, the 
company's most advanced and largest capacity disc storage 
system, reached record levels last year. A major enhancement 
was added to the 3670 disc storage subsystem, incorporating a 
microprocessor and advanced semiconductor memory devices. 
Also announced during the year was the Intelligent Dual 
Interface for the 3650 and 3670 subsystems. 

In recent years Memorex has placed more and more 
emphasis on data communications as a second major thrust. 
This product area was given a higher status within the 
company last year, and a separate facility has been established 
to handle the expanding communications operations. Memorex 
now becomes one of the few companies offering products for 
both ends of the transmission line. 

Also during 1978, Memorex continued to invest in its 
oem equipment with a new flexible disc drive manufacturing 
plant in Mountain View, CA, and expanded production 
capacity at its two other plants. Memorex is now in full 
production on all of its oem equipment products. 

Its line of flexible disc drives includes the single-sided 
model 651 which offers a storage capacity of 250 KB and the 
model 550 single-sided and model 552 dual-sided. 

Memorex remains one of the leading suppliers of 
magnetic recording devices used on computer equipment. Its 
media line includes computer tape, rigid discs and assemblies, 
flexible discs, and a growing line of precision plastics for 
media storage and handling. 
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ITEL CORPORATION 
ONE EMBARCADERO CENTER 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94111 
(415) 955-0000 
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Itel's 1978 revenues zoomed upwards by 71 %, hitting the 
$688.7 million mark and making it one of the fastest growing 
companies in the data processing field. Coupled with record 
revenues was a net income growth to $47.2 million from the 
$30.7 million of the previous year. 

With 71 % of Hel's total revenues generated by the 
computer segment, this division represented $486.6 million of 
the total revenues. The phenomenal growth enabled Itel to 
move up to number 10 from its 11 th place spot in last year's 
Top 50 Survey. 

We estimate that 31 % of dp-related sales were in the 
mainframe category, while 37% were peripherals and 
terminals, 29% software and services, and the remaining 3% 
between minicomputers and media and supplies. 

One of the company highlights during the past fiscal 
year, which ended Dec. 31, was the sale of more than 1.5 
million shares of common stock in public offerings, thereby 
adding to the company's equity base. Company officials claim 
that step should buffer the firm' 'against the consequences of 
the uncertainties of the money market. " 

Hel markets computer equipment supplied by outside 
vendors, often on an exclusive basis to the company. These 
products, all IBM-compatible, include disc and tape drives, 
add-on memories, and computer mainframes. 

It also arranges lease financing for IBM systems. To date 
Hel has arranged leases for approximately $1.7 billion of 
computer equipment and retains a residual interest in more 
than $1.1 billion of IBM equipment. 

Income generated from its computer business 
contributes significantly to the funding needed for continued 
growth in the heavily capital intensive transportation business 
area. 

During the past year, Itel restructured its Data Products 
Group, establishing divisions to market exclusively computer 
systems and peripherals. It also took a major step in marketing 
minicomputer systems with the introduction of the AS/3. The 
company also established the Systems Development Division 
as a research and development base. The design, development 
and assembling of IBM-compatible products will take place 
here. 

Itel admits to having had a few problems with meeting 
its shipping demands last year. Company officials say faster 
delivery schedules on the larger mainframe 3000 Series should 
bolster that area in 1979. 

In the Data Services Group, a major program was 
initiated in '78 to upgrade the types of services provided 
customers and to consolidate operations where practical. The 
program of assimilation is expected to continue during 1979 
and will have a tempering effect on both revenues and income 
during the present fiscal year. 
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Put a Bracgcn 
whcrcyour IBM is. 

Put a Braegen where your IBM is 
and you've solved your 3270 system 
expansion problems and eliminated 
multiple controllers, miles of coax, 
complicated interfaces and redundant 
peripherals. With the Braegen 
Multi,Task Terminal System you get 
IBM compatibility and much more. 

Only the Braegen system 
offers 3270 address switching which 
allows all CRTs to have multiple 
addresses and to access any par' 
tition in multiple, local and remote 
360/370/303X and compatible 
mainframes. NCP and VTAM type 
software requirements can be 
eliminated. 

Only Braegen's multi-drop 
feature allows attachment of up to 
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16 peripherals on a single coax 
cable-CRTs, printers, card readers
anywhere system CRTs are used. 

Only the Braegen system 
permits local processing up to 
7500 feet from the host-saving the 
cost and inefficiencies of remote job 
entry and remote 3270 controllers. 

And, Braegen's exclusive TSO 
does editing and submit work offline 
to eliminate the burden on CPU 
memory, cycles and channel 

The Braegen Corporation, 20740 
Valley Green Drive, Cupertino, 
California 95014. (408) 725,1252. 

~--------
I 

I'm interested! Send me more info on • 
your Multi-Task Terminal System. I 

I Name I 
Title _____ _ 

I Company I 
I Mailing Address I 
I C~ I 

State Zip ___ _ 

contention. 
No system on the mar' 

ket today comes close to the 
Braegen Multi,Task Terminal 
System. Put it where the IBM 

I Telephone I 

~ !3I!~c~o~nEn : 
is. Get full information on 
capabilities and configurations from 

CIRCLE 22 ON READER CARD 

I 20740 ValIey Green Drive I 
Cupertino, CA 95014 L _______ ..1 
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TRW INC. 
23555 EUCLID AVENUE, 
CLEVELAND, OH 44117 
(216) 383-2332 
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Though the complexity of TRW'S organizational reporting 
structure makes it difficult to gauge the performance of its dp
related activities, we estimate that dp-related sales totaled $466 
million for fiscal 1978, compared to $350 million the previous 
year. 

Total revenues for the' company for fiscal '78, ended 
Dec. 31, were up 16% to $3.8 billion compared to $3.3 billion 
the previous year. Net income rose 13% from $154 million to 
$174 million. 

An estimated 12% of TRW'S total revenues are dp
related; 70% of that is thought to come from software sales 
and services. The remaining portion is generated by peripheral 
and terminal sales. 

TRW bases its dp products and sales on a variety of 
services it provides companies which find it more effective to 
use TRW'S extensive service organization than build up and 
maintain their own. These services range from computer-based 
information such as retail customer charge authorization 
systems to field service and maintenance agreements. 

As general demand continues to grow, TRW'S data 
processing microprocessor-based point of sale terminals, 
banking terminals, and text editing devices sales should make 
steady advances. 

In this area, the company has developed tiny 
microelectronic chips capable of operating at over 10 billion 
cycles per second. Other large scale microelectronic circuits 
containing the equivalent of 30,000 circuit elements have also 
been developed. 

Within TRW'S computer division, the most widely 
sought-after products are found in the area of digital 
communication. 

Its computerized consumer credit reporting for both 
individuals and businesses throughout the country is seen as 
one of its most significant marketing areas. TRW has become 
the market leader in consumer credit and continues to expand 
its communications network and computer capacity. 

A new program to extend this capability into business 
credit reporting was made during the past year. The size and 
quality of the data base improved, TRW says, with over a 
million new business locations and two million credit 
experiences added to the files. There was also a sizable sales 
increase, although the program is still operating at a loss. 

Sales in the large scale integration technology area are 
growing rapidly. LSI is now the basis for a series of unique 
commercial products, including analog-to-digital converters, 
multiplexers and correlators. 
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DATA GENERAL CORPORATION 
ROUTE 9, 
WESTBORO, MA 01581 
(617) 366-8911 
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For every month of fiscal 1978, ended last Sept. 30, Data 
General claimed a new addition to its product line. A year ago 
November, DG broadened its microNova line; two new cs/40 
models previewed that winter; and even August had the S/250 
and C/350 systems, major additions to the Eclipse line. 

On Wall Street, the company has established an 
enviable reputation for profit focus. In 1978, DG pulled in a 
net income of $40.3 million from sales of $380 million. 
Revenues were up 49% from 1977 sales of $255 million, and 
net income jumped 41 % from $28.6 million. 

Data General is only 10 years old. Last year, its service 
and support revenues (software fees, field engineering, 
training, and systems engineering) contributed 11 % of total 
sales. That $41 .9 million was roughly the size of the whole 
company only six years ago. 

About 89% of DG'S revenues came from 
minicomputers, peripherals and terminals. Last year, U. S. 
business accounted for 68.8% of sales. 

Data General divides its customers into five basic 
categories, and markets accordingly. The Eclipse computer 
family is targeted at commercial markets with distributed 
functions (with systems priced from $55,000 to $520,000) and 
scientific and industrial applications (with systems priced from 
$45,000 to $195,000.) The cs small business systems family 
(priced from $10,000 to $150,000) is aimed at smaller 
commercial installations. To the general purpose market, DG 
sells many minicomputers at the top end (the Nova, priced 
$3,000 to $150,000) and minicomputers at the low end (the 
microNova, priced up to $9,000 per system). 

About 60% of DG'S customers are still original 
equipment manufacturers, many of them blue-chip firms; the 
remaining 40% is divided between end users and distributors. 

Like most of the larger mini vendors, Data General is 
investing heavily in software development. It has been making 
impressive R&D commitments-$38.4 million in '78, just over 
10% of the year's total revenues. The company claims the 
return on this investment has resulted in a 10% to 20% 
reduction in cost per function to users. 

One tangible result in 1978 was the minicomputer 
industry's first pLil. DG'S subset of pLi1, a common large 
system language, should allow software transfer between host 
systems and minis with minimal conversion. 
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Introducing the Sperry 
Designed exclusively for three 

The Sperry Univac V77-800 Miniframe 
is the newest and most powerful mini we've 
ever built - a high performance, multi-use, 
general-purpose minicomputer system 
designed for both commercial and scientific 
data processing. It has a memory range 
from 128K bytes to 2 megabytes (with error 
correcting memory) and a 150 nanosecond 
CPU with integrated cache of 1024 bytes. 
Plus 12K bytes of user programmable writ
able control store. 

There's an optional new high speed 64-bit 
floating point processor that works in con
junction with a new globally optimized ANS 
'77 FORTRAN. 

No wonder our three most important 
customers think so highly of it. 

OUR OEM CUSTOMERS KNOW WE 
DESIGNED IT JUST FOR THEM. 

The Miniframe is customer micropro
grammable. So an OEM can implement his 
own firmware packages. And with the many 
software packages we offer, the OEM can add 
all the bells and whistles he wants. 

The Miniframe comes with our largest 
instruction set ever. So OEM's with their 
own software have much more flexibility 
in design. 

The Miniframe speaks PASCAL, the 
powerful new language for scientific, com
mercial, and system programming that most 
competitive systems still can't speak. And 
of course, it also speaks COBOL, FORTRAN 
and RPGII. 

More good news is that the Miniframe 
is compatible with the rest of the V77 
product line. 

OUR SYSTEM HOUSE CUSTOMERS 
KNOW WE DESIGNED IT 
JUST FOR THEM. 

Naturally, system houses want all the 
features OEM's do. And more. 

So we gave them more. 
More operating systems, for example. 

Choose from VORTEX or our new SUMMIT 
- an interactive, multi-terminal system with 
transaction processing and data base manage
ment. It gives you easy editing, screen for
matting, and documentation aids. Plus speedy, 
comprehensive program development. 

System houses also think PASCAL is 
important. Because it's more efficient, easier 
to maintain, expand, and modify. 

The Miniframe brings systems builders a 
new query language called QL-77. It features 
inquire and report facilities. And interfaces 
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Univac V77-800 Minifrallle. 
of our very best custolllers. 

directly to TOTAL~ the data base manage
ment system. So preprocessing and inter
mediate handling are a thing of the past. 
Finally, TOTAL also gives you complete 
data base access and file access security. 

OUR END USER CUSTOMERS KNOW 
WE DESIGNED IT JUST FOR THEM. 

Take all the features we designed in for 
OEM's and system houses and say ditto for 
the end user. 

But we didn't stop there. We also pressed 
a few special hot buttons just for end users. 

Consider QL-77, for example. End users 
will love our new query language because 
it reduces the amount of application program
ming. By storing query language procedures 
right in the data base file. Where they can 
be easily and quickly recalled and executed 
at any time. 

Once again, SUMMIT, our new operating 
system, helps the"end user handle trans
action processing. Without any additional, " 
expensive software. It's also the right answer 
for a multi-tasking, "fully-implemented" 
distributed processing system. 

Finally, the Miniframe supports DCA 
and conventional protocols. So you can talk 
to both SPERRY UNIVAC and IBM hosts. 

*TOTAL is a registered trademark of Cincom, Inc. 

YOU'LL KNOW WE DESIGNED THE 
MINIFRAME JUST FOR YOU. 

No matter what your application, no matter 
what your need, the Miniframe may just be 
the answer. 

For more information, write to us at Sperry 
Univac Mini-Computer Operations, 2722 
Michelson Drive, Irvine, California 92713. 
Or call (714) 833-2400, ext. 536. 

In Europe, write Headquarters, Mini
Computer Operations, London NW10 
8LS, England. 

In Canada, write Headquarters, Mini
Computer Operations, 55" City Centre Drive, 
Mississauga, Ontario, L5B 1M4. 

We're Sperry Univac. 
And our new Miniframe is going to solve 

some very big problems. 

~e~¥..JLUNIVAC 
~r SPERRY UNIVAC IS A DIVISION OF 

SPERRY RAND CORPORATION 
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AMDAHL CORPORATION 
1250 EAST ARQUES AVE" 
SUNNYVALE, CA 84086 
(408) 795~4011 
Amdahl continues to make impressive gains in its head-on 
competition with IBM. The company ended fiscal 1978 on Dec. 
29 with a 70% increase in total revenues to $320.9 million. 
Net income increased from the 1977 figure of $26.5 million to 
$48.2 million. 

Those figures show Amdahl to be one of the fastest 
growing companies in the industry. During fiscal '78, 
employment grew by 75%. Also by year-end, capital 
investments were up by 115%. 

Riding out the waves caused by its giant competitor is 
nothing new for Amdahl. In 1977, it had record breaking 
revenues and earnings despite the introduction of a major new 
line of mainframes by IBM and price reductions for its systems 
instituted in response to market moves. 

Company officials point to several factors that enabled 
such a positive picture for another year: several noteworthy 
hardware and software product announcements; expansion not 
only of the U. S. market but also a major increase in the 
number of systems installed internationally; and an increase in 
repeat business from the previous year. 

New product announcements included the 470V/5-II for 
delivery this year, and the on-schedule shipment of the new 
470V/7. Added to this was the announced top-of-the-line, high 
performance 4 70V /8 that is scheduled for delivery in 
September. 

Two software products, a first-ever for Amdahl, include 
the MVS/SE Assist, which complements the compatible IBM 
software enabling a 12% increase in throughput; and the VM/ 
Performance Enhancement System, which makes it possible to 
run more than one system control program coricurrently. 

Amdahl invested 47% more during 1978 than 1977 in 
engineering and new product development. Part of that 
investment is focused on semiconductor technology at the 
company's integrated circuit laboratory in California. 

The firm continues to seek innovative approaches to 
supporting installed systems and is currently cross-training 
field system software engineers to perform many of the 
hardware maintenance functions of field hardware engineers. 
Similarly, the Amdahl Diagnostics Assistance Center exchange 
program was begun last year to upgrade the skills and job 
interest of the firm's field hardware engineers. 

International customers accounted for 29% of total 1978 
shipments. In the same area, a record number of new Amdahl 

, customers worldwide placed multiple-system orders as the 
company expanded its markets in Canada, Europe and 
Australia. 

Major customers continue to be broad-based and in all 
industry sectors that use large scale general purpose computers. 
At the end of 1978, the largest number of systems were used 
in the manufacturing sector. 
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STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 
2270 SOUTH 88th STREET 
LOUISVILLE, CO 80027 
(303) 666-6581 
A recent study showed that Storage Technology was far and 
away the leading independent in the IBM-compatible tape drive 
and add-on market. 

In fact, among the close to 6,000 mainframe sites 
responding to the survey (sponsored jointly by DATAMATION 
and G.S. Grumman/Cowen), some 24% used Storage 
Technology equipment. That represented 14% more of the 
market than held by the next leading independent. 

The same study showed Storage tied with Memorex as 
the leading independent supplier in the disk add-on market. 

The kind of success evidenced by these statistics is 
reflected in Storage Tech's financial figures. Last year's dp 
revenues almost doubled, jumping from $162 million to $300 
million. As a result, Storage leapfrogged in the DATAMATION 
50 ranking, going from 19th to 14th place. 

Net income for the year also improved markedly over 
1977, climbing from $11 million to $27 million in 1978, an 
increase of 135%. 

Additionally, the Colorado-based company introduced a 
number of new products. Among them were the 8650 double 
density disc; the 4305 solid state disc; the 2700 mini disc; and 
the COM 2, a telecommunications product. 

Principal markets for Storage Tech 'sproduct line 
include the end user domestic market-specifically "Fortune 
1 000" corporations, major banks, and insurance companies. 
The company also sells on an oem basis to a number of 
computer companies including DEC, Cii-Honeywell Bull, 
Univac, Burroughs, and Siemens. Internationally, Storage 
Tech sells through subsidiaries and distributors. 

During fiscal 1978, Storage Tech's stock split two for 
one. Internally, its combined international and domestic sales 
force climbed to 1,400 people and its total work force totaled 
6,497. 



The IMS DB/DC QUERY LANGUAGE 
USED BY MORE IMS INSTALLATIONS THAN 

ANY COMPETING PRODUCT 

ASI/INQU I RY is an IMS DB/DC query language that operates completely as an interactive Message Process
ing Program. The design of ASI/I NQU I RY is such that the structure of the data base is transparent to the 
user. Moreover, one need not have familiarity with DL/1 segment logic or the complexities of multi
pathing. Extremely rapid response time is assured. 

MAJOR HIGHLIGHTS 

o End-user oriented 
-Easy-to-use language 
-Requires no knowledge of IMS 
-Comprehensive diagnostic messages 

Additional features and functions include: 

o Rapid response time for even the most complex queries 

o Dynamic priority scheduling to maximize system performance 

o Availability of default as well as user-defined screen formatting 

• Supported under both I MS DB/DC and TSO • Complete security through password protection 

• Full support of IMS/VS secondary indexing • Comprehensive log of all session and run statistics 

• Open-ended computation facilities • Unlimited data base concatenation and reJerencing 

• Ability to SORT display output • Optional usage of qualified SSA's 

In summary, ASI/I NQU I RY represents the state-of-the-art product in an I MS/DC or TSO-supported envi
ronment. Contact us and learn why organizations such as Hughes Aircraft, Standard Oil of Indiana, 
Hydro-Quebec and EXXON are processing queries like "What if .... " and obtaining a return on their 
investment many times over. 

The Software Manufacturer 

Applications Software, Inc. 
Corporate Offices 
21515 Hawthorne Boulevard 
Torrance, California 90503 
(213) 542-4381 
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Liquids, the most adaptable of all matter, shape themselves exactly 
to fit their containers. 

In much the same way, a Datapoint ARC™system adapts 
itself to fit the needs of a business. 

r this day when competitive edges 
are frequently slight and often dif
ficult to come by, you have to 

out-think your competition to gain an 
advantage. The Attached Resource 
Computer system can help by putting 
powerful data processing capability at 
the hands of those who need it most, 
wherever they are in the company. 

Not just another network 
An Attached Resource Computer sys
tem is an arbitrary number of small, 
powerful, inexpensive computers, 
each performing its assigned tasks 
independently, yet all are totally 
interconnected to share common 
resources and draw from a common 
database. For high reliability, the sys
tem is composed of proven Datapoint 
processors and peripherals. 

One of the ARC system's 
strengths is its specialization of com
ponents. One or more processor in 
each system is dedicated to file pro
cessing and management. The others 
are applications processors. Internal 
communications are achieved by an 
Interprocessor Bus, using dedicated 
Resource Interface Modules (RIMs). 

This capability frees a computer 
from juggling all three functions. 
Consequently, processing can be car
ried out at much higher throughput. 
Even though the processors are func
tionally dispersed, the system is a 
single, unified computing facility, with 
the processing speed and c{lpability of 
a large, conventional computer. 

Solves growth problems 
This new, modular architecture offers 
easy-to-implement solutions to the 
problems of system planning and 
growth. The system manager can add 
( or delete) processors or file storage as 
workloads change. 

Expansion can occur in modular, 
incre~ental steps, at predictable, 
affordable costs. Only enough pro
cessing power is required at a given 
time to accomplish the immediate 

~ The adaptability of an Attached Resource Compuier ™ 
system is another example of how Datapoint oui-thinks 
its competition to help you oui-think yours. 

workload. Important capital is not tied 
up in costly overcapacity, yet the work 
is not delayed by a bogged-down, 
overworked computer. 

Protects software investment 
The ARC system can use your present 
Datapoint system software. When 
additions are made to the system, 
current software is not affected. All the 
Datapoint resources suitable for par
ticipation in an ARC system are com
pletely compatible. 

While direct hardware cost com
parisons are difficult because of dif
ferences in architecture, our studies 
indicate that the cost of an ARC sys
tem may be only 50% to 70% of the 
cost of a more conventional system 
with equivalent capabilities. 

Total adaptability 
The applications at work in an ARC 
system can be as varied as the diverse 
functions of the business environ
ment. The concept applies to any type 
of firm engaged in one or multiple 
endeavors. Its usefulness is equal 
whether it's in a corporate home office, 

a division headquarters, or a remote 
office. Or all three can simultaneously 
employ their own ARC or other Data
point systems and interconnect them 
through telecommunications links. 

A nationwide support network 
There are more than 500 Datapoint 
Customer Service Representatives in 
the field, stationed in over 130 local 
service area offices. The system is 
designed to place customer service 
and support as near as possible to 
Datapoint's 11,000 installations. 

Write for more information 
A Datapoint Attached Resource Com
puter system is the ideal solution to 
your business data processing needs. 
Datapoint has to out-think its compe
tition. The ARC system puts us an
other big jump ahead. 

A booklet describing the features 
and advantages of the ARC system is 
available by writing to Datapoint Cor
poration, Marketing Communications 
Dept. (M62), 9725 Datapoint Drive, 
San Antonio, TX 78284. Or call the 
Datapoint sales office nearest you. 

One of an almost limitless number of configurations, this ARC system contains lip to 480K of on-line user 
memory, 200 MB of disk storage, and 48 transaction work stations, as well as facilities for batch 
processing, printing and telecommunications. 

Applications 
Processor 

Applications 
Processor 

Interproce8sor BU8 

File 
Processor 

Transaction Telecommunications Common 
Work Stations to other systems Database 
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AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING INC. 
405 ROUTE 3, 
CLIFTON, NJ 07015 
(201) 472-1000 
Automatic Data Processing ended fiscal 1978 with a 21.9% 
increase in revenues and an almost 18% jump in net income, 
marking its 29th consecutive year of growth. 

The June 30 end of fiscal '78 showed total revenues 
reaching the $299 million mark, as compared to $245 million 
the previous year. Net income stood at $27 million, a 17.6% 
increase over the $23 million of fiscal '77. 

In spite of the steady growth, ADP dropped one place in 
our top 50 survey to number 15. 

With 100% of !ts dp revenues generated by software 
and services, ADP continues to aim its products to the business 
market, with customers now numbering over 60,000. During 
the course of the year, it beefed up its efforts in this market, 
adding ADP/Onsite to its Network Services. This new offering 
provides users with the traditional benefits of timesharing plus 
an in-house computer provided by ADP. To date ADP has 
installed 24 Onsite systems, each of which generates revenues 
of about $200,000 annually. 

ADP'S oldest service group, Commercial Services, 
contributed over 50% of the company's revenues. During the 
third quarter, the marketing and marketing support staffs were 
exp~ded beyond the levels originally budgeted "in view of 
the momentum of the group's new account sales. " 

At year-end CSG provided payroll, accounting, and 
management information services to more than 60,000 firms 
from regional computing centers in this country, the 
Netherlands, Brazil, and the United Kingdom. 

A new commercial service was introduced last year, 
Unemployment Cost Control, which is aimed at helping 
employers control unemployment tax costs. At year-end the 
annualized revenues of this service had already doubled the 
prior year's revenues of ADP'S payroll services. 

Corporate acquisition and development activities helped 
to open new markets for the company's existing services, to 
expand product offerings and to create new opportunities. 

During the year new regional computing centers were 
opened in Phoenix, Charlotte, and Portland. 

ADP also acquired the customer computing services of a 
large California bank and a significant number of securities 
industry clients from a major regional stock exchange. 

1978 also saw ADP begin developing unified application 
packages for all its bank processing centers. The development 
capitalized on several acquisitions made prior to last year in 
the banking and thrift areas. 

Moreover, ADP expanded its involvement in electronic 
funds transfer, providing pay-by-phone service in one 
computing center and establishing a remote teller service in 
another. 
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With a relatively small increase in its estimated dp revenues
$280 million in fiscal 1978 as opposed to $240 million the 
previous year-3M's position on the DATAMATION 50 dropped 
three positions, from 13th to 16th. 

Dp-related revenues, which are generated primarily by 
the firm's sales of computer output equipment, data entry 
terminal systems, disc packs, tapes, cartridges and cassettes, 
represent about 6% of 3M's $4.661 billion revenues. 

Net income on those revenues comes to $563 million, 
compared to $413 million in 1977. 

During the course of the year 3M, which spent a total 
of $204 million on research and development, introduced 
several new dp-related products. Among them: 
• A magnetic tape technology that uses pure metal particles 
and delivers twice the overall output of conventional audio 
tapes. The tape technology has great potential in the data 
processing markets, 3M believes. 
• The first audio recording system that uses digital 
technology. This significantly improves the quality of the 
recording, the company says. 
• Data cartridges and drives for the minicomputer market, as 
well as flexible and rigid discs for data processing 
applications. 
• A fiber optic link for data processing applications. 

During the year the company reorganized its top 
management, naming Lew Lehr vice chairman and chief 
executive officer, and John Pitblado president of U.S. 
operations, a position previously held by Lehr. 

R. H. Herzog continues as chairman of the board and 
chief executive officer. 



We oFFer an interactive, on-line data bale query Facility 
10 ea/Y to ule - it~ almo/t child~ play. 

Experience gained from serving over 2,000 TOTAL® Data 
Base Management System (DBMS) users worldwide has 
taught us that the success of a DBMS is measured by 
how rapidly the data resource can be transformed into 
end-user information. 

For many types of information requirements, traditional 
programming techniques are a time-consuming, costly 
bottleneck. Cincom's new query facility eliminates this 
programming need for both ad hoc and repetitive in
quiries into the TOTAL® DBMS. It provides prompt 
decision/action information to non-programmer per
sonnel in a logical format. 

As proof, we tested our query facility's ease of use with 

a random group of children. They mastered the basic 
inquiry capability in less than two hours. All functions in 
less than a day. If you consider this type of increased 
productivity and visibility, this type of bridge over the 
programming barrier, to be important to your data 
processing group, shouldn't you consider Cincom? 

We're located in 42 cities. In 11 different countries. And 
on every continent in the world except Antarctica. 
Contact us for additional information. 

U.S.A. 2300 Montana Avenue CinCinnati, Ohio 45211 
(513) 662-2300 

International 17-19 Rue Montoyer 1040 Brussels, Belgium 
(02) 511-65-48 

The TOTAL Informorion iYJremJ People. 
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The DEC Datasystem 150 
is here-with proven 
commercial software. 

The Datasystem 150, with complete local 
computing capability, includes the PDT-II/ISO 
hardware-processor, memory, and dual 
floppy disk drives. All designed and packaged 
for easy use by office personnel. 

But what really separates the Datasystem 
150 from every other intelligent terminal on 
the market is the software-our DEC Datasys
tern software, specially developed for busi
ness applications, and our CTS300 operating 
system, already at work in over 6000 installa
tions. CTS300 includes: 

DmOL-Digital's comprehensive, easy-

42 DATAMATION 

to-use language, specifically designed for 
small business computers. 

DECFORM -our powerful data entry 
and inquiry program. 

ISAM -sequential, indexed sequential, 
or random file access-for efficientimplemen
tation. And more. 

Software options include communica
tions protocols that turn the Datasystem 150 
into an intelligent networking terminal- to 
communicate with other computers in either 
on-line interactive or batch mode. 

We also offer two printer options-30 cps 
or 180 cps-both with multiple copy capability. 

But there's more to the Datasystem 150 
than impressive performance. Since it's part 
of a whole family of compatible DEC Data
systems, it opens the way to a wide range 
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NORTHERN TELECOM SYSTEMS CORP. 
P.O. BOX 1222, 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55440 
(61'2) 932-8000 
Northern Telecom Systems Corp. is a new name on this year's 
survey. But a closer look at this wholly owned subsidiary of 
Northern Telecom Limited shows it's no stranger among the 
leading dp companies. 

Last year NTL purchased Data 100 and Sycor to form 
this 17th ranked company in the computer industry. Company 
officials foresaw the move as enabling NTL to capitalize on its 
strength as one of the leading manufacturers of 
telecommunications equipment by coupling it with the data 
processing sector. 

"The new company puts us at a strengthened position 
in both the computer and telecommunications field, " one 
company spokesman comments. 

Northern Telecom Systems Corp. ended fiscal 1978 
with total revenues at $275 million;most of which were 
generated by the sale of peripherals and terminals. 

Looking back, Data 100 ranked 25 last year on $138 
million of revenues and net earnings of $6 million. Sycor 
made the 1977 survey listing at number 44 with total revenues 
of $77 million and net earnings of $3 million. 

Company officials have called the first six months of 
Northern Telecom Systems Corp. 's existence a period of 
"settling out. " 

"We have been finding out the strengths, both 
manpower and market-wise, of each company," an official 
said. "We are putting together something from two 
foundations. " ' 

Presently the company works from two bases of 
operations: Ann Arbor, MI where Sycor is based, and 
Minneapolis, the home of Data 100. The future will bring 
about a combination of those facilities as logistics are worked 
out. 

Both Data 100's and Sycor's stocks-in-trade are data 
entry systems such as Data 100's key-to-disc Model 74, and 
the model 82, an item-by-item system. 

Product changes and eliminations will come over the 
next months as the company gears itself for the future-a 
future emphasizing the confluence of computers and 
telecommunications. 

Company officials have stressed that both companies 
individually offer product lines which meet the full range of 
computer needs in today's marketplace. That factor, plus the 
growing distributed data processing market, puts Northern 
Telecom Systems Corp. in an advantageous position to 
capitalize on these growth areas of the industry. 
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COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION 
650 N. SEPULVEDA BLVD., 
EL SEGUNDO, CA 90245 
(213) 678-0311 
Meeting the dp needs of the federal government has enabled 
Computer Sciences to record another record-setting year, with 
revenues on a steady upswing. 

Total revenues for the fiscal year ending March 31, 
1978 were $277 million, an 18% increase over the $234.7 
million in 1977 . Net income totaled $13.8 million, compared 
to the $11.6 million of the previous year. 

ese generates over 90% of its total revenues from 
software systems and services, with less than 10% coming 
from communications engineering. 

The federal government comprises 71 % of the total 
market which purchases ese products. The commercial area 
makes up 13% and the international market 9%, with state and 
local governments accounting for the balance. 

Adding to ese's growth was the strong showing of its 
international timesharing service, Infonet. Infonet revenues for 
1978 rose by 35% over the previous year, from $57.8 million 
to $77.8 million. This growth increased operating income to 
$16.2 million from the $13.7 million of 1977. Infonet's strong 
revenue growth has enabled it to be placed among the three 
largest network services in the timesharing industry. 

Two internal corporate developments during fiscal 1978 
are cited by ese as having the most significant impact on the 
company's future. First, the establishment of a Data Services 
Group centered on the Infonet system will enable the company 
to concentrate on major opportunities in the data services 
market. 

Coupled with that was ese's initiation of an acquisition 
program to diversify its offerings in the dp market. The first to 
be bought was Paid Prescriptions, which broadens ese's role 
in the health care industry. Paid serves as an intermediary 
between druggists and organizations offering group insurance 
programs with pharmaceutical benefits. ese sees the union of 
its technology with Paid's operational experience as a growth 
opportunity not only in Paid's current market but also in 
related markets for other medical benefit plans. 

The second acquisition brought London-based Economic 
Models Ltd. into the ese fold. This puts ese into the economic 
forecasting area and will add a further dimension to the Infonet 
services now being offered to the international market. 

As ese moves into the international field, it has no 
plans of abandoning the domestic area, which saw a 33% 
growth in revenues from contract services for the federal 
government. Specifics in that area in 1978 included a three
year, $41.7 million NASA contract that contains options for two 
additional years. 
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XEROX CORPORATION 
800 LONGRIDGE ROAD, 
STAMFORD, CT 06904 
(203) 329-8711 
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Record revenues and earnings were just two of a long list of 
happenings for this East Coast-based firm during the past year. 
Fiscal 1978 saw total revenues climb to just over the $5 billion 
mark and net income reach $477 million. Dp revenues totaled 
$236 million and account for 4% of the overall figure. 

A significant data processing event in '78 found Xerox 
and California Computer Products agreeing that Xerox could 
buy substantially all 9f the assets of CalComp's Memory 
Products Division. That division supplies disc memory systems 
to the computer industry. The purchase price is listed at about 
$25 million, and the deal was completed within the first 
quarter of this year. The new purchase has become part of the 
Xerox Information Products Group. 

The copier/duplicating business continues to be Xerox's 
mainstay. In 1978, that section of the company produced 78% 
of worldwide revenues. Xerox introduced two new copiers at 
the low-speed end of the market, the 2600 and the 3109. Even 
with expansion in the dp field, Xerox expects this segment of 
the company to continue to produce the bulk of its revenues 
for as long as can reasonably be predicted. 

Also in '78, Xerox announced its intention to enter the 
information transmission business. The company asked the 
Federal Communications Commission to allocate a band of 
radio frequencies for document distribution, teleconferencing 
and data transmission. If the FCC acts favorably on this 
request, Xerox hopes to be assigned a portion of this frequency 
so it can establish the Xerox Telecommunications Network, 
more commonly known as XTEN. Depending on the approval 
process and the technological and economic aspects, company 
officials say XTEN could be operational in some cities by 1981. 

Another step taken early last year in the information 
transmission arena was the announcement of plans to purchase 
WUI Inc. through a merger in a tax-free reorganization. The 
merger, if approved, will go far in strengthening Xerox's place 
in the data communications sector. WUI Inc. is an international 
record carrier using worldwide networks of telecommunications 
facilities, and is owned by Western Union International. The 
acquisition is worth well over $200 million, and must also pass 
federal inspection before it can be finalized. 
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ELECTRONIC DATA SYSTEMS 
7171 FOREST LANE, 
DALLAS, TX 75230 
(214) 661-6175 
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Designing, implementing and managing information systems 
for customers continues to be a very good business for EDS, 
which saw total revenues in fiscal 1978 climb by 32% to 
$217.8 million. This growth moved the company into the 20th 
slot in the DATAMATION 50. Net income for the same period 
rose from $16.4 million to $19.6 million, an increase of 
almost 20%. 

With 97% of its total revenues generated by the sale of 
software and services, EDS had 110 customers under contract at 
the end of fiscal 1978. Almost 54% of those customers have 
been with EDS for more than three years standing, and 27% 
have been with the company for more than seven years. 

One of the offshoots of EDS' dp network is the growing 
library of proprietary software and applications systems 
representing almost 24 million manhours. For EDS this 
represents a competitive edge in providing services, 
eliminating many of the time and cost factors involved in 
development by other companies. 

EDS provides its software and services to such industries 
as health care, insurance, finance, retailing, manufacturing, 
and all levels of government. In the health care field alone, 
EDS processed approximately 140 million insurance claims 
during 1978. At year-end, EDS was performing dp services 
under contract for 22 insurance companies. 

Late in fiscal '78, EDS began two programs which will 
continue to impact the company over the years to come. It 
established an industry center for federal, state and local 
government agencies. The center will be in charge of actively 
pursuing the federal monies that will be spent on dp services 
from the private sector. EDS expects those total government 
expenditures to exceed $5 billion per year over the next two 
years. 

To broaden its ability to meet customer needs and 
demands, EDS has also established a development group to 
explore the opportunities in the microcomputer market area. 
President H. Ross Perot says the development group is "laying 
the groundwork for EDS to playa major role in providing 
software for this explosive market. " 

Internationally, ,EDS suffered a setback. The firm had 
reached an agreement to establish and operate a national health 
insurance and social welfare dp system in Iran, while 
recruiting and training Iranian personnel. The project, which 
was aborted with the Iranian political turmoil, was worth an 
estimated $20 million to EDS. 
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Ohio Scientific has taken its standard C3 computer and 
married ittothe new Shugart 29 Megabyte Winchester 
Drive. The result is the C3-C. This new microcomputer 
now fills the vacuum that existed for computer users 
who need more mass storage capability than floppies 
can offer - yet until now, could not justify the additional 
cost of a larger capacity hard disk computer such as 
our C3-B 74 Megabyte disk system. 

Winchester Technology 
Winchester hard disk drives offer small business and 
professional computer users the logical solution to 
mass storage problems that are beyond the capability 
offloppy disks. I n addition, Winchester 
disks featu re a track seek- ........... _ .... ".-"'"'-,,~""-"-. .,'".-"."".'"--" .... ~"""-""" 
time that is much better 
than floppies and because 
they spin at eight times the 
rate of floppies, Winches
ters have a shorter latency. 
Both of these poi nts reflect 
one remarkable speed 
advantage Winchester disks 
have over floppies. 

Coupled to the C3 Computer 
Ohio Scientific's award win
ning C3 computer is a classic. 

Yields the Microcomputer of the Future 
With an eye toward the future, the C3-C, like all other 
C3'swasdesigned with provisions for future generation 
16 bit microprocessors via plug-in options. There are 
ten open slots for lots of I/O and multi-user operation. 
Truly, the Ohio Scientific C3-C is a computer with a 
future. 

The new C3-C computer 
with 29 Megabyte 
Winchester Hard Disk. 

$9340 with 48K static 
RAM and OS-65U 

operating system 

~~_ 600K byte 
Dual 8" floppys 

It is the only computer series 
that utilizes the three most 
popular microprocessors-
6502A, 68BOO and Z-80. This 
tremendous processor versatil
ity enables one to utilize a seem
ingly endless selection of quality 
programs available from Ohio 
Scientific's software library as 
well as from many independent 
su ppliers. 

(~;i~~~~~h Easy to configure and service. ______________ 
Rack slide mounting 
on all subassemblies .. 
10 open slots for 

And Advanced Software 
For instance, there are single user, 
multi-user and network operating 
systems. A complete turnkey small 
business package, OS-AMCAP pro
vides accounts receivable, accounts 
payable, d isbu rsements, cash re
ceipts, general ledger, etc. OS-CP/M 
offers a complete FORTRAN and 
COBOL package. And there is WP-2, a 
complete word processing system. For 
information management, OS-OMS, 
features an advanced file handling system 
and program library that simplifies informa
tion storage and recall and routinely per
forms tasks which usually require special 
programming on other systems. 

C
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expansion. 

Shugart SA-4008 
29 Megabyte 
Winchester Disk 
(23 Megabytes of 
formatted user space 
under OS-65U). 
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MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE INC. 
300 EAST 44TH STREET, 
NEW YORK, NY 10017 
(212) 557-8310 
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A strong showing in all three of Management Assistance Inc. 's 
marketing areas and entry into the smaller business systems 
market last year added up to a 32% increase in revenues to just 
over $200 million. 

Exact revenues for 1978 were $205.1 million, compared 
to $155.3 million the previous year. Income before 
extraordinary ite.ms increased 37.7% from $11. 7 million to 
$16.2 million. Net income for 1977 was $17.9 million after 
extraordinary credits. 

Up until 1978, MAl targeted its Basic Four minicomputer 
system to companies with annual revenues of somewhere 
between $1 million and $25 million. The introduction of the 
System 200 made MAl systems feasible for companies with 
revenues below the $1 million mark. At the same time, the 
company began addressing itself to larger companies planning 
to decentralize their dp operations. 

With 58% of last year's total revenues generated by 
Basic Four sales, that division continues to be MAl'S backbone. 
Worldwide sales of Basic Four systems amounted to $119 
million in total revenues last year, an increase of 42 % over 
1977. Worldwide backlogs of orders reached a record $57.6 
million, up 65% from the end of the previous year. 

MAl also continued its development of new products. 
The System 730 was introduced to replace the 700 as the top 
of the line. The 730 carries a smaller price tag and features an 
expanded maximum memory of 256K. The 730 also features a 
new central processor with twice the processing speed. 

MAl's maintenance and service division, Sorbus, 
generated $55.3 million in total worldwide revenues last year, 
which accounted for 27% of the overall. Sorbus' operating 
profit at the end of the year amounted to $3.5 million, up 9% 
from 1977. In the U. S., Sorbus continues to be a leading 
supplier of third party maintenance service to the dp industry, 
deriving the majority of its revenues from the servicing of 
equipment manufactured and marketed by IBM. 

The remaining 15% of MAl'S overall revenues came from 
its word processing division, Wordstream. Revenues of $30.8 
million were generated by Wordstream from sales of word 
processing systems, information display terminals, and 
printers, as well as from rentals and sales of unit record 
equipment. 

Price reductions on terminals and printers in response to 
IBM price and product announcements resulted in a decline in 
operating profit for the division last year .. Wordstream closed 
out the year with $1.9 million in net income. 

With 40% of its 1978 revenues generated by 
international operations, MAl plans further expansion in that 
field. The present international marketing organization includes 
direct sales offices in 37 cities and distributors in 31 cities 
covering over 30 countries. 
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS INC. 
P.O. BOX 225474, 
DALLAS, TX 75265 
(214) 238-2011 
Texas Instruments continues to move along the growth path, 
becoming one of the familiar yearly names on the 
DATAMATION 50 survey. 

Fiscal 1978, which ended Dec. 31, saw total revenues 
reach the $2.5 billion mark, compared to $2 billion the year 
before. The net income column reads $140 million, a 20% 
increase from the $116 million of 1977. . 

Long familiar in the hand-held calculator field, TI has 
broadened its products and marketing skills so that 8% of its 
total revenues now fall into the data processing category. Last 
year, that amounted to a substantial $204 million. 

Three areas which played a predominant role in the 
growth of TI last year are the development of new plant sites, 
advances in semiconductor manufacturing processes, and new 
product introductions. 

In the technical and product sector, TI brought out a 
single-voltage 64K-bit random access memory, a one-quarter
million-bi"t magnetic bubble memory, and a 32K-bit fully static 
random access memory. 

A program to build up production of the EPROM is now 
underway and production startup of the RAM began during the 
first quarter of this year. 

TI strengthened its distributed computing offerings by 
introducing several new models in the Series 700 family. 
These offerings provide multi station capability for commercial 
applications. In the terminal field, TI brought out the Model 
820 multicopy terminal designed to function either in an 
interactive mode or as a remote input/output unit. 

New software products will alow the expansion of the 
990 minicomputer user base, as well as allow larger system 
configurations of terminals, memories and discs. New 
offerings in this area included an advanced data base 
management system, communications packages to permit data 
transfer to host IBM mainframes, and high level languages. 

During the past fiscal year, TI'S board of directors 
authorized capital programs totaling $474 million. In 1978, 
these same expenditures were $311 million. Those investments 
have produced development of major new plant sites at 
Johnson City, TN; Lewisville and Temple, TX; and at a site 
northwest of Houston. 



As a computer company, we've always built 
on the family concept. And we've taken the 
same approach to word processing. 

The result is the widest range of compatible 
word processing solutions available today. Sys
tems that not only provide state-of-the-art capa
bilities, but also offer unique ways to connect 
different work groups, and different levels of 
your information processing network. 

For example, every Digital word processing 
system - from our basic word station to our 
shared -logic system - offers ways to link word 
processing and data processing. This intercon
nectability lets you balance cost-per-terminal, 
storage capacity, and security however you want. 

And because the same basic software is com
mon to all our systems, you can grow without 
ever losing your original investment. 

Also, remember that Digital's experience in 

distributed processing and computer resource 
sharing is second to none. 

And the bigger your system gets, the better 
that background looks. 

For a free booklet on how Digital word pro
cessing can help protect your future, clip your 
business card to this ad and send to Digital 
Equipment Corporation, Word Processing 
Systems Group, MKI-IJ14,Merrimack, 
NH03054. 

~DmDDmD 
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 
3135 EASTON TURNPIKE, 
FAIRFIELD, CT 06431 
(203) 373-2211 
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Even though only about 1 % of General Electric's revenues are 
dp-related, the company still generated an estimated $190 
million last year from its computer services and 
telecommunications terminals. 

Headquartered in Rockville, MD, GE Information 
Services expanded its massive worldwide computer network, 
adding several large systems, including an IBM 3033, to the 19 
large scale mainframes already located in three interconnected 
data centers. Called MARK III, the network expanded to Hong 
Kong in 1978, and now serves over 600 metropolitan areas 
located in 22 countries. 

The Information Services group also added a significant 
new distributed processing product called MarkLink, which 
provides customers with on-site computer capabilities while 
enabling them to tie into the remote network. 

Additionally, GE offers matrix printers, including the 
new TermiNet 200, out of its Waynesboro, VA operations. Its 
Apparatus Service Division in Schenectady, NY leases 
TermiNet printers, ADDS video display terminals, the VADIC 

3400 full duplex 1200 baud modem, and the Livermore 
coupler. 

This group also serves as the nucleus of a 
communications equipment service organization that extends to 
more than 60 locations nationwide. The group can be used for 
one-time maintenance and repair, or will offer a long term 
service contract. 

Also at year-end, General Electric and Honeywell Inc. 
combined the worldwide operations of GE'S Information 
. Services Division and Honeywell's timesharing marketing 
operations that distribute the GE services in the United 
Kingdom, Europe and Australia. The new company is 84% 
owned by GE and 16% by Honeywell. 
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HARRIS CORPORATION 
MELBOURNE, FL 
(305) 727-9100 
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Harris completed the move of its headquarters to Melbourne, 
FL last August, six weeks after closing out fiscal 1978 on June 
30th. 

A 1978 total revenue hike of 35% to $872.2 million 
from $646.3 million and an earnings advance of 30% to $52.2 
million from $40. 1 million reflect Harris' broad-based 
involvement in commercial markets and the information 
processing industry. New orders received in fiscal 1978 
exceeded the billion dollar milestone for the first time in 
company history. 

About 20% of total revenues were dp-related. These 
came from Information Systems, a group within Commercial 
Electronics Products, the fastest-growing of Harris' three main 
business segments. 

Information Systems, encompassing computer systems, 
data communications and controls, categorized its dp business 
as follows: terminals and peripherals, 75%; minicomputers, 
20%; and software and services, 5%. Roughly 80% of these 
revenues were generated domestically. 

Harris is a direct supplier to several dynamic markets 
including Fortune 1,000 manufacturing firms, financial 
institutions, government agencies, utilities, transportation and 
publishing industries. 

The current price range for Harris computer systems 
($100,000 to $500,000), hits a happy medium between other 
manufacturers' minis and mainframes. In 1978 a new family of 
high-performers,. the Series 500, and a competitively-priced 
entry-level system, the S-123, were introduced. The S-500, the 
most powerful model ever built by Harris, can be accessed by 
up to 64 terminals, each working on different problems 
simultaneously. The smaller S-123 can be accessed by eight 
terminals, and is capable of concurrently handling timesharing, 
multi-batch, remote job entry and real-time processing. 

Harris also added two new language processors during 
the year, APL and BASIC-V. Both are compatible with the Harris 
VULCAN virtual memory system. 

As an independent supplier of data communications 
products and services, the company markets a variety of 
products in a range of configurations to provide customers with 
remote batch, data entry, interactive and ddp capability. A new 
system combining all these functions, the Harris 1670, was 
developed for users requiring batch and transaction interaction 
with a large host computer, while performing a variety of local 
services. A sampling of new customers for the 1670 included 
Boeing, CBS, Ford, General Foods, Hughes Aircraft, Shell Oil, 
Westinghouse, and the states of Tennessee, Michigan and 
Washington. 
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WANG LABORATORIES INC. 
1 INDUSTRIAL AVENUE, 
LOWELL, MA 01851 
(61 7) 851-4111 
Wang Laboratories Inc. has placed a gold star next to fiscal 
1978 saying it was "perhaps one of the best" of its past 27. 
Revenues were up 47% to $198 million, and net income stood 
at $15.6 million, a whopping 70% increase. 

The impressive figures enabled Wang to climb to 25 in 
this year's DATAMATION 50. Additionally, Wang entered the 
Fortune 1000 as number 873. 

Dp-related revenues totaled $168.3 million, 
representing 85% of the total. Eighty percent of that was 
derived from the sale of minicomputers, 15% from peripherals 
and terminals, and 5% from software and services. 

The company's mainline System 2200 continued its 
strong showing during 1978 and was broadened by the 
introduction of the System 2200 MVP. The addition brought 
multi terminal capabilities to the top end of the line. The new 
systems are aimed at multiuser applications, which are the 
fastest growing segment of the small business system market. 

Word processing business more than doubled in fiscal 
1978, and Wang's family of products was brought to five. 
Wang now offers products from under $10,000 to $100,000 in 
this line. Wang has also purchased Graphic Systems Inc., 
which will further enhance and broaden its product position in 
office systems through the addition of photocomposition 
capability. Wang has tagged word processing as one of the 
most rapidly growing applications within the small computer 
marketplace. 

During the past year, initial deliveries of a new virtual 
storage computer system were made. This system offers 
multilanguage capabilities in interactive, multiterminal 
configurations. These are medium-sized business computer 
systems priced from $50,000 to $300,000. 

Its sales organization continued to achieve impressive 
gains both in the United States and abroad, with orders up 
more than 53% and backlog increasing from $36 million to 
$70 million. 

The company's products are marketed and serviced in 
Australia, Austria, Belgium, China, France, Great Britain, 
Hong Kong, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand and West 
Germany. Sales are through wholly owned foreign subsidiaries 
employing approximately 450 sales and 280 service personnel. 
Revenues from outside the United States accounted for 
approximately 44% of Wang's sales in fiscal 1978. 

Wang's business is concentrated in certain segments of 
the computer industry: information processing, problem 
solving, distributed data processing and word processing. 
System 2200 configurations are sold in the first three markets, 
and the wps configurations are sold in the fourth. 
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DATAPOINT CORPORATION 
7900 CALLAGHAN ROAD, 
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78284 
(512) 699-7000 
With a 58% increase in total revenues in fiscal 1978, 
Datapoint continues its dramatic growth as the company moves 
aggressively into the "office of the future" market. 

Revenues for fiscal '78, which ended July 31, were 
$162.2 million as compared to $103 million the previous year. 
Even more spectacular was net income which jumped 82% 
from $8.3 million in 1977 to $15.2 million during fiscal 1978. 

We estimate that 30% of Datapoint's revenues comes 
from minicomputers, 60% from peripherals and terminals, and 
the remaining 10% from software and services. 

Keeping its sights set on the office of the future, 
Datapoint continued to expand its product line throughout 
1978. New products fell into two categories: distributed data 
processing and data communications management equipment. 

In the ddp arena, the diskette-based 1500 dispersed 
processor made an appearance in the first quarter of fiscal '78. 
It took over as Datapoint's lowest cost system for intelligent 
data entry, local data processing, and concurrent 
communications with other locations. By the end of July '78, 
more that 2,300 orders had been placed for the system. Other 
new products included two new printers, an interactive version 
of COBOL, and the Attached Support Processor which allows 
IBM 360/370 mainframes to engage in remote batch 
telecommunications. 

The company's biggest announcement last year was 
ARC, the Attached Resource Computer, which allows a totally 
integrated computing facility to be set up consisting of an 
almost unlimited number of interconnected small processors 
and peripherals, all with access to each other and a common 
data base. 

Company officials have labeled this new ARC system as 
its" superstar" and the peg on which the success of its 
electronic office business will hang. 

1979 marks Datapoint's second decade in operation. 
The company expects to continue growing at a high rate, 
pointing to the $63.6 million backlog at the beginning of fiscal 
, 79, compared to the $45.5 million a year earlier, as one 
indication. 
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it took a new company 
to bring new flexibility 

to distributed data processing. 

Sycor and Data 100 
become 

Northern Telecom 
systems Corporation .. · 



Northern Telecom 
More options make us more 

Now one company has all the Sycor and Data 100 
products to work with. And that broader choice of 
solutions means a better match for your particular 
needs.A more comprehensive solution than either 
company could previously offer. 
-Today we nave more field engineers, 
in more places. than any comparable company. 
More software support people, too. We're committed to 
providing the best total service in our industry. And 

we won't settle for less. Right now, we have more 
than 60,000 hardworking systems, all over the world. 
We work for 95 of the top 100 firms in Fortune's 500. 
And we'd like a chance to work for you. 

. Take a look at the four ways NTSC can answer 
your data processing needs. For more information 
about any of them, write ProduCt Marketing, Northern 
Telecom Systems Corporation, Box 1222, Min
neapolis, MN 55440. 

Distributed processing: 
Why pay for more 
than you need? 
For systelJ1s with a lot of throughput, and up to 16 
video display work stations, the Model 85 is hard to 
beat. It has large disk storage capacity and can work 
with our Remote Job Entry or KEYBATCH® systems. 

Our Model 445 is particularly cost-effective for 
up to eight work stations. Its Omnitask™ operating 
system can run up to 16 jobs concurrently - in multiple 
languages. 

And our 405 is a most economical way to intro
duce distributed processing where it's never been be
fore. In most entry level applications, it's all the 

processing power .4' .'.,:, .' .' you need. . ""' 
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systems Corporation: 
cost-effective than ever before. 

Data Entry: 
Combine key-to-dlsk 
with Remote Job Entry. 
Use our Keybatch system for key-to-disk, and you 
won't need additional equipment to communicate with 
the mainframe. So one system can replace two. Key
batch gives you this twin capability without a big 
sacrifice in speed. And Keybatch is compatible with 
all major mainframes. 

On Line: 
Here's a low-cost alternative 
to the 3270. 
Lease or purchase, you'll find significant savings in 
the 290 system. Sophisticated self-diagnostics help 
make sure it's up and running when you need it. And 
best of all, it's available right now. 

Remote Job Entry: 
From 2,000 to 56,000 bits 
per second. 
With that kind of flexibility, you never have to buy 
more capacity than you need. There's a full line of 
peripherals, too. And no matter where your remote 
locations are, we have service people nearby. 

Sycor and Data 100 have joined to become 

Northern Telecom Systems Corporation 
Join us at the NCC. Booth 3400, 
June 4-7, New York Coliseum. 
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MOHAWK DATA SCIENCES 
CORPORATION 
1599 LITTLETON ROAD, 
PARSIPPANY, NJ 07054 
(201) 540-9080 
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The introduction of a major new product line, a $6 million 
jump in revenues, and the final steps towards streamlining its 
product offerings were all part of Mohawk Data's successful 
company picture for fiscal 1978. 

Total revenues for the fiscal year, which ended April 
30, were $152.6 million. Net income totaled $6.2 million as 
compared to $4. 5 ~illion for the previous year. 

One hundred percent of MDS' total revenues are dp
related. Last year,91 % of the total was generated by the sale 
of peripherals and terminals, and the remaining 9% from 
media and supplies. 

MDS is one of the leading firms in key-to-disk products 
and is the fastest growing among the leading vendors of 
clustered processing terminals for distributed processing. Major 
users of any commercial data processing system are excellent 
prospects for MDS equipment, and the company has achieved 
significant penetration in the Fortune 1000 class and in banks 
and insurance firms. 

Among MDS' clients is Shasta Beverages, the eighth 
largest distributor of soft drinks in the U.S. Employing MDS' 
new Series 21 distributed data entry and communications 
equipment, Shasta processes payroll information, inventory and 
maintenance reports, and updated information on a daily basis. 

The Series 21 line used by Shasta is MDS' first 
commitment to the distributed processing market. The large 
majority of first shipments of Series 21 during 1978 were on a 
rental basis, which left the revenue impact of the new system 
negligible. Coming into 1979, the new line represented a 
significant portion of the company's $150.4 million in 
backlog. 

As fiscal '78 came to a close, the company announced 
the 21150, which became the most powerful member of the 
new series. The high end model is hardware and software 
compatible with the 21140, offering twice the processing speed 
and twice the main memory capacity. 

Research and development monies have increased by 
24%, a commitment the company says will enable it to solidify 
its position in the dp marketplace. Software development now 
accounts for half of the company's R&D budget. 

During the year, new distributorships were opened in 
12 major countries, and a new marketing and support 
organization was established in Germany. 

The first six months of fiscal 1978 saw the 
discontinuation of certain product lines and the elimination of 
marginally profitable sales to oem markets. 
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TYMSHARE INC. 
20605 VALLEY GREEN DRIVE, 
CUPERTINO, CA 95014 
(408) 446-6000 
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Acquisitions in the tax processing and hospital services fields 
were two of the highlights for Tymshare during the past year, 
which saw a 48% rise in total revenues and a 32% increase in 
net income. 

Those jumps moved this Cupertino, cA-based firm from 
37th to 28th place in the DATAMATION 50. Total revenues for 
fiscal '78 were $150 million, compared to the $101 million for 
1977. Net income for '78 was $11 million. 

The two acquisitions were made in the most promising 
of Tymshare's market sectors. Autotax was purchased from the 
Research Institute of America in June, and then shortly after 
mid-year, Tymshare bought the Dallas-based Medical 
Information, Inc. 

Autotax had participated in the same market for 
computerized tax processing services as Tymshare's Dynatax 
and Unitax operations. Medical Information provides 
specialized computer services to hospitals. It becomes part of 
Tymshare's Medical Systems sector. 

Another important growth step taken by the company 
last year was its expansion into the overseas marketplace with 
the beginning of service in Japan through its Kokusai 
Tymshare affiliate. With the Japan operation, Tymshare now 
participates in all major overseas markets through affiliates in 
the United Kingdom, Western Europe and now the Far East. 

Companies across some 40 different industry sectors are 
included in Tymshare's customer base. The major market for 
Tymshare software encompasses companies ranging in size 
from roughly a quarter billion dollars in sales to the 
multimillion dollar level. 

Tymshare's involvement in the data communications 
area remains one of its most dynamic of all the market sectors 
served. The entry of AT&T into this area has heightened the 
interest in Tymshare's Tymnet public packet network. In this 
area, Tymshare mounted a new effort focused on the market 
for private, intracompany networks, using the same advanced 
technology being incorporated into the public Tymnet network. 
As the trend toward distributed computing becomes stronger, 
this system can only provide the company with unequaled 
growth possibilities. 

1978 was the first full year for Tymshare in the 
processing of credit card transactions through its Transaction 
Services division. The growth of product demand was steady 
and reflected Tymshare's continued acceptance by the financial 
and banking industries. 
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SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION 
2500 COLORADO AVENUE, 
SANTA MONICA, CA 90406 
(213) 829-7511 
Fiscal 1978 was a year of continued growth for System 
Development in the areas of sales and new orders. Growth was 
so good, in fact, that the company jumped from the 34th spot 
to number 29 in our rankings. 

The only bleak spot for the company financially showed 
up in net income, which dropped from 1977 levels. Total 
revenues were $145 million as compared to $130 million the 
year before. Net income stood at $1.6 million as compared to 
$2.4 million the previous year. In explaining the decline, 
company officials point to cost over-runs on the Text II 
electronic publishing systems and the Florida Medicaid 
contracts awarded during the year. Also contributing to the 
downtrend was an operating loss recorded in the Financial 
Services Division and in Aquila BST Ltd. 

With almost all of its dp-related revenues generated by 
the sale of software and services, SDC looks to the federal 
government, especially the Department of Defense, as one of 
its major clients. 

One of the company's major new customers during the 
past year was the state of Florida. Under a $13 million 
contract, SDC will process and pay Medicaid claims in that 
state. The contract calls for the development of a computerized 
system, followed by a service phase during which SDC will 
operate and maintain the system. Obtaining this contract will 
enable the company to contend for a major position in the 
large Medicaid claims processing market. 

Another large contract was signed with the Los Angeles 
Police Department to provide them with an automated 
dispatching system. The $25 million contract calls for SDC to 
develop an improved command, control, and communications 
system to make more efficient the dispatching of police cars 
and to relieve congested radio frequencies. 

New product introductions included the Text II-20 
electronic publishing system for small-to-medium size 
newspapers. This standardized system together with the 
customized Text II gives SDC one of the broadest electronic 
publishing systems lines in the country. 

In the area of telecommunications, SDC is testing a 
cryptographic device for safeguarding data in 
telecommunications networks. Several of these systems have 
been built and are being used by the federal government on an 
experimental basis. 

SDC officials are looking toward the energy market as a 
new area opening up for the company. Officials note that 
major energy contracts will be bid on during this fiscal year. 

Finally, SDC completed the development of the Tiros-N 
ground support system for the Department of Defense and 
delivered it for integration testing. The next project being 
undertaken for DOD is a study of the design of a space defense 
center. 
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FOUR-PHASE SYSTEMS INC. 
1'0700 NORTH DE ANZA BLVD. 
CUPERTINO, CA 95014 
(408) 255-0900 
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Four-Phase Systems' revenues for 1978 rose by 53%, pushing 
the company well over the $100 million mark and into the 
30th spot on this year's DATAMATION 50. Last year it ranked 
41. 

Four-Phase closed its books on December 31 with $136 
million in revenues and $12.2 million in net income. These 
totals compare with the 1977 figures of $88.5 million and $7.4 
million respectively. 

With 100% of its total revenues generated by the sale of 
distributed data processing minicomputers and software 
systems, Four-Phase points to several key factors that enabled 
it to enjoy such a successful year: 
• Introduction of the MFE/IV high level dp software package; 
• Emergence as one of the leading vendors of shared logic 
word processing systems; 
• The public offering of 500,000 shares of common stock; 
and 
• The listing of its stock on the New York Stock Exchange 
for the first time in the company's 10 year history. 

Four-Phase today employs a total of 2,800 persons 
among its domestic and international offices. Eighty-four 
percent of its total dp related revenues for fiscal 1978 was 
generated in the United States. 

Internationally, Four-Phase Systems Ltd. of Canada 
posted revenues of $7.8 million last year, representing an 
increase of 75% over the 1977 levels. 

Sales to international distributors and oem's increased 
by 86% last year and comprised 9% of consolidated revenues 
as compared with 7% for the previous year. An increase in the 
company's network of worldwide distributors added Argentina, 
Indonesia, Kuwait, Malaysia, and Singapore to the list. Total 
revenues from the international sector in 1978 amounted to $22 
million. 

Four-Phase lists as principal markets for its dp systems 
the insurance industry; federal, state and local governments; 
the communications and financial industries; and the medical! 
health care fields. 

Among the top three areas of customers, the medical 
field accounts for 22% of the company's installed base of 
equipment; the manufacturing group 20%; and the government 
area 11 %. 

Four-Phase labels its marketing strategy in these areas 
as an "integrated systems approach" rather than a "piecemeal 
effort, " stressing an end user orientation to "anticipate 
changes that may occur in a customer's needs. " 



What's attractive about 
distributed database is that it 
makes data available at the 
local level where it is ne~ded 
but still allows control of the 
data from a central site. 

With the availability of 
low-cost, high-performance 
hardware like the IBM 4300, 
more and more organiza
tions are including distrib
uted database networks in 
their future plans. 

That future is here ' 
today with Cullinane Corpo
ration. Cullinane pioneered 
in distributed database tech
nology when we designed 
and implemented a proto
type back-end database sys
tem for four government 
agencies. What we learned 
from this project about the 

unique requirements of dis
tributed database technol
ogy led directly to the archi
tecture of Release 5.0 of 
IDMS, IDMS-DC, our new 
powerful teleprocessing 
monitor, and Multiple 
Computer Support (MCS), a 
system that allows multiple 
IBM-compatible CPUs to 
share databases. 

These three products- ' 
IDMS 5.0, I OMS-DC and 
MCS - allow applications 
programs to reside atremote 
sites and to update a central 
control database with user 
transparency and database 
integrity. Distributed data
base systems allow upper 
management to consolidate 
information from remote 

"When people talk 
about Distributed 
Data , 
they usually mean 
Distributed Database 

databases into a central 
database. This is possible 
through the separation of the 
application program from 
the DBMS-a capability 
which is unique to IDMS and 
essential to the implementa
tion of distributed database 
systems. 

Distributed database is 
only one example of Cul
linane leadership inthe 
development of manage
ment software designed to 
protect today's investment 
while providing tools for the 
future. For example, we will 
be offering an interface 
which will allow IDMS to 
support DU1 applications. 

Another new 
prod uct, the 

Automatic Applications 
Development System 
(AADS), will enable users to 
develop applications rapidly 
by defining a few simple 
parameters as opposed to 
performing complex coding 
tasks. 

Before you make a 
database decision affecting 
your ability to manage your 
organization tomorrow, look 
at Cullinane today. 

Write or call for more 
information on our special 
management briefing ses
sion or on our advanced 
database software products. 

h~preSident 

Cullinane ........... ation. 
20 William Street, Wellesley, Massachusetts 02181,617-237-6600 
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PERTEC COMPUTER CORPORATION 
12910 CULVER BOULEVARD, 
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066 
(213) 822-9222 
A shift from personal computer products to small business 
systems, a strengthing of its maintenance and support system, 
and expansion of the retail dealer concept all characterize the 
changes taking place within Pertec. 

Beginning with the purchase of Computer Machinery 
Corp. (CMC) in 1976, Pertec began refocusing its attention 
away from the home computer market to the small business 
system side of the industry. 

Growth in fiscal 1978, ending March 30, was very 
good. Net revenues on the sale, lease and service of computer 
hardware and software were $131.8 million, a 31 % increase 
from fiscal 1977's $100.6 million. Net income was $7.1 
million, a 54% rise over the $4.6 million of 1977. 

Sales, lease and service revenue contributions are 
derived from three areas: peripheral equipment, which account! 
for 40% of total revenues; micro and minicomputer-based 
systems, which account for 51 %; and finally the service area, 
which contributes 9% of total revenues. 

Pertec has shipped its last personal computer kit and, 
with it, has closed the books on what it once considered to be 
the sector of the dp industry with the most growth potential. 

The shift in emphasis to small business systems has 
called for large investments in engineering, and software 
development. These will expand the company's product 
offerings which are marketed under the MITsl Altair and ICOM 
trade names. 

Revenues from the main small business products totaled 
just under $12 million, almost 40% above the 1977 levels. 
Pertec sees the first-time computer user as making up the 
backbone of its new market. The company also foresees 
substantial growth in the peripheral area, where it already 
produces magnetic storage systems. 

In the microsystems marketplace, Pertec is developing 
additional dealer support programs and expanding the retail 
outlet store concept. Presently there are some 50 Pertec 
computer centers signed up, and Pertec plans to continue 
adding additional centers through 1979. 

Another major area of growth for Pertec is distributed 
data processing. Its xL40 has been introduced as the first entry 
into this product area. A multiterminal system, the xL40 
combines data retrieval, data entry, and file management 
capabilities to enable these tasks to be performed at source 
locations. Over 500 of these systems had been installed by the 
end of 1978. Already major enhancements have been added to 
broaden the applicability of the system to additional markets 
and to extend further the communication network capabilities 
now required by most distributed processing users. 
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PERKIN-ELMER CORPORATION 
MAIN AVENUE, 
NORWALK, CT 06856 
(203) 762-1000 
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The revenues Perkin-Elmer obtains from its Data Systems 
Group increased 27% last year to $131 million, a jump that 
moved the company into the 32nd slot in the DATAMATION 50. 
Last year Perkin-Elmer was ranked 36th. 

Profitability of the Data Systems Group, however, 
slipped significantly, dipping to $10.4 million for the year, 
almost $2 million below the 1977 figure. This disappointing 
performance was due to production problems in the Wangco 
Division and a high level of marketing expenditures in relation 
to sales in the Interdata Division, Perkin-Elmer explains. 

Fiscal 1978 saw the introduction of a number of new 
products including software dubbed Interdata Transaction 
Controller, a package that enables as many as 64 operators to 
enter transactions such as inventory or sales data concurrently 
for immediate processing by a single computer. 

The company also unveiled its first business system, a 
32-bit processor for transaction-oriented, multiuser 
applications. 

Additionally, Perkin-Elmer's 16-bit line was expanded 
with the introduction of the 8/16E, a machine aimed at the 
original equipment 'manufacturer market and suited for 
scientific computation, process control, business data 
processing, and data communications. 

Perkin-Eimer's Wangco division also brought out a 
mass storage device, the MP 80 disc drive, and began 
shipments on the high speed tape drive, the Mod 14, it 
announced in 1977. Further, Wangco moved into new 
headquarters in southern California. 

Perkin-Eimer is also building a new plant in New Jersey 
for its Terminals Division and has expanded the Interdata 
division's computer manufacturing plant. 
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MCDONNELL DOUGLAS CORPORATION 
P.O. BOX 516 

. ST. LOUIS, MO 61366 
(314) 232-0232 
Total 1978 revenues for McDonnell Douglas came to $4.13 
billion and net income amounted to $161 million. Dp-related 
sales, all of which are derived from its McDonnell Douglas 
Automation CO. (MCAUTO), are a mere 3% of the corporation's 
total revenues. 

MCAUTO'S dp revenues obtained from outside customers 
increased 12.5% in 1978 to $128 million. Even so, the 
concern slipped to the 33rd position in the DATAMATION 50. 
Last year MCAUTO ranked 29th. 

Over the year MCAUTO, which derives all of its 
revenues from software and services, bolstered its capabilities 
as a service company and at year-end was operating five 
computer centers with 137 computer systems. Collectively 
these machines had an original purchase value in excess of 
$270 million. 

Domestically, MCAUTO has 66 offices in 51 cities and 
27 states. Additionally, it is active in Western Europe and 
Japan. It employs close to 5,000 people. 

To increase MCAUTO'S market penetration, the company 
has added distributed processing capabilities. Here MCAUTO 
provides customers with on-site minicomputers, video 
terminals, and software tied into the MCAUTO service network. 
The distributed approach, one that has been endorsed by a 
number of service firms recently, enables MCAUTO users to 
handle local processing tasks in their offices while employing 
the network for more general or ambitious applications. 

Specifically, MCAUTO customers are using distributed 
pr.QSessing for handling such tasks as financial and health 
insurance claims and shareholder record transactions. 

Additionally, the company's graphics software is being 
used both within the parent company for computer-aided 
design and manufacturing applications, and outside by 
MCAUTO's commercial clients. 

Also, MCAUTO'S United Computing subsidiary installed 
31 % more of its recently enhanced Unigraphics systems in 
1978 than in the previous year. 

By year-end, close to 500 hospitals were using 
MCAUTO's shared computer services for financial processing. 
Through the acquisition of a medical records system that 
collects and analyzes statistics, MCAUTO'S Health Services 
Division increased its number of clients to 781 hospitals in 43 
states and the District of Columbia-a total that makes it the 
nation's largest supplier of computerized health care services. 
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Increased peripheral and terminal sales in the dp marketplace 
in 1978 moved Tektronix up to the 34th spot in this year's 
DATAMATION 50. Last year it was number 38. 

At the May 31 close of the 1978 fiscal year, Tektronix 
had realized a 32% increase in revenues over 1977, from 
$454.9 million to $598.8 million. Net income rose 29% from 
$43.9 million to $56.8 million. 

The company's information display products are sold 
both to equipment users and to original equipment 
manufacturers. Applications for its products include uses in 
computer aided design, seismic data mapping, land use 
planning, and building design and printing layout. 

Tektronix manufactures many of the special components 
used in its products, including cathode ray tubes, certain semi
conductors, and integrated circuits. 

Tektronix divides its market areas into four categories
institutional, which includes the educational field; scientific, 
which covers the aerospace industry; automotive and chemical 
needs; and business services and timesharing. 

Among 1978 corporate highlights was the appointment 
of John L. Landis as company vice president and manager of 
the international operations. He will direct the activities of 
Tektronix's four foreign manufacturing facilities and the sales 
and service organizations in 64 foreign countries. About 40% 
of the company's sales are made in the overseas marketplace. 

In the new products arena, Tektronix introduced two 
new desktop computers, the 4052 and the 4054. The latter is 
the top of the line model for computer designing and reporting 
applications. Several new color graphics terminals were also 
announced in 1978. 

After 17 years of litigation, 1978 saw what may be the 
end of the company's patent suit against the federal 
government, with a ruling handed down by the U.S. Court of 
Claims favoring Tektronix. The original suit charged the 
government with infringing on eight of the company's patents. 
If the court denies the government's appeal, it will have 
exhausted all legal recourse and the matter will have been 
resolved once and for all. 
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DATAPRODUCTS CORPORATION 
6219 DESOTO AVENUE, 
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91365 
(213) 887-8000 
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For fiscal 1978, which ended March 25, 1978, the California
based company listed record revenues and income, and entered 
fiscal '79 with a 40% increase in its backlog. 

Total revenues for 1978 were $138.6 million compared to 
$115.2 million for 1977, a 20% increase. Net income rose to 
$15.5 million, or 28 % above the $12.1 million of the previous 
year. 

Dataproducts has three product segments-printers, core 
memories, and telecommunications. Printers represented 76% 
of the company's total revenues for '78, or $105.8 million, a 
22 % increase over the previous year. A total of 12,200 printers 
were produced during 1978, up 16% over 1977. 

Up until 1978, Dataproducts' main thrust was in the 
high speed printer area. In '78 the company moved downward 
into the 300 lpm speed range with the introduction of three 
new thermal and matrix printers. 

Dataproducts expects the lower end of the printer 
market to expand rapidly, making up about $600 million worth 
of sales for the company by 1985. Consequently, the company 
plans to spend in the neighborhood of $11 million within the 
next year in engineering and development in this area. 

Core memory operations achieved record results in 
1978. But, the company says, continuing competition in this 
area from integrated circuits is expected to cause a noticeable 
slowdown this year. 

Anticipating this trend, Dataproducts has made sure 
each of the facilities presently producing memories is also 
involved in printer programs. Core memory revenues in fiscal 
'78 totaled $21.4 million and represented 16% of the 
company's total revenues. 

Telecommunications revenues in '78 totaled $11.2 
million, or 8% of the total revenues. Substantial growth in this 
area is expected during the '79 fiscal year. 

PrincipaI'buyers for the firm's products remain the 
original equipment manufacturers. Dataproducts is the largest 
independent manufacturer of printers for this market, presently 
supplying some 400 oem customers. It considers this form of 
distribution the "backbone" of its business. There are plans, 
however, to develop broader forms of distribution to serve 
other segments of the market; for example, the company is 
considering using independent distributors to reach smaller 
systems houses. 
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TELETYPE CORPORATION 
5555 TOUHY AVENUE, 
SKOKIE, IL 60076 
(312) 982-2000 
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Teletype's dp-related revenues climbed to an estimated $124 
million in fiscal 1978, and the company is seemingly 
becoming a more aggressive factor in the terminal product 
market place. Dp-related sales for fiscal '77 were estimated at 
$110 million in last year's DATAMATION 50. 

A wholly owned subsidiary of Western Electric Co., 
which in turn is owned by AT&T, Teletype has taken on the 
competition with its Model 43 Teleprinter family-an offspring 
of the Model 33-and is positioning its 4540 series of 
interactive synchronous terminals against the IBM 3270 data 
entry terminal. . 

It has also brought out a new generation of 5-level 
buffered teleprinters for Telex applications, and is selling its 
Teletype model 40/4 synchronous data terminal to banks, 
brokerage houses, pharmaceutical chains, railroads and steel 
companies. 

Sold for standalone or clustered displays in tandem with 
printers that are hardware and software compatible with remote 
bisynchronous communications protocol, the 40/4s are installed 
and maintained by Teletype's nationwide service network. 

We estimate that Teletype's total revenues exceeded 
$300 million this year. About 41 % of that total, which 
constitutes the company's entire dp-related sales, comes from 
terminal products. About 90% or" its sales are to the domestic 
market. 

The company, which employs over 5,000 people, is 
greatly affected by the rulings of federal regulatory bodies, 
such as the Federal Communications Commission. Its future 
marketing and product policies will probably be impacted by 
the outcome of the FCC'S Computer Inquiry II, as well as by 
the Communications Act which is currently being rewritten in 
Washington. One possibility being discussed by these 
regulatory and legislative bodies is the spin-off of Western 
Electric from AT&T. 
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CALIFORNIA COMPUTER PRODUCTS INC. 
2411 WEST LA PALMA AVENUE, 
ANAHEIM, CA 92801 
(714) 821-2011 
The check-off list for CalComp over the past fiscal year 
includes a return to profitability; a broadened customer base, 
and an -expanded product line. 

Total revenues for '78 amounted to $120 million, a 2% 
increase from the year before. Moreover, net income totaled 
$1.5 million as compared to the previous year's loss of $1.7 
million. With other companies experiencing greater growth 
percentages, CalComp dropped from 27th to 37th in our 
rankings .. 

Breaking out revenues by product categories, the 
company derives 90% of sales from peripherals and 
terminals,5% from media and supplies, and another 5% from 
software and services. 

A complete reorganization in 1978 saw the company 
divided into five operating divisions along product lines as 
opposed to its previous functional groupings. This mode of 
operation will improve the visibility of its various product lines 
and the markets the company services. 

Also during the past year, CalComp entered the 
minicomputer peripherals market. The company expects this 
market to add several tens of millions of dollars in sales within 
the next few years. 

Also during the year, active sales of third-party 
maintenance contracts with other computer equipment 
manufacturers was begun. 

Major additions to the company's plug-compatible 
peripherals included a line of subsystem adaptors and 
peripheral switch products, a model 4350 disc drive 
subsystem, and a high speed input/output printer system. 

Further, CalComp Financial Inc. was established as a 
new subsidiary, operating within the dp area in arranging for 
the purchase and lease of central processors and peripherals to 
be packaged according to customer specifications. 

Formation of the new subsidiary is seen as an avenue to 
increased market penetration with CalComp's growing line of 
IBM plug-compatible products, either alone or in combination 
with specified cpu's. 

A strong area for sales and growth last year was in the 
graphics products sector. Worldwide revenues exceeded those 
of 1977 by 18%. The introduction of a new controller and 
drum plotter, and the subsequent good acceptance of the two, 
paved the way for record production during the last half of 
fiscal '78. 

The graphics area was also one of the largest in the new 
product area, with 10 new products brought on the market. A 
new generation of drum plotters headed the list, each offering 
new levels of resolution and throughput at speeds ranging up 
to 30 inches per second in the high end model. 
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AMPEX CORPORATION 
401 BROADWAY, 
REDWOOD CITY, CA 94063 
(415) 367-5920 
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Although more familiar to the buying public for its Betamax 
television taping cassettes, Ampex is moving into the data 
processing sector with vigor. 

Presently, 37% of Ampex's total revenues are dp 
related and in fiscal 1978 that percentage represented $119 
million. We estimate that 75% of the dp-related total was 
derived from the sale of peripherals and terminals, with media 
and supplies contributing 20% and service the remaining 5%. 
Total revenues reached $322 million last year. 

With core memory still its strongest offering in the dp 
industry, Ampex is seeking to expand its markets and 
offerings. Current products include central processing units, 
instrumentation recorders, and memory equipment such as 
digital disc and tape drives. 

In view of the world's growing appetite for gathering, 
storing, and retrieving information, the need for computer 
peripherals and memory components has become explosive. 
Among the steps taken during the past year to meet increased 
customer demands was the expansion of its digital disc 
manufacturing facilities. 

Fiscal 1978 was listed as the largest growth year ever in 
terms of total revenues for the data and memory products 
group. Last year's introduction of new products, such as 
Megastore memory and the new family of large capacity disc 
modules, was extremely well accepted. 

Ampex's line of plug-compatible core memory products 
continues to be keyed to offering cost advantages and 
performance enhancement for major mainframe computers. 

Orders for disc products continued strong throughout 
last year in both domestic and international markets. Deliveries 
were begun on approximately 1,000 disc systems to a single 
overseas customer. 

Major contract awards played a part in Ampex's overall 
picture. The General Services Administration awarded Ampex 
several supply contracts for add-on memory for IBM'S 360/65 
and Univac 1110, 1108, 1106 and 494 computers used 
throughout government installations. These contracts carry with 
them renewal options for three additional years. 

During fiscal 1978, the PTD-9300 was brought on the 
scene. This series of parallel transfer disc drives provides very 
high data transfer rates and large storage capacity. Ampex also 
brought out its first peripheral control device, the DC-lOOO. 
This microprocessor-based device interfaces with 11 widely 
used central processing units and the Ampex DM-900/DM-9000 
family of disc drives. 
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Hazeltine 1500 
A superb conversational 
terminal. Just Right! for 
small business systems, 
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of display plus many 
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Hazeltine 1520 
All the features of the 
'1510' plus a unique 
microprocessor-based 
printer interface. 
Just Right! for local or 
on-line, buffered parallel 
or serial printing. 

Hazeltine Corporation 
Computer Terminal Equipment 

Greenlawn, New York 11740 (516) 549-8800 Telex 96-1435 
New York (212) 586-1970 • Chicago (312) 986-1414 • San Francisco (415) 342-6070 

Atlanta (404) 952-8444 • Arlington (703) 979-5500 • Orlando (305) 628-0132 
Houston (713) 783-1760 • Dallas (214) 596-2414 • Los Angeles (213) 553-1811 

Columbus (614) 451-0472 • st. Paul (612) 698-0801 • Detroit (313) 296-9510 
England 01-948-3111 Telex (851) 928572 
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BUNKER RAMO CORPORATION 
COMMERCE DRIVE, 
OAK BROOK, IL 60521 
(312) 986-2700 
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Bunker Ramo's Information Systems Division continues to be 
a major revenue contributor, with net sales in 1978 reaching 
the $118.7 million mark or 31 % of total revenues for the 
company. 

BR ended the '78 fiscal year on Dec. 31 with $383.2 
million in total revenues, a 12 % increase over the $341. 2 
million posted the previous year. Net income totaled $18.8 
million, an 82% hike over the $10.3 million of fiscal '77. 

As for product categories, 30% of the firm's dp-related 
revenues were from the sale of minicomputers, 35% from 
peripherals and terminals, and the remaining 35% from 
software and services sales. 

Bunker Ramo operates a nationwide network of regional 
computer centers and high speed data lines which disseminate 
stock quotations and other market information on all North 
American exchanges. This represents some 20,000 terminals 
installed at subscribing broker offices. 

The banking business was particularly strong for BR in 
1978. Chemical Bank, New York City; Marine Midland Bank, 
New York State; and Swiss Credit Bank in Switzerland were 
all brought on as new customers last year. 

Bunker Ramo successfully interfaced its Bank Control 
System 90 with computers made by IBM and Burroughs, 
principal mainframe suppliers to the banking industry. This 
will enhance the product capabilities available to Bunker 
Ramo. 

The company maintains a main data base in Trumbull, 
CT and four regional data centers in New York, Chicago, 
Atlanta and San Francisco. Customers thus have access to one 
of the largest and most comprehensive data bank of on-line 
financial information available from any single source. in the 
country. 

Bunker Ramo saw steady growth in marketing of both 
banking and commercial systems on a worldwide scale in 
1978. Contracts were signed with large banking institutions in 
Western Europe, Eastern Europe, and in the Far East. The 
worldwide distributor network was expanded, and prospects for 
increased revenue over the next few years appear good. 

Bunker Ramo reported a backlog at the end of fiscal 
1978 of $219 million, up nearly 16% from the previous year. 
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GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION 
1775 BROADWAY, 
NEW YORK, NY 10019 
(212) 541-8200 
Point-of-sale systems and off-track betting continue to be two 
of the most successful dp revenue producing activities of 
General Instrument. So successful in fact, they helped offset 
$28 million worth of marginal business elements dropped by 
the company during fiscal 1978, which ended February 28 of 
that year. 

Total revenues for '78 were $502.8 million, an 8% 
increase from $466 million during the previous year. Net 
income rose by 47% from $16.5 million in 1977 to $24.3 
million last year. 

Dp-related revenues in fiscal '78 totaled $115.6 million, 
23% of the total. General Instrument estimates 60% of the dp 
revenues were from terminals and peripherals, 25% from 
software and services, and 15% from the minicomputer content 
of its systems. 

Dp products and markets fall into two categories: on
line, real-time computer systems and associated equipment for 
the legalized gaming industry, and electronic point-of-sale 
systems whose users include the top 100 full-line department 
stores in the country. 

During the past year, American Totalis tor, GI'S 

electronic gaming and wagering subsidiary, made the first 
installations of its new TIM 300 system, a single 
microprocessor-based terminal for both selling and computer
verified cashing operations. The Ontario Jockey Club, the 
largest operator of race tracks in North America, was the first 
to come on line with the new system. The TIM will enable GI 

to maintain its leading position in the parimutuel wagering 
equipment area. 

For off-track betting and lotteries, GI'S revenues grew 
56% during fiscal 1978. By fiscal year-end, its aTB systems 
served a population base of approximately 15 million. In 
Maryland alone, the state now handles about $5.5 million per 
week from over 660 GI produced terminals, with sales totaling 
more than $225 million for fiscal 1978. 

Electronic retail systems, marketed through GI'S 

Unitote/Regitel Division, were selected by Federated 
Department Stores for installation at over 20 of its stores in 
Ohio, Kentucky, and Indiana. The Federated contract is valued 
at more than $9 million and will involve more than 2,000 pas 
terminals in all. 

Meanwhile, GI continued the product development in 
pas systems with the introduction of the Remote Store 
Controller and a new data capture unit which enables a higher 
level of reliability in retaining retail sales data. The controller 
system provides pas capabilities for stores previously thought 
to be too small to support such a system. 
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TELEX CORPORATION 
6422 EAST 41 STREET, 
P.O. BOX 1526, 
TULSA, OK 74101 
(918) 627-2333 
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With the help of a major acquisition in 1978, Telex continues 
to move itself into a stronger product and market position 
within the dp industry. 

Telex Computer Products (TCP) acquired General 
Computer Systems Inc. on May 1, 1978. This acquisition adds 
data entry terminals and word processing equipment to the 
product offerings of this wholly owned subsidiary of Telex 
Corp. (TCP manufacturers, markets and services a broad 
spectrum of computer peripheral equipment including the 
7211, a 2,000 Ipm train printer.) 

The GCS purchase followed hard on the heels of the sale 
of TCP'S European operations to Memorex Corp. The 
transaction enabled Telex to generate cash, which in turn 
allowed further growth domestically and provided capital for 
the GCS acquisition. I 

1978 total revenues for the company stood at $140 
million, compared to $119 the previous year. Net income rose 
to $8 million, compared to the $6 million of 1977. 

Seventy-six percent of Telex's total revenues are 
generated from the computer sector and represent $107 
million. Of the total dp-related revenues, 85% are generated 
from the sale of peripherals and terminals while the other 15% 
comes from services. 

The GCS acquisition added the 2100 and GCS 211 to 
Telex's product line. The GCS 2100 utilizes terminals 
employing keyboards and video display tubes linked to a 
central processing unit which also supports magnetic disk or 
tape drives. The 2100 is also supported with a library of more 
than 100 application-oriented software routines. 

GCS also manufactures, markets, and services a word 
processing system known as DataText which utilizes a 
maximum of 32 typing stations. Also linked to the central 
processing unit is a series of video display tubes. 

Within the main Telex line, major enhancements to its 
products in the 3270 terminal system marketplace have been 
the order of the day. Prior to 1978, cluster printers from Telex 
used a 30 cps daisywheel print mechanism. Last year, a 40 cps 
mechanism was incorporated which enhanced reliability and 
serviceability. Telex has also developed a matrix cluster printer 
which operates at 180 cps, more than double the speed of its 
previous printers. 

Also introduced last year were two custom terminals
the graphic arts terminal and the remote access 
communications terminal. 

Another major subsidiary of Telex is its 
communications division (TCI), which manufactures and 
markets a wide variety of communications and consumer audio 
electronics products. Product categories in this area are broadly 
divided into acoustic equipment, home entertainment products, 
and educational products. 
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GENERAL AUTOMATION INC. 
1055 SOUTH EAST STREET, 
ANAHEIM, CA 92805 
(714) 778-4800 
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Aiming its slogan "Your Automation Partner" at major 
corporations and financial institutions, General Automation has 
seen its total revenues inch closer to the $100 million mark. 

Fiscal 1978 figures showed total revenues at $98 
million, compared to $84 million the year before. Net income 
reached $4 million for fiscal '78, which ended July 31 of last 
year. 

With 100% of its revenues dp-related, General 
Automation moved up one spot to number 42 in this year's 
survey. 

Of the total revenues, 60% were generated by the sale 
of minicomputers; peripherals added 20%, as did software and 
services. 

With an eye on the growing importance of the software 
sector, General Automation brought in Erwin Allen as vice 
president of software engineering to direct the development of 
the company's software line. He will also help establish a new 
software technology center which is planned for La Jolla, CA. 

Several major new products were announced during the 
past year including Autonet, a new network architecture for the 
distributed processing marketplace. Also coming on line was 
Spectrum, a computerized numerical control ~ystem for the 
machine tool sector. 

The company also introduced the GA-16460 
minicomputer, an extension to its Solution Series that uses 
HYPAK memory. Additionally, a resource sharing capability for 
the distributed networking marketplace was announced. It is 
called Network Data Series. 

A major step was taken in the area of electronic funds 
transfer, with the certification of General's funds transfer 
software package by the Society for Worldwide Interbank 
Financial Telecommunications (SWIFT). The system is 
earmarked for over 150 banks throughout the world. 

General Automation looks to a strengthened position in 
its European operations, pointing to record backlogs at year
end which totaled $38 million. 
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Always a step ahead in technology. 

NCR announces nine 
One of the industry's best price/performance ratios, plus 
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MUlti-bus design with multiple 
coupled instruction proces
sors. 4 to 12 megabytes of 
memory and internal cycle 
speed of 56 nanoseconds. 
Monthly rental from $21,139. 

Uni-bus design with multiple 
coupled instruction proces
sors. 2 to 6 megabytes of 
memory and internal cycle 
speed of 56 nanoseconds. 
Monthly rental from $9,792. 

'·iiii.i ••• I11 ...... ~ •• \; Multi-bus design with multiple 
!!!!P. coupled instruction proces-

sors. 2 to 8 megabytes of 
memory and internal cycle 
speed of 56 nanoseconds. 
Monthly rental from $13,323. 

Unl-bus design with single 
instruction processor. 2 to 4 
megabytes of memory and 
internal cycle speed of 56 
nanoseconds. Monthly rental 
from $5,884. 

ii.ii.i ........ ~; Multi-bus design with multiple 
coupled instruction proces
sors. 2 to 6 megabytes of 
memory and internal cycle 
speed of 56 nanoseconds. 
Monthly rental from $8,457. 

'ii ••• i ...... ~'i Un i-bus design with single 
.. instruction processor. 1 to 3 

megabytes of memory and 
internal cycle speed of 56 
nanoseconds. Monthly rental 
from $3,451. 

MUlti-bus design with multiple 
coupled instruction proces
sors. 1 to 2 megabytes of 
memory and internal cycle 
speed of 84 nanoseconds. 
Monthly rental from $6,281. 

Uni-bus design with single 
instruction processor. 0.5 to 1 
megabyte of memory and 
internal cycle speed of 84 
nanoseconds. Monthly rental 
from $2,363. 

Uni-bus design with single 
instruction processor. 0.5 to 1 
megabyte of memory and 
internal cycle speed of 112 
nanoseconds. Monthly rental 

':;, /\;ci.\({U!{,r:j,i':};;.; •. :: .••...•••• , •.. ;.;) from $1 ,330. 

With the introduction of these nine new computers, NCR now 
provides the broadest line of high-performance, intermediate
to-large-range computers at dramatically lowered price levels. 
Monthly rentals start at only $1 ,330. 

If you are ready to step up from minicomputers, in need of 
more powerful transaction processing networks - or any
where in between - then you're ready for the step-ahead 
technology of these new NCR systems. 

Multiprocessing Flexibility. New, Unique, Practical. 
With these new NCR systems you pay for the added capacity 
of multiprocessing only when you need it. 

Four of the new systems (these are the M systems) can be 
upgraded to multiprocessing when required. Four others (the 
MP systems) are full-fledged multiprocessors when installed. 
These processors can be mixed in unique configurations to 
meet the most complex multiprocessing requirements. 
• Now, for the first time, up to four processors can be tightly 
coupled to provide ultimate multiprocessing power and 
reliability. Coupled systems share all resources equally. But 
they can operate as independent processors at any time. 
• For the first time, a mainframe supplier offers a family of 
systems that can be tightly coupled in a variety of 
configurations regardless of differences in internal speeds. 
Giving more options to the user. 
• Now, for the first time, VRX-MP - NCR's newly introduced 
virtual operating software - uses parallel multi-tasking 
techniques, to provide high-level efficiency by adjusting 
automatically to peak-load demands. 

Bus Architecture. Improving an Improvement. 
Bus Architecture was recognized as a significant breakthrough 
in 1976 when it was incorporated by NCR into a full-scale 
computer for the first time. It was a major feature of the NCR 
8550 and 8570. In 1978, for the first time, it was made part of 
large-scale computer systems ... the NCR V-8650 and V-8670. 

The advantages of Bus Architecture now have been proven 
by NCR systems in operation around the world. And the 
concept is advanced in these nine new NCR systems. 

With Bus Architecture the computer system splits up the 
workload. The Internal Transfer Bus is an ultra-high-speed data 
path that channels information among as many as 12 
processing elements without central monitoring. It provides 
high-level concurrent processing. 

High·speed Logic, High·speed Links. Another Step Ahead. 
These new systems feature emitter-coupled logic, the fastest 
commercially available circuitry. Operating at cycle speeds up 
to 56 nanoseconds, these systems are significantly faster than 
even the most recently announced competing systems. Still 
more for you r money. 

Central processor performance is complemented by bit
serial link input/output, handling high-speed peripherals with 
transfer rates up to 1.2 million bytes per second. This feature 
incorporates the latest error detection mechanisms, and 
allows peripheral attachment through coaxial cables. 



n w computers. 
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New Software Support. Online. 
Early next year, NCR will begin a comprehensive online 
software support service. Subscribing customers will have 
online access to a complete operating software information 
data base. In addition, regional centers will be staffed by 
software experts to provide dialog when needed with VRX-MP 
and other advanced software customers. 

Migration Path Engineering. Avoiding Obsolescence. 
NCR Migration Path Engineering is a unique concept in 
software compatibility built into each NCR 8000 Series system. 
Users get the easiest system-to-system transition in the 
industry. The climb is consistent and logical within each family. 

That's why an NCR customer can easily move from one of 
these new systems to the next as his volume increases. Or 
from another V or N mode NCR system. The same software 
can be used. And nothing changes but the available power. 

Small Size, Big Performance. 
Rapidly advancing technology has made it possible to shrink 
computer components and reduce overall size dramatically. 
V-8500M systems., for example, house all processing elements 
and up to 6 million bytes of memory in a cabinet that occupies 
less than ten square feet of floor space. Compact size, use of 

Largest of the nine new low-cost, high performance systems is the V-8585MP 
multiprocessing system. Memory ranges up to 12 megabytes and internal 
cycle speed of.56 nanoseconds. Monthly rental starts at $21,139. 

conventional power sources, and less stringent environmental 
requirements simplify installation. If the operator is 
comfortable, the system is comfortable. 

Through NCR technology, these new systems with high-speed 
circuitry, large memories and concurrent processing capability 
offer impressive throughput at new lower price levels. 

The result is one of the best price/performance packages on 
the market today. So if you are ready for a new computer 
system you now have a logical choice. Nine choices. 
Whichever meets your price and performance needs. 

Find out which of these new systems meets those needs 
best. Contact your local NCR office. Or write to EDP Systems, 
NCR Corporation, Box 606, Dayton, Ohio 45401. 

You'll be a step ahead, too. 

1IIt3fi] 
Complete Computer Systems 

World's second largest computer company. * 
Second to none in performance. 

"International Data Corporation. 1978, based on 
revenue generated from computer operations. ' 

The new V-8455, the smallest of the new systems, has 
a memory range up to 1 megabyte and internal cycle 
speed of 112 nanoseconds. Monthly rental from $1,330. 
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RAYTHEON COMPANY 
141 SPRING STREET, 
LEXINGTON, MA 02173 
(617) 862-6600 
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With its dp-related activities centered in its Data Systems 
sector, Raytheon saw another year of growth in its computer 
based systems and services. 

The 1978 reporting period showed $97 million in dp
related revenues for the company. This constitutes only about 
3% of total revenues, which amounted to $3 billion. Net 
income for the company as a whole amounted to $150 million. 

Raytheon's principal business is in the design, 
engineering, manufacturing and servicing of advanced 
electronic devices, equipment, and systems for both 
commercial and government customers. 

In the dp area, the Data Systems division was the 
fastest growing element of Raytheon's commercial electronics 
business. RDS manufactures data terminals, distributed 
processing and emulation systems, and other electronic 
equipment. 

RDS now counts among its customers some of the 
country's largest banks, diversified financial corporations, and 
insurance companies. Companies such as Equitable Life 
Assurance Society use Raytheon's 1200 systems to handle a 
wide range of customer-related tasks. 

One of the major product introductions for the company 
last year was the RayCheck software system aimed at 
passenger reservation and ticketing systems used by the major 
airlines. With RayCheck, a passenger departure control system 
can be operated either on a standalone basis or as a link to the 
central reservation computer. 

With the strong financial resources available from the 
company as a whole, Raytheon is able to lease its equipment 
directly to customers rather than relying on traditional third 
party leasing arrangements. 

Early in 1978 RDS acquired Lexitron Corp., a leading 
producer of word processing systems. With added financial 
resources available to the new member of Raytheon, Lexitron 
grew well in its first year with the parent company. 

At year-end, the combined base of RDS and Lexitron 
equipment on operating leases had a market value when 
shipped of more than $120 million, with two-thirds of the 
leases having initial terms of two years or more. 

Another area of growing commercial electronics 
business for Raytheon is the automation of display advertising 
make-up for newspapers. The Raycomp-l00 system uses a 
video display terminal for electronic composition of display 
advertising. The system is now in use at 39 newspapers in the 
United States and Europe. 
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TANDY CORPORATION 
1800 TANDY CENTER, 
P.O. BOX 17180, 
FT. WORTH, TX 76102 
(817) 390-3021 
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It all started in 1963 when Tandy Corp., a small family-owned 
leather crafts business, bought Radio Shack and went into 
electronics. Today, the company is over the billion dollar mark 
in sales and appears to be the runaway leader in the 
microcomputer market. 

"The computer and data processing market is huge and 
growing," says Tandy President Charles D. Tandy. "We see 
an opportunity with our distribution capabilities to become a 
significant participant in this industry. " 

Tandy enters the DATAMATION 50 this year; its number 
44 position is impressive for a newcomer to the list. 

On June 30, Tandy ended the 1978 fiscal year with 
$1.059 billion in total revenues, a 12% jump from the $949.2 
million of the previous year. Although net income dropped 8% 
from $71.8 million in 1977 to $66.1 million in fiscal '78, the 
decline was attributed to the purchase by Tandy of 3.5 million 
shares of its own stock. 

While Tandy will not break out the overall percentage 
of revenues that are dp-related, officials did segment dp 
revenues into product categories. Sixty-three percent of the 
company's revenues were from the TRS-80 microcomputer, 
released for the first time in late 1977. Peripherals accounted 
for 26% of the sales, software and services 10%, and media 
and supplies the remaining 1 %. 

Taking these percentages, plus the fact that Tandy 
reportedly sold over 100,000 TRS-80s in '78, we calculate 
Tandy's dp sales to be $96 million for its last fiscal year.' 

Presently, Tandy manufactures close to 40% of all the 
dp products it sells. Company officials are fully cognizant, 
however, that any talk of R&D and new products must be 
linked with maintaining a "strong financial position" to be 
permitted to invest in areas that will strengthen their 
manufacturing capabilities. 

One other way Tandy is set apart from the rest of the 
dp industry is its unorthodox approach to marketing. Company 
officials are quick to point out that there is no formal 
marketing department within the company's structure. The 
words used in-house are "let the product find the market. " 

Using the TRS-80 as the prime example, Tandy says it 
can continue to grow by bringing out products that carry no 
specific audience tag. The prime audiences that have surfaced 
so far for the microcomputer are small businesses, first-time 
computer users, educational institutions, and small parts of 
bigger businesses that need dedicated applications. 



The Datal Switch CPS-loOO dynamically switches any 1/0 control unit 
used with any IBM or IBM compatible CPU (including 2305's at 

channel speeds). No one else, including IBM, can provide 
this unrestricted channel speed switching. 

• MATRIX SIZES TO 8x24 (ONE 
SYSTEM REPLACES SEVERAL IBM 
2914's) 

• STATE-OF-THE-ART SEMI
CONDUCTOR SWITCHING 

• NANOSECOND SWITCH SPEEDS 

• INTER-ACTIVE REMOTE 
CONTROLS (UP TO 400') 

• CONTINUOUS CONFIGURATION 
DISPLAY 

• REDUNDANT CONTROLS 

• "ON-THE-FLY" SWITCHING 

• SELF DIAGNOSTICS 

• REDUNDANT POWER 

• THE ONLY REMOTELY 
CONTROLLED SWITCH SYSTEM 
AVAILABLE THAT SWITCHES ANY 
CONTROL UNIT ATTACHED TO 
IBM OR IBM COMPATIBLE CPU'S 

* (Nor does anyone else) 

Even if you're not currently switching high speed devices 
(like the 3350), wouldn't you want your peripheral switch designed to accept 

without restrictio'n any data rate allowable within the current IBM channel architecture? 

INTERNATIONAL OFFICES: 
FAR EAST 

NISSEI SANGYO COMPANY LTD. 
HITACHI ATAGO BUILDING 
15-12 NISHI-SHIMBASHI, 2-CHOME 
MINATO-KU, TOKYO, 105 JAPAN 

Call us for a user list. 

EUROPE AND AFRICA 
COMPUTER RESALE BROKERS INTERNATIONAL, LTD. 
QUEEN'S HOUSE, HOLLY ROAD 
TWICKENHAM, MIDDLESEX TW1 4EG ENGLAND 
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CORPORATE OFFICES: 
LANDMARK SQUARE 
NORWALK, CT. 06851 
(203) 853-3330 
TWX 710-468-3210 

See us in Booth 434, Nee 
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PLANNING RESEARCH CORPORATION 
1850 K STREET N.W., SUITE 1100, 
WASHINGTON, DC 20006 
(202) 293-4700 
Planning Research celebrates its 25th anniversary this year, 
having started in 1954 as a small think tank and growing into 
one of the largest software and service companies in the 
country. 

At the close of fiscal '78 in June of last year, PRe listed 
total revenues of $223 million compared to $186 million the 
previous year. Net income totaled $5 million, 27% above the 
$3.8 million of 1977. 

With 43% of its total revenues derived from the sale of 
software and services, PRe moved from the 49th spot to the 
45th on dp revenues of almost $96 million. 

PRe provides systems design and analysis, data 
processing, and management consulting to customers ranging 
from the private sector all the way to the oval office at the 
White House. In fact, the U.S. government remains one of 
PRe's largest customers. 

PRe's 20 product sectors are structured functionally as 
two operating groups: the Information Sciences and Services 
Management Consulting Group, and the Planning, Economics, 
Engineering and Architecture Group. The revenues derived 
from each group are almost equal. 

The Information Sciences group is a major factor in the 
computer software and consulting field, with work expansion 
in that area in fiscal 1978 amounting to 29%. 

A significant internal step taken last year was the sale 
of Logica, PRe's partly owned affiliate in the United Kingdom. 
The sale by PRe was to a new corporation formed by European 
Logica staff members. 

Other internal events included the introduction of 
Telefiche, which should increase the company's base in the 
information resource management sector. Telefiche enables the 
conversion of micrographic images into digital signals by 
combining computer, micrographics, and communications 
technology. 

PRe entered fiscal 1979 with an increased backlog of 
multiyear contracts and sustained long-term client relationships 
which have improved its competitive position in the 
marketplace. The backlog at the close of '78 stood at $175.6 
million. 

Also during the past year, the Securities and Exchange 
Commission awarded PRe a contract for a minicomputer-based 
system for reducing 10K's and related documents to microfilm. 
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PRIME COMPUTER INC. 
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Over the past year Prime recorded one of the largest increases 
in growth of any company in the dp industry and as a result 
appears for the first time in the DATAMATION 50. The company 
ranks number 46. 

Fiscal '78 revenues rose to $93.6 million, 87% above 
the $50 million of the previous year. Even more impressive, 
net income increased by 114% from $3.9 million in 1977 to 
last year's $8.4 million. 

Over half, $62.7 million, of total revenues was 
generated by the sale of large-scale minicomputers in the 
United States. 

Prime is uniquely positioned among the minicomputer 
makers as an end user company. During 1978, approximately 
93% of total revenues were derived from end users, with the 
balance attributable to oem sales. 

The strength of Prime's customer base remains 
industrial, commercial, educational and scientific. Last year, 
the company significantly expanded that base with the addition 
of major corporations and educational institutions. During the 
year, no one customer accounted for more than 5% of sales. 

Among 1978's highlights were the listing of the 
company's stock on the New York Stock Exchange, the 
introduction of the 350 system, and the formation of Prime de 
Puerto Rico, its first manufacturing subsidiary outside this 
country. Finally, Prime recorded quarterly sales exceeding 
$100 million on an annualized basis for the first time in 
October of last year. 

In 1978, Prime developed the widest array of new 
products in its history. The company announced four new 
compatible computers, the 450, 550, 650 and 750 systems. 
Prime also developed new software for debugging all of its 
systems, and developed a wide range of other products to 
upgrade or support the current line of dp systems. 

In another area of growth, Prime's facilities increased 
just over 49% to 479,000 square feet. The company expects 
the physical additions to enable it to meet the demands for 
services and products when the company reaches the $250 
million sales level. 



Balance 
wins top 
billing In 
computer 
throughput, 
too. When you 
balance your 
work load, you 
can put more work 
through your 
present system 
without more staff 
or equipment. To do 
that, you need ClCS
based information in 
manageable form. 
Big, bulky volumes 
that you don't have time 
to get through aren't muc 
help. In there, somewhere, 
is the information you need 
to optimize online system 
performance, analyze trends, 

and handle growing 
work loads without 
adding to your system. 
Trouble is, these days, 
who has the staff or 
the time to dig that 
information out7 

Enter CONTROL/ 
CICS. Now, instead 

vast volumes that 
present an ana-
1ytica� challenge 
in themselves, 
you get clear, 
concise, easily 
interpreted 
system sum-

mary graphs and reports. 
Now, instead of conduct
ing an analysis to get to 
your analysis, you can go 
right to work on what you 
wanted to do in the first 
place. Now, you have short, 
clear summaries that help 
management get more 
out of the most sharply 
limited resource-time. 

CONTROL/ CICS is a very 
low overhead monitor that 
gathers, organizes and re
ports data in forms that 
facilitate trend analysis and 
saturation-level determina
tion for CICS activity. It 
presents CPU utilization 

statistics by program and 
transaction, file usage mea
sures, wide varieties of 
transaction characteristics 
and many other measures 
of ClCS related statistics. 
Here, finally, conveniently 
condensed, is the informa
tion you need to increase 
throughput by better bal
anced work loads. 

CONTROL/ CICS, a pow
erful throughput booster in 
our Resource Management 
family of products. Why set
tle for less? Call or write us 
soon for effective, high-level 
assistance in balancing 
your work loads. 

Boolef&®EJ 
Babbage 
510 Oakmead Parkway, Sunnyvale, California 94086 
(408) 735-9550 • TWX 910-339-9368 • (800) 538-1872 
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INFORMATICS INC. 
21031 VENTURA BLVD., 
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91364 
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Informatics is finding its software very much in demand these 
days as Uncle Sam and numerous private businesses turn to 
this fast growing Silicon Valley-based company for software 
and services. 

Year-end fiscal figures saw total revenues climb from 
$75 million in 1977 to $93 million last year, while net income 
reached $3 million as compared to $940,000 the year before. 
Although it had a good financial showing, the numbers were 
not strong enough to move the company up on the survey 
chart. Instead, Informatics dropped from number 45 to number 
47. 

The introduction of the Series IV and Inquiry IV/IMS 

systems were only two of the highlights in a year which saw 
major contracts awarded by the U.S. Department of 
Transportation, NASA and the Department of Energy. 

The federal government comprises 23 % of Informatics' 
customer base, while commercial customers account for the 
remaining 77%. 

Additionally, Mutual Trust Life Insurance Co., Oak 
Brook, IL, became the first of what was to be several insurers 
to convert to Informatics' Life-Comm System. By the end of 
the year the system was processing well over one million 
individual life insurance policies around the country. 

Marketing of Series IV, the new data entry and 
validation system, was launched in early 1978. By year-end, 
56 installations had been completed in 10 countries. 

In March, the corporate office of Ackland Ltd. of 
Winnipeg began on-line processing with the Distribution IV 
System at Informatics' Columbus data center. Ackland, a $300 
million distributor of automotive and industrial supplies, will 
use these data services at five additional Canadian sites. 

Among other major contracts awarded during the past 
year was one totaling some $5 million from NASA for an 
operations and data processing support system to the Image 
Processing Laboratory at Cal Tech. 

In February, development work began on a new 
distributed data processing system as an adjunct to data 
services supplied to the wholesale industry. An agreement was 
reached with Honeywell for Informatics to supply Level 6 
minicomputers to customers as hosts for the system. 
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RECOGNITION EQUIPMENT INC. 
2701 EAST GRAUWYLER ROAD, 
IRVING, TX 75061 
(214) 438-8611 
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Products geared to easing the steps involved in gathering data 
and processing paper have kept Recognition Equipment 
steadily moving up the ladder of success, as witnessed by the 
fiscal '78 figures. 

With net income standing at $5 million and total 
revenues at $87 million, REI'S 17th year of operation was 
marked by several achievements which enabled the company to 
maintain its 48th spot on our survey. About 93% of total 
revenues are dp-related. 

Company highlights over the past year included new 
investments in marketing and new product development, the 
first shipments of the company's MAPS commercial mail 
processing system, and the signing of three large contracts 
including one with the Federal Reserve System for the 
purchase of 25 high-speed currency processors. 

REI'S product line encompasses the TRACE system for 
the processing of checks and credit cards; a coupon processor 
which can read, count and sort coupons at a rate of more than 
30,000 per hour; and a mail sorting system, one customer of 
which is the French Postal Ministry. 

With federal paperwork costing over $100 billion per 
year, REI has installed page readers which are used to process 
more than 70% of the tax-related forms submitted each quarter 
to the Social Security Administration. 

Recognition's optical character recognition system 
remains the company's bread and butter product. Geared 
toward retailers, the system enables store owners and 
merchandisers to quickly and accurately read numbers and 
letters from pages and labels attached to merchandise. This 
data is electronically relayed to magnetic tape or other 
electronic storage devices. The process eliminates the need for 
large volumes of tear-apart tags which require further 
processing. REI has installed the optical reading system in over 
150 store operations. 

Taking the technology involved in the OCR system one 
step further, REI markets a portable terminal designed for 
inventory tracking. Using hand-held optical character readers, 
store personnel are able to keep track of inventories throughout 
the store without being plugged into a distributed data entry 
system. The portable unit also eliminates a portion of the 
burdensome paper normally associated with inventory taking 
and store-to-store transfers. 

On the plus side for the company was the $57 million 
in backlog it had recorded going into fiscal 1979 on Oct. 31. 
That, coupled with a strong market position for its complete 
line of products and sound finances, should enable the 
company to weather any downturn in the economy. 
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WYLY CORPORATION 
P.O. BOX 6228, 
DALLAS, TX 75222 
(214) 688-7100 
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With the dust settled from threatened bankruptcy and the 
resignation of its founder and CEO Sam Wyly, Wyly Corp. not 
only retained a position on the DATAMATION 50, but has 
moved up a notch to number 49. 

Wyly, depending on the dp services of its University 
Computing Co. as the source of almost all of its revenues, 
closed fiscal 1978 with total revenues of $79 million and a net 
income of $3 million. Total sales in 1977 were $71 million 
while net income stood at a minus $5 million. 

The company escaped bankruptcy when its creditors and 
shareholders approved a recapitalization plan in February of 
last year. Without that step, the company would not have been 
able to afford to keep its computer services operation 
competitive. 

With the installation of John Kason as company head, 
Wyly appears on the road to continued recovery. 

Steps taken to ease the company's unsteady outlook 
included the installation of a Cyber 175 in the company's 
computer center to serve its nuclear, structural and piping 
analysis markets, and the introduction of two new software 
systems. 

With its financial house in better order, Wyly is now 
able to sell higher margined computer services and wean itself 
away from the run-of-the-mill hardware and software which 
kept it in the raw computing time business, an area of high 
competitiveness and thin profits. 

As 1978 was a time of rebuilding, consolidating, and 
clearing away, company officials look to 1979 as a year that 
rebuilding will have to continue. Moreover it will have to face 
and survive higher interest costs, the expense of playing catch
up in software development, and high market costs to build its 
market share. 

Although now in a position to receive its share of 15% 
to 20% growth projected for the computer services industry, 
Wyly doesn't expect to be back on an equal footing with the 
rest of the industry until 1981 or as late as 1983. 

In spite of its turmoil, the company was able to reduce 
its bank debt from approximately $9 million in March of last 
year to approximately $7 million in February of this year. 

Presently the company generates half its dp-related 
revenues abroad, with overseas offices in Germany, 
Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. 

A total work force of 1,700 persons is divided along a 
750 to 950 international/domestic lineup. 
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CENTRONICS DATA COMPUTER CORP. 
HUDSON, NH 03051 
(603) 883-0111 
Another new name on the DATAMATION 50 is Centronics, 
which takes over the 50th spot with total revenues of $75 
million, all of which are dp-related. 

The New Hampshire-based company has built four 
years of growth and new product lines exclusively on the dot 
matrix printer. 

Company officials see nothing but continued growth 
ahead as it continues production and development of new 
impact and character line printers and nonimpact microprinters. 

Centronics closed out fiscal 1978 on June 30 with $14 
million in net income, 2,000 employees, and nearly 200 newly 
signed contracts with oem's. That raises the firm's customer 
base to more than 800 computer and system companies 
worldwide. 

The company's growth has also allowed for 
consolidation and tightening up of production areas. For 
instance, the addition of new production facilities at Hudson 
has allowed the company to become its own second source for 
its Model 700 printer. Parts for the printer have in the past 
been manufactured in Japan. Company officials see this in
house capability as a step toward' 'greater security of supply" 
and a means to offset rising costs directly related to the 
difference in the two countries' monies. 

Centronics manufactures three lines of printers 
beginning with the 6000 series of line printers, which is 
available in four versions of 75, 150, 300, and 600 lines per 
minute. The 700 Series of dot matrix printers includes 12 
models with speeds ranging from 13 to 370 lines per minute. 

In the microcomputer area, Centronics has developed 
non-impact desk-top models which employ advanced 
technology enabling them to interface with a wide range to 
other processing equipment. 

Centronics points to marketing strength both on the 
domestic and, more recently, on the international scene. 
Domestic selling has especially been enhanced by the signing 
of a distributor agreement with Hamilton/ A vnet. The new 
arrangement gives Centronics a network of 35 stocking 
locations and access to AV's 60,000 oem and end user 
company accounts. 

Internationally, Centronics has subsidiaries in the 
United Kingdom, Germany, France and Italy. Distributor 
representation has been established in India, South America, 
New Zealand, Australia, Africa, and the Far East. 

The final area of the company's overall composition is 
its servicing abilities. Presently it has 60 service locations in 
the U.S., 12 in Canada and more than 20 in Europe. In 
addition, an agreement with the RCA Service Company gives 
Centronics access to 45 additional service centers on an as
needed basis. 
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GET ILL THE INFORMATION 
YOU NEED ABOUT COMPUTERS 

ATONE STOP. 
No other stop makes as much sense. You've got a choice of a 
whole family of reliable computers from $100 computers-on-a-chip 
to $1, 000, 000 multi-programming networks. The knowledge that 
there are 60,000 Data General computers installed in 33 countries. 
And our promise to keep a steady flow of quality, low-cost prod
ucts coming. Mail the coupon for more information. 
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r Mail to: Data Gen;-aL Westboro, Mass~1581- - - - - - - - _._:; 1 
I Your ad stopped me. Send the brochures I've circled. I 
I Brochure numbers: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

I Name Title I 
I Company I 
I Address Tel. I 
I City State Zip I 

I ~ [7 DataGeneral I 
I We make computers that make sense. I 
I Data General Corporation, Westboro, MA 01581, (617) 366-8911. Data General (Canada) Ltd., Ontario. Data General Europe, I 

61 rue de Courcelles, Paris, France, 766.51. 78. Data General Australia, (03) 89-0633. Data General Ltda., Sao Paulo, Brazil, 543-0138. 
L _____ ~ ~~i~ East, ~n~r~,~~ ©Da~e~1 Corp~on, 197~ _____ .J 
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Electrostatic printer/plotters from Gould. 
Go ahead, be choosy. Because our 5000 series 
of electrostatic printer/plotters gives you easy 
solutions for even your toughest problems. 
And we're also working right now to satisfy 
your needs for the future. 

Whichever model you choose, you can 
count on reliability, clear and crisp graphics, 
high contrast and high resolution. Most models 
are also UL 478 listed. And even at our high 
plotting speeds, hardcopy is dry thanks to our 
exclusive, patented closed loop toning system. 

We also make it easy for you in other ways. 

With software, intelligent and DMA interfaces, 
on-line, off-line and remote configurations. 
As well as support of popular computers such 
as IBM 360/370, PDP-11, HP-2100 and Data 
General NOVA/ECLIPSE series. 

Let us tell you more about our patented 
designs, exclusive techniques and competitive 
features that can help solve your problems. 
For immediate help, call the toll-free number 
below. Or write Gould Inc., Instruments Division, 
3631 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. 

Call toll free for brochure: (800) 325-6400, 
ext. 77. I n Missouri (800) 342-6600. 
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THE TOP RlEIGN 
CONTENDERS 

THE TOP 12 FOREIGN FIRMS IN THE DP INDUSTRY 
Rank Company Country 

1 Hitachi Ltd. Japan 

2 Toshiba Japan 
3 Fujitsu Ltd. Japan 
4 CIi-HB France 
5 ICL Great Britain 
6 Olivetti Italy 
7 Siemens AG Germany 

8 Nippon Electric Japan 
9 Philips N.V. Netherlands 

10 Nixdorf AG Germany 
11 Oki Electric Japan 
12 Mitsubishi Japan 

by Laurence P. Solomon 

With this Special Edition, DATAMATION is 
initiating what is to become an annual 
review of the leading foreign participants 
in the data processing industry. This 
year's review was prepared by Quantum 
Science Corp., under the direct supervi
sion of Laurence P. Solomon. 

As is the case with the U.S. data 
processing industry, defining the bound
aries of the business for the non-U.S. 
based firms is no easy feat. With only 
three exceptions among the top 12 firms 
surveyed, the major foreign suppliers of 
data processing equipment are involved in 
many lines of business. Thus, breaking 
out data processing sales from their total 
revenues was attempted with care and the 
cooperation of the companies involved. 
Despite our best efforts, some discrepan
cies have crept into the listing, particular
ly in instances where sales of communica
tions gear were included in the dp 

DP Revenues DP Revenues Total Year No. of 
($M) as % of Total Revenues Ending Employees 

Revenues 

$1,830 17% 

$1,633 22% 
$1,248 71% 
$1,061 100% 
$1,019 100% 
$ 789 42% 
$ 703 5% 

$ 672 21% 
$ 602 4% 

$ 554 100% 
$ 200 35% 
$ 190 5% 

revenues totals. Those cases, which are 
clearly noted in the corporate profiles, 
may have resulted in inflated rankings for 
the companies concerned. 

The fact that fiscal years of all 
companies reported on do not end at the 
same time creates some distortion for a 
company-to-company comparison. This 
factor, combined with the dramatically 
fluctuating currency conversions, leaves 
room for additional discrepancies to sur
face. Many of the vendors' supplied native 
currency and dollar equivalents, some 
supplied the conversion factor that they 
were assuming, and others left the conver
sion to us. The result is a somewhat con
fusing array of factors which can partially 
mask true growth rates, though relative 
size and impact can still be appreciated. 

Six of the 12 companies covered 
are based in Japan. The other six are Eu
ropean-based firms from five different 
countries; West Germany is twice repre
sented, with Siemens and Nixdorf. 

The three largest non-U.S. data 
processing revenue producers are all Japa-

($M) 

$10,804 3/78 138,690 

$ 7,847 3/78 113,800 

$ 1,761 3/78 32,062 
$ 1,061 12/78 NA 
$ 1,019 9/78 33,978 
$ 1,879 12/78 66,073 
$15,675 9/78 322,000 

$ 3,249 3/78 60,554 
$14,000 12/78 400,000 

$ 
$ 

$ 

554 12/78 9,200 
575 3/78 14,201 

3,960 3/78 NA 

nese, with Hitachi, Toshiba, and Fujitsu 
heading the list. Although some commu
nications products appear to have been 
included in each of their totals for dp
related revenues, this still is a partial mea
sure of the success the Japanese have 
achieved in the decade of the '70s. From 
a very modest position in early 1970, the 
Japanese dp industry has achieved much 
in just eight years of concentrated effort. 

With indigenous markets in Eu
rope and Japan too small to support the 
R&D expenditures necessary for success in 
the 1980s, the multinational joint venture 
agreement as well as the traditional acqui
sition route has been and should continue 
to be a major factor in the growth of 
importance to the data processing commu
nity of many of these firms. 

By way of comparison, the dp rev
enues for 10 of the 12 foreign-owned 
firms fall into the revenue category of the 
top 10 U.S. companies in the dp industry. 
Cumulatively, the top 12 foreign firms 
generated over $10 billion in dp revenues 
during their respective 1978 fiscal years. 
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1 HITACHI LTD. 
Hitachi is a major diversified manufactur
er of electrical and electronics products. 
As of March 1978, the company reported 
total sales of $10.8 billion. Revenues 
from its electronics division, whose pri
mary product line is computers, rose 14% 
over fiscal 1977 to $1.8 billion. That sum 
accounts for 17% of total corporate rev
enues. 

Hitachi's computer line consists of 
the newly introduced HlTAC L Series, 
which bridges the gap between the com
pany's low-end 8000 Series and its HlTAC 
M Series of medium and large scale gener
al purpose systems. In the V. S., a modi
fied version of the Hitachi-manufactured· 
HIT AC M 180 Model is marketed through 
Itel Corp., which has sole marketing 
rights to the system as part of its own line 
of Advanced Systems. Marketed by Itel as 
the AS/6, this plug-compatible mainframe 
competes with IBM'S 370/168s and its 
newer 3032s. 

Hitachi America Ltd., one of the 
company's 40 major worldwide subsidiar
ies, is chartered to sell plant and electron
ics equipment, including telecommunica
tions switching gear, industrial 
components, automotive parts, comput
ers, and such electronic devices as semi
conductors, microprocessors, and bubble 
memories. 

Hitachi Ltd., whose major rev
enues are derived from the consumer mar
ket and utility companies, recently entered 
into a joint venture with General Electric 
Co., forming General Television of 
America Inc. to produce and sell televi
sions and related items. The Japanese 
concern has also recently established two 
wholly-owned V.S. subsidiaries-Hitachi 
America Technical Services CO. (HATSCO) 
and Hitachi Semiconductors (America) 
Inc. 

2 TOSHIBA 
For its fiscal 1978, which ended in March 
of last year, Toshiba reported consolidat
ed sales of $7.8 billion, an increase of 9% 
over the previous year's results. Consum
er products account for the largest share 
of revenues, or 38%. The company's in
dustrial electronic products group, which . 
includes the manufacture and sale of com
puters, copiers, electronic cash registers, 
and facsimile equipment, accounted for 
22% of total company sales. That $1.6 
billion total represents a slight increase of 
3% over the 1977 period. 

Toshiba's computer line includes 
the ACOS Series 77, consisting of eight 
medium and large scale general purpose 
system models. In April 1978, the product 
line was transferred to NEC-Toshiba Infor
mation Systems Inc., based in Japan, 
which will handle sales and further devel
opment of the line. Toshiba also manufac
tures the TOSBAC line of minicomputers, 
office computers, peripheral and terminal 
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equipment, and other related products. 
In the V. S., Toshiba America mar

kets electronic components, consumer 
goods, and office products such as copi
ers. Toshiba International Corp., head
quartered in San Francisco, markets tele
communication systems, broadcast 
electronic systems, industrial equipment, 
and medical systems. 

3 FUJITSU LTD . . 
With 71 % of its total revenues generated 
by computers and data communications 
equipment, Fujitsu ranks third on our list 
of foreign contenders with $1.2 billion in 
dp-related revenues for 1978. Total rev
enues reached $1.8 billion for the fiscal 
year ending March 1978, an 18% increase 
over the previous year. Domestic sales 
accounted for 88% of that total. 

Fujitsu's FACOM M and v Series 
Uointly developed with Hitachi) ranges 
from small to large scale computers. The 
company also manufactures the PANAFA
COM Series of micro and megaminicom
puters, as well as a wide variety of termi
nals and other peripherals. Additionally, 
the firm is active in the semiconductor 
market. 

Fujitsu's strategy for expanding its 
horizons beyond the domestic market is to 
enter into joint venture agreements with 
major European and V. S. companies in 
exchange for technical expertise and/or 
marketing or manufacturing capabilities. 
An example of this thrust is its Fujitsu 
America manufacturing facilities in Santa 
Clara, CA. This unit produces significant 
portions of the central processing units, 
channel and main 'storage units for the 
Amdahl 470V Series. In fiscal 1978, Am
dahl purchased $92.4 million worth of 
subassemblies and spare parts from Fu
jitsu, approximately 20% more than in 
fiscal 1977. 

Other V.S. markets served by Fu
jitsu's subsidiary companies include tele
communications equipment, semiconduc
tors, and other electronic components. 

4 CII-HONEYWELL BULL 
Cii-Honeywell Bull, the French dp firm 
that is 47% owned by Honeywell, crossed 
the $1 billion threshold in fiscal 1978, 
constituting an 18% increase in revenues 
over the 1977 period. About half of the 
company's 1978 revenues were generated 
by equipment sales, with the remaining 
50% coming from rentals and services. As 
of December 1978, cii-HB reported pretax 
earnings of $45 million, a 32% rise over 
the corresponding 1977 figure. 

Both cii-HB and Honeywell Infor
mation Systems (HIS) market a common 
product line of Series 60 computer sys
tems. The French firm markets its line of 
systems in Europe, Africa, South Amer
ica, the Middle East, and Asia. During 
the year, it received nearly $108 million 
of Honeywell-funded support for research 

and development. For fiscal '78, com
bined sales of cii-HB and HIS topped $2 
billion. 

Sales outside of France accounted 
for approximately 49% of cii-HB' s rev
enues. It has recently embarked on a pro
gram to expand its local manufacturing 
facilities. With the last state subsidy pay
ment from the French government made 
this past March, Cii-HB is on the verge of 
standing on its own financial feet. 

SICL LTD. 
Ten year old ICL posted a 22% increase in 
sales to over $1 billion for the fiscal year 
ended September 1978. Total orders in
creased by one-third over the previous 
year, with approximately one-half derived 
from the V. K. market. The company, 
which acquired the non-V. S. Singer in
stalled base in 1977, used that client base 
to leverage its new product sales in the 
V.S. market. 

ICL reportedly has targeted a 15% 
to 20% yearly sales growth, with an ulti
mate goal of doubling its revenues by 
1982. Its R&D expenditures currently are 
$70 million and manufacturing costs equal 
more than 40% of revenues. (For com
parison's sake, IBM'S manufacturing costs 
total approximately 28% of total sales.) In 
recent months, however, ICL'S production 
capabilities have been hampered by labor 
unrest in the V.K. 

The company's product line con
sists of the 2900 Series of medium to 
large scale general purpose computers 
and, at the low end, the 1500 Series 
which includes communications termi
nals. During 1978, ICL introduced the 
9500 Series of point of sale equipment. 

ICL'S products are marketed in 84 
countries, including the V.S. and Canada. 
Systems offered in the V. S. include the 
smaller models of the 2900 Series, the 
1500 Series, and the System 10 small 
business systems. ICL is a part owner 
(20%) in V.S.-based Computer Peripher
als Inc., along with Control Data (60%) 
and NCR (20%). 

6 OLIVETTI 
Olivetti's worldwide sales rose 13% to 
$1.9 billion for the fiscal year which end
ed in December 1978. Domestic sales ac
counted for about 25% of total revenues, 
with the remaining 75% generated outside 
of Italy. Revenues from V.S. operations, 
derived from Olivetti Corporation of 
America, represented close to 12% of the 
total, or about $180 million. 

Olivetti's business activities fall 
into two major categories-office equip
ment and data processing products. The 
office equipment line, which accounted 
for about 58% of 1978 revenues, includes 
typewriters, adding machines, calculators, 
copiers, and office furniture. During the 
year, the company introduced two new 
electronic typewriters, the ET 201 and the 



ET 221. 
The data processing product cate

gory generated 42% of Olivetti's sales in 
'78. The company markets word process
ing systems, microcomputers, accounting 
and business systems, terminals, data col
lection systems, and telecommunications 
equipment. This month, Olivetti will 
round out its word processing products 
with the top-of-the-line TES 701 that offers 
a full screen display. Other dp products 
include the 2030 business computer, the 
P6060 scientific/technical computer, and 
the TC 800 financial terminals. 

7 SIEMENS AG 
Siemens, the German-based manufacturer 
of electrical equipment, reported world
wide sales of $15 billion for the fiscal 
year ended September 1978. Its data and 
information systems group had sales of 
approximately $703 million, representing 
an increase of 6% over fiscal 1977 and 
marking the first time the group has been 
profitable. 

The Siemens dp product line con
sists of 13 models in the 7.700 family of 
medium and large scale general purpose 
computers. A recent manufacturing agree
ment with Fujitsu will enhance the Sie
mens line with the addition of two high 
performance models above its 7.700 fam
ily. In exchange, Fujitsu will market Sie
mens' peripherals in Japan, starting with 
the ND-2 laser printer. In the small busi
ness systems market, Siemens introduced 
the 6000 series of office computers. It has 
installed over 1,000 communications 
computers and about 25,000 display ter
minals as part of its TRANSDATA telepro
cessing systems line. 

Siemens Corp., headquartered in 
Iselin, NJ, commandeers the company's 
V.S. operations. The V.S. subsidiary re
ported fiscal '78 sales of $326 million, the 
majority of which comes from non-dp 
products. Its relatively modest dp activi
ties to date include floppy disks and disk 
drives offered by its oem products divi
sion. Siemens recently entered into a ven
ture with Advanced Micro Devices Inc. in 
Sunnyvale, CA, and formed Advanced 
Micro Chips (AMC) to develop, manufac
ture and market microprocessors. 

8 NIPPON ELECTRIC CO. 
Nippon Electric CO. (NEC) focuses primar-
ily on three market areas-computers, 
communications, and consumer electron
ics. As of March 1978, revenues reached 
the $3.2 billion mark, an increase of 12% 
over 1977 sales. Computers and commu
nications products accounted for nearly 
80% of total revenues. NEC upped its R&D 

expenditures 21 % to $105 million during 
the fiscal year, with most of it earmarked 
for dp systems and electronic devices. To
tal exports to North American markets 
amounted to $102 million during the last 
fiscal year. 

NEC'S computer line includes the 
NEC-Toshiba developed ACOS Series 77 
family of mainframes, the NEC System 
100 office computer, and various mini
computers. 

In the V. S., there are several NEC

affiliated, but separate, companies operat
ing in NEC' S three targeted markets. NEC 

America Inc. manufactures and markets 
PABX and key telephone systems. NEC Mi
crocomputers Inc. produces semiconduc
tors and microprocessors. As recently as 
April 1977, the wholly-owned NEC Infor
mation Systems was formed to market 
computers and related equipment such as 
printers. NEC Systems Lab Inc. and the 
California Eastern Labs are chartered to 
research and disseminate technological in
formation in telecommunications, com
puter sciences, and electronic devices. 
Recently, NEC purchased the V. S. firm, 
Electronic Arrays. 

9 PHILIPS N.V. 
Worldwide sales for Philips N. V. exceed-
ed $14 billion in fiscal 1978, which ended 
last December. Not only is the company a 
leading supplier of telecommunications 
and other electrical equipment, but its 
400,000 employees give Philips the dis
tinction of being Europe's largest employ
er in the private sector. 

While dp revenues from Philips 
Data Systems constitute only about 4.3% 
of total revenues, the Dutch firm is still a 
sizable dp contender with $602 million in 
dp-related revenues. These sales come 
from small business systems, terminals, 
and discs. Philips recently entered the 
V. S. plug-compatible mainframe (PCM) 

market at the low end with a system from 
Two Pi, owned by V.S. Philips. 

Philips is also active in the word 
processing market and, through its acqui
sition of Signetics Corp., is also a suppli
er of PABX equipment and semiconduc
tors. The conglomerate also sells 
videodiscs to the consumer market via 
Magnavox, a subsidiary of North Ameri
can Philips, as well as computer peripher
als for archival storage based on similar 
technologies. 

10 NIXDORF AG 
Nixdorf AG announced worldwide sales of 
$554 million for its fiscal year ended De
cember 1978, an increase of 21 % over the 
previous year's results. All of Nixdorf's 
sales are dp-related. 

The German-based firm is the par
ent of Nixdorf Computer Corp. (NCC) in 
Burlington, MA, which accounts for ap
proximately 15% of total corporate rev
enues. In 1978, NCC posted revenues of 
$80.7 million, an impressive 55% climb 
over the corresponding 1977 figure. Also, 
NCC'S '78 sales total constituted a 31 % 
rise in revenue per employee for the year. 

Nixdorf manufactures distributed 
data processing systems, data entry equip-

ment, word processing systems, and gen
eral business computers. TheU. S. subsid
iary has over 4,000 customers in North 
America. 

The Nixdorf product line includes 
the Entrex 80 Series of data entry sys
tems, the Entrex 600 Series of distributed 
data processing systems, the Nixdorf 
8870 business computers, and the recently 
announced Nixdorf Multi-Text 8840 word 
processing system. 

IloKI ELECTRIC CO. LTD. 
OKI Electric reported a small increase of 
2% in revenues for fiscal 1978 over the 
year earlier. Sales reached $575 million 
by March 1978, when its fiscal year end
ed. Data processing revenues accounted 
for approximately 35% of that total, or 
about $200 million. 

The company's line of computers 
in the domestic market includes the 
COSMO Series of mainframes, and the OKI

T AC System of minicomputers and office 
computers. Its V.S. subsidiary, OKIDATA, 

markets a line of peripheral equipment,. 
primarily printers and disc drives. 

12 MITSUBISHI 
ELECTRIC CO. 

Mitsubishi manufactures a broad range of 
electrical machinery, as well as a modest 
amount of computer equipment. Total 
revenues in its fiscal 1978, which ended 
in March of that year, amounted to almost 
$4 billion. Computer-related products ac
counted for approximately 5% of total 
sales, or about $190 million. 

In cooperation with OKI Electric, 
Mitsubishi has developed the COSMO Se
ries of mainframes, which is in the perfor
mance range of IBM'S 370/115 through 
158-3s. In recent years, the company has 
redirected its thrust towards the smaller 
systems market, primarily with its MEL

COM line of minicomputers and office sys
tems. 

In the V .S., Mitsubishi established 
MELCOM Business Systems Inc. to sell 
small business systems initially in south
ern California. However, the company's 
major efforts are being channeled into 
gaining a greater share of the domestic 
market rather than emphasizing outlets in 
foreign markets, as appears to be the strat
egy of its fellow Japanese competitors. 
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A controversial view of the ups and downs in store 
for computer peripherals. 

COMPUTER 
PERIPHERAlS: 
A.VOI U lION 

IS COMING 
by Stephen A. Caswell 

The computer industry loves to talk about 
revolution, but it normally measures its 
markets in relatively steady, predictable 
gains that extend ad infinitum. If there has 
indeed been a revolution, it has been one 
with which the computer and peripheral 
vendors have had a relatively easy time 
coping. 

Around the corner, however, is a 
very different kind of revolution. Instead 
of the endlessly expanding markets of the 
1960s and 1970s, there seems to be an 
end at hand to the elastic markets that 
stretch more and more with every price 
decrease. In short, the prognosis for com
puter peripherals during the next 10 years 
is that there are likely to be numerous 
fundamental market changes that will turn 
the industry inside out. Companies that 
fail to see these changes coming and to 
adjust accordingly will become the also
rans of the 1980s. Conversely, firms that 
take the necessary steps to adjust will be 
able to survive the coming decade. But 
for all in the computer industry, the writ
ing is on the wall. Don't expect the 1980s 
to be one more extension of the upward 
mobility of past computer peripheral mar
kets. 

At the center of the coming change 
is the ubiquitous microprocessor that has 
already greatly reduced the cost of design
ing intelligence into machines and has 
sparked a marked increase in the rate that 
technology is moving. There are now 
more than a few leading industry analysts 
who are wondering where this rate is tak
ing us and what it means for today's lead
ing firms. 

To quote Lowell Amdahl (Novem
ber 15, 1978, p. 18), "For years we have 
been talking about the maturing computer 
industry. This would seem to imply an 
orderly, predictable environment wherein 
evolution has largely displaced revolution. 
Could anything be further from the truth? 
Despite the fact that computers have es-

tablished a permanent niche, the basic 
products and range of applications are in 
turmoil. Computer manufacturers, large 
and small, continue to have at least the 
same level of concern that they have had 
in years past for the effectiveness and life 
of their products." 

Amdahl's commentary couldn't 
have been more prophetic when analyzing 
the latest major product introduction from 
IBM. While many have looked at IBM'S 

newly introduced 4300 line of computers 
as leading to a further consolidation of 
IBM'S market power, there is another in
terpretation that sees IBM as having to run 
faster and faster just to keep pace. How 
long will it be before IBM'S traditional 
markets end up imploding and the rate of 
price decreases causes the bottom to fall 
right out of the mainframe computer mar
ket? Already the low end is at a level 
consistent with today's super minicom
puters because of IBM'S 4331 "main
frame" priced at $65,000. 

Is IBM really consolidating its mar
ket control or is a fundamentally different 
set of forces at work that will end up with 
the dissolution of the very markets that 
have made IBM what it is in computing? 
While it may appear that IBM is in control, 
it is just as possible that the force of 
technological change is now driving IBM 

and that the computer industry no longer 
is under control. What appears to be in 
store for the peripheral industry in general 
is two or three more years of "business as 
usual," with the IBM price umbrella a lit
tle tatty but still more or less in place. 
Then it seems that the pace of price and 
cost reductions, accelerated in some seg
ments by increased competition, will out
strip the market growth, leading eventual
ly to a continued upsurge in the number of 
systems and devices shipped, but at mar
kedly lower values per unit. In some seg
ments this will come soon, in others later. 
Still, numerous peripheral market seg
ments should continue to grow in dollar 
value throughout the next 1 0 years. 

According to a, controversial report 
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During the next decade, market changes will tum 
the peripherals business inside out. 

published by International Resource De
velopment (IRD) titled "Computer Peri
pherals in the 1980s," from which this 
article is adapted, the overall market for 
computer peripherals is expected to re
main virtually steady in dollar volume 
during the next 10 years, although the 
number of units will grow substantially. 
This is shown in Table 1, which summa
rizes the growth in five key peripheral 
categories. 
DATA ENTRY Data entry in the 1980s 
DEVICES w~ll be a further continu-

atIOn of the trends that 
have been at work for the past few years. 
Intelligence is moving quite rapidly into 
typewriters and local storage is becoming 
common. IBM'S long-awaited support of 
distributed data entry through its 8100 se
ries will further heighten this trend. 

The use of keyboards seems ready 
to mushroom. Today's rate of growth is 
an estimated 15% to 20% yearly. As a 
sign of the health of this market, there are 
more and more "efficiency experts" 
roaming around conferences trying to con
vince anyone who will listen about the 
benefits of new keyboard designs. The 
traditional QWERTY keyboard, it is argued, 
is too slow to keep pace with potential 
increases in keyboard productivity. While 
it is almost unthinkable that the QWERTY 

keyboard will be deposed, this indicates 
the level of concern among many aca
demic/research types that the keyboard re
presents a limitation on productivity. 

While almost every keyboard in 
use will be in the QWERTY style, there are 
fi ve competing technologies for use in 
keyboard production. The five technol
ogies are electromechanical, Hall Effect, 
Reed, capacitance and inductive. In to
day's market of an estimated $75 million, 
electromechanical keyboards have about a 
40% stake, Hall Effect keyboards have an 
estimated 20%, and the other three tech
nologies share the remainder equally. Of 
the five technologies, three are true elec
tronic keyboards (Hall Effect, capacitance 
and inductive), while the other two are 
electromechanical. 

This expected boom in keyboards 
should be most beneficial for the almost 
dozen leading independent suppliers. IBM, 

of course, is a leading keyboard supplier. 
The independents include Alco Electronic 
Products, Cherry Electrical, Chomerics, 
Key-Tronics, Micro Switch (a division of 
Honeywell), Oak, and TEC. To see their 
potential, the market for keyboards now 
makes up an estimated 18% of the entire' 
data entry market. We expect that by 
1983, this portion of the market will re
present 33%. By 1988, keyboards should 
represent 46%. 
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In addition to keyboards, there are 
three other data entry market segments 
that seem likely to grow during the next 
10 years. These segments are OCR readers, 
sensor-based subsystems and digitizers. 
The market potential for OCR is particular
ly promising, but in a unique way. It-is 
expected that word processing and com
puting will merge in large organizations 
within three years. This will create a cen
tral planning group that is likely to look 
for effective methods of bridging the gap 
between the firm's massive investment in 
nonelectronic data entry devices, such as 
typewriters, and the accelerating require
ment to capture data at its source, rather 
than expend funds for retyping. 

OCR meets this need quite effective
ly and is now growing at an astonishing 
rate in word processing. The major thrust 
behind this development is the emergence 
of low cost OCR machines priced at 
$16,000 and, capable of entering three 
pages of data per minute. Firms in this 
market include Hendrix, ECRM, Context, 
Compuscan and Scan-Optics. This mar
ket, incidentally, is likely to emerge as an 
OEM market for OCR vendors, which will 
sell to the word processing/computer 
firms. These firms, in turn, will sell to the 

end user by justifying OCR as part of a 
total information input system to be used 
in tandem with complex editing systems. 

While there will be growth in the 
data entry field, many of today's favorite 
methods of entry will fade. Of course, the 
keypunch, card reader and paper tape 
punch/reader are data entry systems al
ready in decline, but it seems likely that 
the off-line multistation data entry system 
is destined to join. Firms like Entrex, In
forex, Mohawk, Computer Machinery and 
others in this market will have to evolve 
systems that are more attuned to on-line 
processing. 

This doesn't mean that IRD is pre
dicting the demise of today's satellite data 
entry system vendors. That's not the case. 
The world seems to be moving at such a 
rate that batch, satellite data entry is being 
replaced by on-line entry via terminals. 
The action is going to shift towards this ' 
category just as data entry shifted from 
keypunches to disk-based, satellite data 
entry systems in the late 1960s. From cur
rent revenues estimated at $140 million in 
1978, this market segment is expected to 
begin a gradual descent to the region of 
$85 million (in constant 1978 dollars) dur
ing the next 10 years. 

Table 1 

GROWTH OF COMPUTER PERIPHERALS 
MARKETS, 1978-1988 

($'Mi"ion) 

1978 1980 1983 1988 
Data Entry Devices 425 469 601 925 
Terminals 1,730 2,158 2,174 2,579 ' 
Tape & Disk Drives 3,036 2,417 1,550 890 
Telecommu nications Products 567 618 454 460 
Printers, Plotters, COM, etc. 1,058 1,430 1,526 1,514 

TOTAL 6,816 7,092 6,305 6,368 
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As batch data entry de
clines, the coming Age 
of the Terminal is al
ready on the horizon. 

But we ain't seen nothing yet. This is a 
truly exciting world about to be invaded 
by bubble memories, full-strike quality 
matrix character printers, ink jet technol
ogy, flat panel plasma displays, color, 
graphics software, mouses, joy-sticks, 
white-on-black crt's and on and on and 
on. To be sure, it is difficult to even get a 
handle on the various markets for termi
nals. There are dozens and dozens of mar
ket niches where terminals are required. 

The most traditional markets are: 

• teleprinters for message networks, out
side and in-house time-sharing services, 
and for computer systems either as con
trolling consoles or data entry devices. 

• crt's of the dumb or intelligent kind, 
which are used for an increasingly wide 
variety of applications. Dumb crt's are 
normally used for inquiry/response appli
cations. Intelligent terminals are used for 
data entry functions. 

• specialized dedicated terminals de
signed to meet only one generic applica
tion, such as credit authorization, point of 
sale product price/data entry, or teller ter
minals. 

During the next decade, numerous 
changes are expected in these overall mar-
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kets. First, the teleprinter is going to re
ceive a complete face-lift because of the 
emergence of electronic keyboards; bub
ble memories; lightweight but extremely 
durable plastics (allowing for more porta
bility); and the microprocessor for con
trol. The so-called communicating word 
processor (CWP) should emerge as the 
leading teleprinter device by the end of 
the 1980s. Such a system will offer full
strike image quality when desired, storage 
of as high as 100 pages (maybe more) in 
bubble memory, with functional editing 
capability and communications for some
where in the $1,000 price range. A micro
floppy disk should be an option at $200 
extra. While shipment rates will soar, dol
lar volume will be hard-pressed to keep 
pace. 

Second, the dumb terminal seems 
to have peaked already in U. S. markets 
and should begin a decline in popularity. 
Intelligence is becoming so cheap that it's 
worth the small extra price to have its 
advantages. Thus, the market for intelli
gent terminals should explode during the 
1980s as more and more companies 
switch from today's satellite batch entry 
systems to dispersed intelligent terminal 
configurations. Also, it seems likely that 
many of these terminals will have multi
function capabilities when attached to 
printing devices and controllers. What 
will emerge is the integrated Office Infor-

mation System (OIS) that is expected to hit 
the streets at this year's National Comput
er Conference from at least one vendor 
(Wang) and possibly a few others. These 
devices will be placed in functional de
partments in configurations necessary to 
meet each department's word and data 
processing needs. 

Specialized terminal markets are 
likely to have a mixed performance. Tra
ditional specialized terminals such as POS, 

credit verification and teller terminals are 
likely to decline as their markets reach 
saturation and recede to replacement mar
ket levels. J'he number of cash registers 
and teller locations in the U. S. is not 
growing substantially and, by the mid-
1980s, this market should be saturated. 

On the other hand, the market for 
newly-designed specialty terminals such 
as brokerage terminals, industrial badge 
readers, hand-held portable terminals 
(many connected to mobile radios so that 
the user can connect up remotely), and 
other custom devices are poised for enor
mous growth. In particular, the building 
security industry and computer terminal! 
radio markets are ready to zoom. 

All told, the market for terminals 
seems ready to grow from the market 
share of today to a quite different mix in 
1988, which is shown by the comparative 
pie charts in Fig. 1. In terms of units, the 
market is expected to double in size from 
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Communications peripherals, a booming market in 
. the '70s, should decline in the next decade. 

present levels in the vicinity of 750,000 
terminals per year to about 1.5 million 
terminals in 1988. 

As if this isn't enough, by the end 
of the next decade, if not much earlier, 
the ultimate data entry terminal will 
emerge. While a cost-effective device that 
understands all spoken voices is probably 
decades away, low cost voice recognition 
systems that can be tuned to understand a 
functional vocabulary of a single person 
seem well along the development path. 
There are already systems that can be 
trained to understand a limited vocabulary 
for data entry functions where the opera
tor needs to use both hands. 

MAGNETIC 
TAPE AND 
DISK 
SYSTEMS 

Our forecast for magnet
ic tape and disk systems 
is destined to be the 
most controversial topic 
in this article. Everyone 

loves to read about booming markets; no
body likes to see stories of markets on the 
verge of radical decline. Storage informa
tion is not going to decline; the devices 
used to store information are going to go 
through a transformation. The key factors 
that are likely to determine the events in 
this market are the growth of semiconduc
tor memories that should impact fixed 
head disks, the evolution of the bubble 
memory, and vast increases in the storage 
capacity of traditional disk products, espe
cially the Winchester and floppy disk 
technologies which are likely to emerge as 
the most popular magnetic media. How
ever, the price decline for both is likely to 
be so steep that the market size ends up 
declining relative to price. 

During the next three or four 
years, disk drive manufacturers are ex
pected to enjoy the combined benefits of a 
strong market for established removable
disk products coupled with a booming 
market for fixed-disk devices. As floppy 
disk technology trends upwards in terms 
of storage capacity, however, the lower 
end of both fixed and removable disk 
drive markets should begin to feel pres
sure. Other lower end disk markets, espe
cially in the fixed head area, should begin 
to feel the pinch from semiconductor de-
vices. 

The almost ludicrous sounding 
"flubble" , a combined floppy disk/bub
ble memory, is also likely to contribute to 
an erosion of the low end of the rigid disk 
market. By the mid-1980s, this erosion 
should reach flood proportions, with most 
of the disk market collapsing upon itself 
and being replaced by floppy disks or 
combined floppies with bubble memory. 
Today's $2 billion market for rigid disk 
drives has the potential to drop an order of 
magnitude during the next decade to $285 
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million. It will not be until the early 
1980s that this becomes apparent, howev
er, so don't go looking for signs in current 
shipment levels. 

Other storage media, such as reel
to-reel tapes, cassettes, magnetic drums 
and other magnetic media are now enjoy
ing lackluster performance and have all 
reached peaks in their life cycles. While 
reel-to-reel and cassette tape drives aren't 
going to fade away, prices are going to 
drop further. Neither market has long
term growth potential. 
COMMUNI- The growth in data com-
CATIONS municati.ons has sparked 
PERIPHER- a ~oomm~ market for 

devIces like modems, 
ALS multiplexers, acoustic 
couplers and front end proc'essing devices. 
All of these markets are likely to decline 
in the next decade, with the sole excep
tion being multiplexers. 

In the case of modems, two factors 
are working against this device. First, the 
digital datacom networks are slowly 
emerging. This initially increases the mo
dem market by requiring dual links into 
the digital trunks from analog local loops, 
which is now occurring. As digital nets 
reach from point-to-point, however, the 
modem simply isn't needed. Growth of 
digital networks, however, isn't the major 
threat to the modem manufacturers. LSI 

production threatens to cut the bottom out 
of the market, making it an add-in board 
(or even less) to a terminal. The terminal 
manufacturers'will make it a part of their 
terminals, cutting the independent market. 
This is the greatest threat to the modem 
market. 

Acoustic couplers face a similar 
problem as more and more terminals plug 
into the phone network directly. Front end 
processors also face the same situation. 
Computer manufacturers are always 
threatening to move the front end back to 
the mainframe computer. Now, telephone 
companies are threatening to move the 
front end into the network itself. PBX sup
pliers are also designing systems that can 
serve as computer front ends. The greatest 
problem faced by front end processor ven
dors, however, is the microprocessor, 
which threatens to perform many of the 
front end's major tasks on a remote basis. 
While communications will increase, the 
number of front end processors required 
isn't likely to keep pace. 

Digital multiplexing will increase, 
however, particularly as the Bell System 
and other common carriers find them
selves in a veritable war for communica
tions traffic. Each major competitor
AT&T, Satellite Business Systems, XTEN 

(Xerox' newly-announced system), Mel 

Communications, Southern Pacific Com
munications, ITT and the widely-rumored 
Exxon network-will be using multi
plexed links.' From the present level of 
about $105 million, multiplexers are ex
pected to boom in unit shipments, with 
the shipment value almost tripling during 
the nex t 10 years. 

PRINTERS, 
PLOTTERS, 
OUTPUT 
DEVICES 

The world of printers 
and plotters is being ex
panded rapidly by nu
merous new technol
ogies. Laser printers, 

full-strike matrix character printers, ther
mal printers, improved line printer de
signs, etc., etc., etc. If you miss a few 
months in this market, the world can pass 
you by (almost, anyway). 

To mention just two new major 
products in printing, Royden Sanders, a 
well-known industry figure, designed a 
matrix character printer that can repass a 
line up to four times to produce output 
that is of full-strike quality. If this printer 
can be produced in volume quantities and 
still retain its print quality, Sanders will 
have the hottest printer of low speed ap
plications since the development of the 
daisy wheel. 

Another advance is the emergence 
of plain paper nonimpact printers in the 
1,000 lpm category for prices up to 25% 
below comparative impact printers. Such 
a printer is planned by Toshiba for intro
duction on world markets. We received a 
product spec sheet reportedly given out by 
a company official with the price "$7,000 
in oem quantities" penciled at the top of 
the sheet. This price,if it holds and if the 
product is indeed introduced, is well be
low the price for 900 lpm impacts. 

In addition to the rumored Toshiba 
device, Wang Labs has already introduced 
its nonimpact in this category. IBM has 
also announced a nonimpact in the 1,000 
lpm region. Wang's unit is priced at 
$32,000, while IBM'S is priced at 
$75,000. The IBM unit can double as an 
office copier and printer from word pro
cessors or computers, while the Wang de
vice can only function as a printer. 

While these are important, for the 
oem world Centronics will have the most 
important news by introducing a 1,000 
lpm nonimpact printer at the Nee. Ac
cording to early reports, the Centronics 
device is expected to sell for about 25% 
below comparable impact line printers 
from Documation, Dataproducts and IBM. 

And who knows who else might be an
nouncing such nonimpacts in the near fu
ture? 

The printer market is expected to 
grow during the next decade, although 



price decreases will cut the rate of dollar 
volume. There wiJI, however, be seg
ments of the printer market that will be 
impacted negatively, especially in the 
high-speed impact line printer market for 
printers from 900 to (,500 lpm. Nonim
pacts can cut a 30% slice from this market 
at the low end while the expected decline 
of the role of the centralized computer 
center should cut another slice from this 
market. Finally, high-speed non impacts 
like the IBM 3800, Siemens No-2 and Xe
rox 9700 will cut a further slice by elimi
nating installations in many shops that op
erate banks of these impact printers. 

A market that is likely to boom in 
printers is for low speed line and character 
matrix printers used for small business 
minicomputers. Prices, however, are like
ly to decline rapidly, causing vast in
creases in unit shipments, but only mod~st 
increases in the value of printers shipped. 

A WORD OF The market projections 
CAUTION in IRO'S study are con-

troversial. The numbers 
represent the estimates of IRO consultants 
in markets that are extremely complex to 
analyze. The significance of the plummet
ing costs for technology and radically has
tened product development cycles almost 
necessitates a strong bias for change when 
projecting the markets for computer peri
pherals. It is this change that is of major 
importance, not any specific projection in 
a specific market. Because of the inher
ently risky nature of market projections in 
rapidly moving fields, numerous factors 
could alter the accuracy and timing of 
such projections. Thus, the strongest pro
jection of all is that not all of our projec
tions will come to pass. 

What counts, though, is that it's 
now time to think boldly about the future 
of the computer industry. There are forces 
loose in the industry that are changing it 
almost beyond recognition before our very 
eyes. 0 
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by Peter A. Cunningham 
and Walter P. Smith 

The scramble is on for a piece of one of 
the fastest growing markets in the com
puter industry. Computer services in 1978 
crossed the $8 billion mark in the U.S., 
posting an impressive 19% increase over 
1977. And if current projections are cor
rect, the compounded annual growth rate 
through 1983 will exceed 16%, meaning 
that the market will approach $17 billion 
in five years' time. Included in that fore
casted figure are expenditures for software 
and services from computer manufactur
ers, such as IBM. 

The competition is among 3,000 
firms in the United States-computer 
manufacturers, processing services firms, 
software products companies, and firms 
specializing in systems development, con
sulting, and education. They range in size 
from the Mom and Pop service bureau to 
giants like IBM, which in 1978 grossed 
more than $2 billion from software pack
ages, maintenance on purchased gear, for
eign data centers, systems engineering 
services, and education. 

The largest segment of the market, 
remote computing services, should grow 
21 % this year from a 1978 base of $2.7 
billion. While traditional computer ser
vices will continue to expand, further 
growth will come from several selected 
niches. Among them are specialized ser
vices for vertical industries, such as bank
ing, finance, medicine, and discrete man
ufacturing; applications for functional 
specialties, such as human resources and 
financial planning; and services based on 
data base management systems (DBMS) 
and implementation languages used to de
velop new applications. 

The software products segment, a 
$981 million market in 1978, will grow at 

Over 3,000 companies stand ready to serve you. 

COVIPUTER 
SE • ....... 

A MENU 
OF OPTIONS 

21 % annually through 1983. Our five
year forecast assumes an increasing, but 
relatively limited, level of new software 
products from the largest software firm in 
the world, IBM. Should IBM significantly 
step up its rate of new product introduc
tions, that 21 % forecast could prove to be 
conservative. 

The slowest growing of the ser
vices firms are professional services, 
where the shortage of trained personnel is 
a hampering factor. Projections indicate a 
minimum 13% annual growth rate through 
1983, although independent professional 
services for the private sector should post 
far greater increases. Certainly the de
mand created by current developments in 
computers, communications, and office 
equipment is stimulating the formation of 
innovative new companies in this market. 

Of the 3,000 market contenders to
day, about two-thirds are processing ser
vices companies. The remainder are di
vided about equally between software 
products and professional services compa
nies. Moreover, some 200 new companies 
are entering the industry each year. While 
about 80% of the new market entrants in 
the '60s were processing companies, to
day's newcomers are about evenly divided 
between processing, software products, 
and professional services firms. Another 
difference in this new breed of market 
entrants is that they are providing services 
aimed at small systems rather than at the 
traditional target of large systems. 

IMPACT OF 
NEW 
HARDWARE 

A major factor affecting 
future services growth is 
lower cost, higher capa
bility hardware. The ef

fect is both positive and negative. Small 
processing services firms feel threatened 
by the invasion of mini and microcom
puters into their territory. On the other 
hand, large processing services firms, as 
well as software and professional service 

vendors, are taking advantage of the op
portunities created by this new and 
cheaper hardware. Indeed, by 1981, 10% 
to 15% of small system deliveries could 
be through services companies. 

In 1978, several major processing 
services firms began marketing minicom
puter-based systems linked to their com
munications networks. Among them were 
General Electric Information Systems 
with MarkLink, Automatic Data Process
ing, with ADP/Onsite, and National css 
with its 3200 System. 

With configurations ranging wide
ly in price and capability, these offerings 
provide the user with distributed data pro
cessing, but without the headaches of de
veloping the required software and com
munications capability in-house. Forecasts 
for these "user site hardware services" 
(USHS) reveal a market that could grow to 
$1 billion in revenues by 1983. If these 
USHS vendors can eliminate current user 
concerns about site preparation, mainte
nance, and fears of being "locked in" to 
a specific vendor and specific software, 
revenues will exceed this forecast. 

Still other computer services com
panies are exploiting the minicomputer by 
offering standalone turnkey systems, such 
as the special system for distributors of
fered by United Computing Systems. 
Computer Task Group has attacked the 
entry level market with a turnkey system 
based on the Basic Four system; it has 
installed over 100 systems to date. Hel 
and Anacomp are offering general and in
dustry-specialized systems. 

Computer services vendors contin
ue to emphasize industry-specialized of
ferings. In the hospital industry alone, 
McDonnell Douglas Automation Co. 
(MCAUTO) and Shared Medical Systems 
have generated over $50 million each in 
revenues with sophisticated distributed 
data processing approaches. 

Computer Consulting Services is 
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Within 10 years, it will be very difficult to 
distinguish between a computer services company 
and a hardware company_ 

also serving the medical area with a sys
tem for clinics based on the Honeywell 
Level 6 minicomputer. Other successful 
specialists include Xerox· Computer Ser
vices and Martin Marietta Data Systems 
in the discrete manufacturing sector. 
Many leading vendors are concentrating 
on providing services to banking and fi
nance companies; among them are Elec
tronic Data Systems, Sun Information 
Services, Anacomp, ADP, Tymshare, and 
Citibank. 

Still other areas are being seized 
by services vendors. In value-added net
work services, Tymshare, for example, 
recently expanded its Tymnet communica
tions subsidiary. Control Data is aggres
sively offering maintenance services, an 
area of crucial importance and a major 
limiting factor for all hardware vendors. 
Education and training services, an area 
particularly crucial in view of the shortage 
of skilled personnel, are being actively 
marketed by such concerns as Boeing 
Computer Services, Deltak, and Control 
Data. 

THE 
SOFTWARE 
SEGMENT 

Software has become an 
increasingly important 
part of the overall com
puter services market. 

This segment of the market is populated 
by the hardware manufacturers, indepen
dent software companies, and processing 
services firms that are marketing packages 
not only as part of their network services, 
but also as direct sales to end users. 

Applications software sold to end 
users as well as to dp managers represents 
a major portion of the software market. 
Vendors are increasingly working with 
end users in defining and refining their 
products. Management Science America, 
which specializes in financial applications 
software, has been particularly successful 
in this area. 

The biggest package market to 
date, though, has been in systems soft
ware. The reason is simple: the vendors 
have been able to generalize and market 
these products across a broad base of 
compatible systems. Applications soft
ware, on the other hand, requires consid
erable initial customization before it can 
be readied for marketing to a profitably 
broad base. 

For systems software vendors, the 
largest growth market is in the area of 
DBMS. Informatics' Mark IV, Cincom's 
TOTAL, Cullinane's IDMS, MRI'S System 
2000, Software AG'S ADABAS count thou
sands among their users. 

The processing services companies 
are also capitalizing on the DBMS market 
potential. National CSS' NOMAD, Tym-
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Table 1 -
RECENT REVENUE GROWTH OF 

LEADING COMPUTER SERVICES COMPANIES· 

Company Total Revenues % Growth Over Total Revenues % Growth Over 
Calendar 'n Calendar '76 Calendar '78 Calendar '77 

~~ ~~ 
Anacomp $ 20 55% 
Automatic Data $269 21% 

Processing 
Bradford $ 94 43% 

National 
Computer $263 13% 

Sciences 
Comshare $ 21 46% 
Electronic $191 35% 

Data ~stems 
National SS $ 47 15% 
National Data $ 33 8% 
Shared Medical $ 46 29% 

Systems 
System $137 14% 

Development 
Tymshare $101 24% 

share's MAGNUM, and Computer Sciences' 
MANAGE are as advanced as the products 
available from traditional software compa
nies. 

In the past, many software pro
ducts companies acted primarily as dis
tributors. Now, however, they are spend
ing 20% and more of revenues on 
research and development, making them 
true computer services companies. Imple
mentation languages and DBMS markets 
are major opportunities, with projected 
annual user expenditures of over $1 bil
lion by 1983. In this area, strong relation
ships can be expected to develop between 
hardware and software companies. A case 
in point is Intel's recent acquisition of MRI 

Systems. 

SOME 
MAJOR 
PROBLEMS 

One of the major prob
lems facing computer 
services companies is 
the scarcity of compe

tent, trained personnel. While this is a 
problem confronting the entire computer 
industry, it is particularly crucial to com
puter services companies because they are 
so highly people-dependent. A high turn
over rate, which exceeds 30% per year in 
many companies, is one aspect of the 
problem. 

Another inhibiting factor is that 
the computer services industry is frag
mented. Many of the vendors are small 
and have limited resources for develop
ment. At the same time, the problems 
facing their customers require solutions 
that are much more complex than in the 
past and, thus, require significantly larger 
resources to solve them. In order to obtain 
these needed resources, smaller compa
nies are increasingly teaming up with 
large computer services organizations. In 
many cases this involves acquisition, but 
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it can also come in the form of joint ven
tures, distributorships, license agree
ments, or similar arrangements. 

Financial resources are no longer a 
problem for the leading computer services 
companies. By 1983, at least five compa
nies, including ADP, Control Data, Com
puter Sciences, and Electronic Data Sys
tems, should have over $500 million per 
year in computer services revenues. 

Non-traditional entrants to the 
market hope to emulate the success of 
Boeing Computer Services and MCAUTO 

by incorporating computer services into 
their major lines of business. These in
clude financial establishments, such as 
Citibank and Dun & Bradstreet, whose 
interest in the industry reflects the increas
ing overlap between financial and infor
mation services. 

Communications companies are 
another interesting group of newcomers. 
United Computing Systems, the United 
Telecommunications Industries subsid
iary, has demonstrated that a communica
tions company can succeed in computer 
services. And the largest company of all, 
AT&T, could become a dominant vendor if 
aliowed to enter the marketplace. Already 
its tv advertisements look like those of 
computer services companies! 

SERVICE IS 
THE 
SOLUTION 

The computer manufac
turers increasingly em
phasize "service" in 
their marketing cam

paigns. Control Data and IBM are already 
the world's largest computer services ven
dors. These and other major computer 
manufacturers should obtain a rapidly 
growing share of their revenues, directly 
or indirectly, from service activities. In
stead of all computer services ending up 
in hardware, as some believe, we expect 
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that most hardware will become a com
modity, with major vendor differentiation 
to be derived from service. 

In five to 10 years, it will be 
extremely difficult to distinguish between 
a computer services company which of
fers integrated hardware, a communica
tions network, support, software and con
suiting, and a hardware company which 
offers virtually the same menu of options. 
They will all be information products and 
services vendors, with the differences 
found primarily in their approaches to 
marketing. ftc 
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The 4300 has spa rked uncertainty for the PCM'S, but 
this enthusiast says they can survive the shock. 

THE PCM's: 
so FAR, SO 

. by Sanford J. GarreH 

In the past two years, the data processing 
industry has seen the rise of a phenom
enon-the IBM plug-compatible main
framers (PCM'S). That phenomenon is now 
well documented; DATAMATION even de
voted an issue to the topic in February. 
Manufacturers and their products have 
been slotted into price/performance cate
gories, and IBM'S potential and actual re
sponses have been explored in depth. 

But what has not been examined is 
the environment that rapidly spawned so 
many new faces. What are the plug-com
patible manufacturers bringing to the 
user? What is the nature of the market 
they are addressing? More importantly, 
what are the implications for the non-IBM 
compatible manufacturers as IBM responds 
aggressively, as it has with the 4300 Se
ries, to this new competitive threat? 

The evolution of the PCM owes its 
origin to the inflationary environment of 
the '70s and to the on-going price/perfor
mance improvements in technology which 
have made increasingly important the ex
traordinarily large investment in software. 
This software investment has caused a sta
bility in computer architecture which as
sures that future generations of IBM com
puters will continue to maintain 
compatibility with older lines and, while 
prices will tumble, products will not be 
obsoleted. 

Advances in electronics have fa
cilitated the construction of machines 
which can emulate the software instruc
tion set of other computers, thus allowing 
for greater latitude in system design. The 
availability, at least temporarily, of IBM 
operating systems as part of the public 
domain frees potential competitors of the 
onus to develop such on their own. IBM'S 
historic policy of bundling varied support 
services with the cpu has created numer
ous indirect expenses which have had to 
be absorbed in the selling price. Thus, a 
significant price umbrella has existed for 
years. 

Taken altogether, these factors 
have allowed for ease of entry into a mar
ket that was, for several years, on the 
verge of exploding. What sparked it to 
life was a newcomer's testing of the high 
price of IBM'S 370/168. Amdahl had no 
trouble undercutting the 168' s price tag 
with its 4 70V /6; IBM retaliated with its 
even lower cost, higher performance 
303X line; and the race was on. With 
users constantly trading up equipment, 
there exists a ready-made opportunity for 
competitive selling. 

Events of the past two years have 
demonstrated that the elasticity of demand 
for computers is substantially greater than 
many industry observers had anticipated. 
The outlook for growth certainly had to be 
revised upwards after IBM indicated last 
year that it had on order for its 303X 
Series four times the compute power it 
had collectively installed to date. At the 
same time, order books were overflowing 
for other mainframe manufacturers as they 
readjusted their price/performance curves 
to meet IBM'S. 

WHY THE 
PCM? 

The accelerated growth 
of the market stems from 
a number of develop

ments, all of which suggest that the initial 
PCM success is sustainable rather than re
presenting merely a short-term aberration. 
Among these are: 
• A new generation of managers, moving 
into positions of power and responsibility, 
weaned on data processing during their 
undergraduate and graduate years, who 
are demanding ever more dp capabilities. 
• The widespread acceptance of mini
computers, which is creating another large 
base of users who potentially could step 
up to mainframe demand. 
• A growing backlog of applications 
which is building, waiting for more pow
er, better price/performance, or both. The 
high level of inflation has put pressure on 
organizations to improve productivity, 
and they're counting on the computer to 
do just that. 
• Data processing workloads which tend 
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Table 1 

MEDIUM TO LARGE SCALE GENERAL PURPOSE MAINFRAMES 

IBM 4341 IBM 3031 IBM 3032 IBM 3033 TOTAL 
PRICE CLASS PRICE CLASS PRICE CLASS PRICE CLASS MARKET 

Installed Base (000) 
1973E 20.7 5.6 3.7 0.9 30.8 
1978E 23.1 9.6 6.8 2.2 41.6 
1983E 34.2 12.6 14.6 6.9 68.3 

1973-1978 GROWTH 2.2% 11.4% 13.1% 19.8% 6.2% 
1978-1983 GROWTH 8.2% 5.5% 16.7% 26.3% 10.4% 
Note: Discrepancies due to rounding. 
Source: Paine Webber Mitchell Hutchins estimates. 

Table 2 to rise to fill growing department budgets. 
In other words, computer price cuts are 
not passed through as expense savings in 
an organization, but rather are taken as a 
license to acquire more compute power. 
eThe diminishing cost of hardware rela
tive to software, which results in vast 
hardware resources being expended to re
duce the burden on the programmer. The 
demand for virtual and on-line, rather 
than batch, systems is a prime example . 
• Improvements in price/performance 
which have made economically feasible a 
number of applications that were hereto
fore only illusive dreams. These new ap
plications, such as electronic mail systems 
and electronic funds transfer systems, will 
necessarily require increased orders for 
hardware. 

ESTIMATED WORLDWIDE MARKET SHARES 
MEDIUM TO LARGE SCALE GENERAL PURPOSE 

MAINFRAMES 

The worldwide market for cpu's 
over the last five years, and how that 
market will change in the next five years, 
is shown in Table 1. As indicated, the 
forecast calls for greater than 10% com
pound growth for medium and large scale 
general purpose computers over the next 
five years. In the 1973 to 1978 period, the 
climb was only about 6%. More impor
tantly, the greatest growth in the market 
has been and will continue to be at the 
very high-power end. 

THE PCM 
APPEAL 

The key to understand
ing the appeal of the 
peM is to recognize that 

the market is now responding to the de
mands of the user rather than to the con
venience of the manufacturer, as it had in 
the past. The peM is providing the user 
with a multiple source of supply. No 
longer is there the spectre of lost support 
should IBM decide to go in a direction 
counter to the user's best interests. This is 
important not only to the current IBM cus
tomer, but also to potential new users who 
may be drawn away from the independent 
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IBM 
PCM* 

Total IBM Compatible 

Honeywell 
Burroughs 
Sperry Univac 
NCR 
Control Data 
Others 

Total Non-IBM Compatible 
Total 
• IBM Plug-Compatible Mainframe Manufacturers 
Note: Discrepancies due to rounding. 
Source: Paine Webber Mitchell Hutchins estimates. 

1973 

65.8% 

65.8% 

12.6% 
6.6 
7.1 
3.8 
3.0 
1.1 

34.2% 
100.0% 

1978 1983 

64.2% 60.0% 
1.3% 8.2% 

65.5% 68.2% 

11.0% 9.3% 
7.6 6.8 
7.1 6.0 
3.9 3.4 
2.4 1.7 

.1.:.L ~ 
34.5% 31.8% 

100.0% 100.0% 



Theres a good reason why Printronix 
can give you a full one-year warranty 
when most other printers draw the line 
at gO-days. 

The reason: Unequalled reliability, 
Our reliability comes not only 

from what we put into our printers, but 
also because of what we leave out. For 
instance, Printronix printers have 50 per
cent fewer components than mechanical 
font printers. So there's less to go wrong! 

And this same simple design has 
given our printers a head life 4 to 8 times 
longer than serial printers. And while 
drum, chain and belt printers require 
periodic adjustments of hammer flight 

time or character alignment, Printronix 
printers never do. 

So, before you buy a printer, read the 
fine print on their warranty, If they're not 
giving you the same full one-year war
ranty that Printronix offers, then its a sure 
bet they're not giving you the same solid 
reliability that Printronix gives. 

For complete information on our150, 
300 and 600 line-per-minute printers call: 
(714) 549-7700. Or write: Printronix Inc., 
17421 Derian Ave., P. O. Box 19559, Irvine, 
CA 92713. 

PRINlRONIX 
It's simple. to be reliable. 
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By 1983, over 8% of the market will be held by the PCM'S. 

mainframe manufacturers. 
Typically, the PCM sale is to a user 

pushing the limits of his current system 
and looking for ways to gain more power 
at not much more cost. The PCM'S are 
providing availability and upward migra
tion for users, with significant price/per
formance jumps relative to IBM'S own 
products. 

Further, the PCM is bringing new 
capabilities to the end user. Amdahl has 
broken new ground in high power offer
ings, and Two Pi, Kardios, National Se-

, miconductor, and Cambridge Memories 
are bringing System 370 compatibility 
down into the minicomputer area. 

The PCM'S are supplying software 
houses with more power than ever before. 
Purchasing machines in oem lots with 
oem discounts allows companies like Na
tional css to provide turnkey system pack
ages to users. Prior to this, software sup
port was provided on computers rented 
from IBM. 

As important as anything else, the 
PCM is able to deliver products sooner 
than IBM. In today's inflationary environ
ment, this carries a measurable financial 
appeal. 

THE THREAT Although IBM'S new 
OF THE 4300 4300 line cannot be ig-

nored, the PCM'S have 
gained too much momentum to be brought 
to a screeching halt now. Everyone of 
these companies anticipated IBM's an
nouncement, as well as the product's 
price/performance aggression. Probably 
the most important aspect of the 4300 as it 
relates to thePCM's is that their ability to . 
attract venture capital is going to be im
paired. Companies such as Citel and Nan
odata, which have yet to bring a product 
to market, are probably in the least advan
tageous position. 

What is often overlooked is that 
with the 4300 line, IBM is laying the 
groundwork for a number of long range 
strategies that will make life tough for the 
PCM'S over the next five to 10 years. But 
observers' worst fears about- IBM putting 
the PCM's out of business via the 4300 are 
predicated on IBM doing everything it 
plans on doing over the next five to 10 
years-tomorrow. 

In spite of the 4300, the better 
managed and better financed PCM'S will 
continue to grow and to gain market 
share. As shown in Table 2, their growth 
will be at the expense of both IBM and the 
independent manufacturers. By 1983, 
over 8% of the market will be held by the 
PCM'S. In conjunction with IBM, nearly 
70% of the market will' belong to main
frames running IBM-compatible software. 
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IBM'S aggressiveness in pricing the 
4300 Series can be explained by the mix 
shift which is occurring in the market. As 
indicated in Table 1, the high-power, 
high-profit end of the market is growing 
much more rapidly than the rest. IBM can 
offset sharply reduced prices in the low to 
middle power segments by its own partici
pation in the growth at the high end. This 
forces the non-IBM world, such as Bur
roughs and NCR, to introduce higher 
powered machines of their own, or else 
face substantial profit declines. 

INDEPEN
DENTS NEED 
NICHES 

As market share erosion 
continues for the inde
pendents, however, 
those companies will 

find themselves in a progressively worse 
competitive position. Their most broadly 
accepted response is to foster segmenta
tion of the market by approaching it on a 
solution basis rather than a product one. 
This produces a number of small discrete 
markets in which the independents can 
take a leading or dominant position in 
those niches best suited to them. Most of 
the independents are already creating 
those niches as can be seen, for example, 
by NCR in the banking and retail markets, 
Burroughs in the financial segment, Hon
eywell and Control Data in energy appli
cations, and Univac in the airlines market. 

There is a danger to this approach, 
though. Submarkets now being estab
lished may not be able to retain their iso
lated nature several years down the road. 
As vast communications networks get put 
into place and office automation becomes 
a widespread reality, the specialized mar
ket shells that are just now coming into 
play may very well crumble. If not, they 
may become slow growth traps for those 
manufacturers that let themselves get 
caught. 

A LESS 
PALATABLE 
APPROACH 

A response that is clear
ly less palatable to the 
independents, near term, 
is to provide IBM soft

ware compatibility themselves. Control 
Data and Univac have already tried this 
tack with the Omega OPL-built) offering 
and System 370 simulation, respectively. 
The desirability of this course of action, 
however, rests with the following facts: 
the PCM encroachment, IBM's aggressive 
product response, the unbundling of soft
ware and support services, and the grow
ing strength of computer service bu
reaus-all mean that the pace of both new 
hardware and software capabilities avail
able on IBM-compatible machines is going 
to accelerate sharply. Few, if any, of the 
independent mainframers are going to be 
able to keep abreast of the sundry devel-

opments through their own offerings. As 
users become more attracted to the system 
offerings of the IBM-compatible machines, 
the non-compatible companies are going 
to be faced with a loss of their loyal cus
tomer base. 

The primary argument against go
ing IBM-compatible is that the present 
non-IBM customer base is tied to its cur
rent manufacturer's hardware through its 
own investment in software. As such, 
these users will remain loyal, even if 
somewhat dissatisfied. A change to IBM 
compatibility by the independents could 
result in the loss of these customers. 

The counter-argument, however, 
is straightforward. There is no reason to 
believe, in the long term, that any manu
facturer is going to have proprietary soft
ware-in the sense that it can only run on 
that manufacturer's machine. As emula
tors become even easier to build, the 
PCM's will branch out and provide second 
sources for non-IBM machines, as National 
Semiconductor. has already indicated it 
will do with Digital Equipment's pOP-II 
line. 

In sum, the data processing market 
is robust and will continue to provide an 
environment for great growth over the 
next few years. The handwriting is on the 
wall, however. Longer term, those com
panies that start incorporating a strategy 
which capitalizes on the movement to
wards IBM software compatibility will find 
themselves in a competitively superior po
sition to those who insist on resisting. ~ 

SANFORD J. GARREn 
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READY 
FOR THE BEST 

GENERAL LEDGER 
SYSTEM? . 

Call in 
Informatics: 

The Informatics General Ledger and 
Financial Reporting System is the one to 
grow with. Used on more than 300 IBM 
360/370 or compatible mainframes, it is 
oriented to provide enormous flexibility 
of accounting structures and reporting 
formats. 

It's a state-of-the-art system, incorpo
rating on-line database technology. We 
designed it so you could drive it yourself, 
without needing a platoon of program
mers. Our exclusive advanced implosion 
techniques let you get out useful manage
ment information, not just data. 

If you are ready for the choice of the 
leaders-the best General Ledger System 

The 
Information 
Implosion. 

or anyone of our growing family of quality 
application products,-you'll want to call 
us in. Use the coupon to let us know what 
you need. 
APPLICATION PRODUCTS 
DIVISION HEADQUARTERS 
21050 Vanowen Street, Canoga Park, CA 91304, 
Telephone: (213) 887-9121 
DOMESTIC OFFICES 
Dallas, TX (214) 750-0800, Chicago, IL (312) 298-9300, 
Raleigh, NC (919) 872-7800, River Edge, NJ 
(201) 488-2100 

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS 
21031 Ventura Boulevard, Woodland Hills, CA 91364, 
TELEX: 69-8473, Cable: INFORMAT 

Twenty-three locations in Europe, Latin America, 
Japan, Southeast Asia and Africa . 

.... 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
I 

- - - - - -
Please send me infonnation about your 
General Ledger and Financial Reporting 
System. 

Our machine is a: 

. I'M 
READY! 
- - - - - - -- -- .., 

I 
I 

Our General Ledger and Financial 
Reporting System is only one of our 
growing family of application products. 
We will be happy to send you infonna
tion on any or all of them. Please check 
the products that interest you: 

(manufacturer) 

We are currently using: 

(Financial Reporting System) 

Our decision time frame is 
o this month 
o this quarter 
o this year 

Mail this 
coupon to: 
Infonnatks, Inc. 

(model) 

APPLICATION PRODUCTS DIVISION 
21050 Vanowen Street 
Canoga Park, CA 91304 

L DM52579 - -- - - - -

Name 

Title 

Company 

Addfess 

City jStatejZip 
( ) 
Telephone • 

informatics inc I 
®I 

The Information Management Company. - - -- - - -
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o General Ledger 
o Accounts Payable 
o Purchase Order 
o Accounts Receivable 
o Payroll 
o Human Resource System 
o Financial Modeling 
o Corporate Shareholders System 

Finally: 
Everybody has a hot button-a capability 
they are looking for in a General Ledger 
and Financial Reporting System. Please 
note here the key features you're looking 
for. Then we can get right to the point. 

- - - -- --

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

...I 
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For mainframe vendors, the successful past is not 
necessarily prologue; -the future will tell if mainframes 
can remain their 'mainstay. 

MAINFRAMES: 
HOWLONGTHE 
MAINSTAY FOR 
THEIRVENDORS? 
by Michael J. Geran 

In 1978 the mainframe computer industry 
entered what appeared to be the promised 
land. Almost all the participants had, by 
historical standards, exceptional ease in 
meeting or surpassing their order, ship
ment, revenue and profit targets, while
wonder of wonders-generating excess 
cash over and above their capital spending 
needs. 

IBM, for example, had more than its 
normal share of largess: revenues crossed 
the $21 billion level, with the data pro
cessing segment's operating income ex
ceeding $5 billion for the first time; IBM 

became the third industrial company to 
earn $1 billion after taxes in a single quar
ter; and its order flow was so strong that 
the company added to an already histori
cally high backlog. 

The picture for the five "dwarfs" 
was also positive: Burroughs came within 
an eyelash of meeting its 1 0 year old 20% 
pretax margin goal; NCR'S profits surged, 
and its return on equity exceeded 15% for 
the first time since the 1950s: Univac fi
nally passed the $2 billion level in rev
enues and $200 million in pretax profits; 
and for Honeywell and Control Data, 
computer operations were no longer a 
cash drain but a major source of profit 
growth (See Table 1). 

The recent past, however, is not 
necessarily prologue. The strategies which 
the mainframe companies used to attain 
their impressive 1975-78 profit growth 
rates will probably not work as well in the 
post-1979 era. 

The combination of a changing dp 
industry environment, IBM'S new product/ 
pricing strategy, and the' 'growing up" of 
the megaminicomputer suppliers will 
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force the major mainframe companies to 
adopt a new set of strategies if they wish 
to continue their profit growth beyond 
1979. It is almost as if these companies 
have trained to compete in a four minute 
mile competition only to find that the 
standard for successful completion is 
3:40 .. 

The path for continuing success in 
the new environment is clear. What isn't 
clear is how rocky the path will be and, 
more importantly, the costs in terms of 
future profit. In effect, the issue is this: 
the major mainframe companies must now 
diversify their future source of profits and 
accelerate the release of new models 
based on advanced technology. At the 
same time, they must perform the jug
gling act of protecting their older lease 
bases while introducing new models that 
are price/performance competitive with 
IBM'S 4300 Series, not to mention IBM'S 

still-to-be-announced "H/Series." Thus, 
IBM'S mainframe competitors must look 
now to maintenance, software and peri
pherals for the majority of their profits in 
the future. 

In past cycles, such a startling 
price/performance shift as that introduced 
by the 4300 Series translated into a· weak 
profit growth for the other mainframe sup
pliers. But that weakness might be avoid
ed this time, at least by the more agile 
suppliers. First, several computer compa
nies have reached the critical mass point 
at which they can now accept a lower unit 
price but with a higher shipment volume 
and still maintain the same profit return. 
Second, unbundling ,for the other main
frame companies will turn a cost center 
into a profit center, as they will now be 
able to charge for what they were pre
viously forced to give away. Third, the 
growth potential in the computer industry 
on a worldwide basis is likely to be as 

good over the next five years as it was in 
the last five years, despite continuing de
cline in processor and memory prices. 
However, a greater proportion of the 
growth will be generated in product and 
price classes in which several manufactur
ers historically have not been too success
ful. 

In sum, the opportunities will be 
as attractive in the post-1979 era as in the 
1977 -78 era; but for the major mainframe 
suppliers, the successful and profitable 
development of these opportunities will 
require a new degree of skill and luck. 

IBM IBM'S recent business/ 
product policy shifts ap

pear on first analysis to represent a dis
continuity from· its action earlier in the 
1970s decade. Yet, the shifts are consis
tent when viewed against the company's 
action over the longer term. The combina
tion of external changes in the dp industry 
environment, financial logic, and the ne
cessity to use new tactics to create new 
strata of demand has forced the shifts. 

The principal difference in tactics 
between IBM'S most recent move and its 
strategy during other periods of change-
1959, 1964 and 1970-is that this time 
the company elected, or was forced, to 
use new technology both to reduce price 
and improve function. The result-as ex
emplified by the 4300 Series, the 3370 ~ 
disk family, and the System/38 family-is 5 
"more for less" rather than "more for ~ 
more," at least in terms of hardware g 
prices. Thus, IBM is in the process of sub- ~ 
stituting a more aggressive product release ~ 
strategy for its prior' 'revolution by evolu- ED 
tion" strategy. That earlier strategy was B: 
based on the more cost/effective produc- c? 
tion of older technology rather than, as § 
now, the use of advanced, mass pro- 0 

duced, new technology which leads to B: 
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Burroughs is operating at the highest pretax profit 
margin of all the mainframe "dwarfs." 

both improved func~ionand lower prices. 
In addition to the business policy 

shift, IBM also combined a series of tacti
cal product shifts including: (1) for the 
first time in a long while, offering multi
ple competitive models in the same price 
class but customized by market segment. 
For instance, the System/38, the 8100 and 
the 4331 models overlap in price but in
stead of all being "black," one is 
"black," another is "green," and the 
third is "blue" (i.e., one model is better 
at batch, another better at remote stand
alone transaction processing, etc.); (2) the 
pre-inventorying of a new system before 
announcement which results in very fast 
delivery (i.e., the 4331 model has a one 
quarter delivery time); (3) the smaller 
models rather than the bigger models 
again provide the greatest price/perfor
mance improvement vis a vis the prede
cessor IBM system; (4) the co-existence of 
two different price/performance curves in 
the 370 family at the same time (i.e., the 
4300 Series curve versus the 303X price/ 
performance family curve). 

As the underpinnings to its future 
strategy, IBM appears to have set for itself 
the somewhat conflicting objectives of 
maximizing current profit while introduc
ing a new family of systems designed to 
stimulate future growth by creating new 
strata of demand. To achieve these objec
tives, the company must follow a rolling 
product release strategy and at the same 
time gradually lower the per unit data pro
cessing cost in order to make new applica
tions less costly. Simultaneously, IBM 

must transfer a larger share of its system 
profitability away from mainframes and 
memories to other faster growing parts of 
the total system-peripherals, mainte
nance, software, data terminals, etc. 

The logical extension of this strat
egy will most likely result in the unveiling 
over the next two years of at least the 
following new products: (1) the H/Series 
which should offer both a lower price tag 
and at least a 100% power improvement 
over the 303X family, and be based on a ' 
new logic and memory family; (2) new 
improved terminal and front end process
ing units; (3) sometime in the early 1980s, 
a "back end" data storage subsystem that 
can better meet the needs of large data 
based systems users; (4) an improved MVS 

operating system in which the perfor
mance improvements are offered via the 
program package route and are priced sep
arately; and (5) computer building blocks 
for the "office of the future" which can 
easily be integrated into existing systems 
for such applications as electronic mail 
and word processing. 

This time, IBM will be better able 
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to control the changes to its product mix 
so that the, company can use the cash 
proceeds from its older installed base to 
finance the investment required for the 
release of new systems into production, 
which in turn could stimulate longer term 
growth. In a sense, IBM now has the tools 
required to "have its cake and eat it too." 

Translated into specifics, IBM'S 

three year string of shipment gains-
1978, 1979 and 1980-should be great 
enough to ensure the maintenance of 
strong profit growth in 1979 and 1980, on 
top of the company's 14.3% gain in 1978. 
Beyond 1980, the picture is clouded by 
the possibility of a recession and by other 
events which cannot now be foreseen. 

BURROUGHS Over the past five years, 
Burroughs has been able 

to translate an average industry shipment 
and revenue growth trend into a much 
faster rate of profit growth (See Table 1). 
Today, it is operating at the highest pretax 
margin of all the mainframe "dwarfs"-
19.3% in 1978. The company's consistent 
profit growth rate (15% compounded in 
the past five years) was in part the result 
of several favorable influences which may 
not exist in the future because of basic 
changes in the dp industry environment. 
Thus, to sustain its past record-the com
pany's published objective-a new modi
fied strategy will be needed. 

For example, some of the very fa
vorable influences for Burroughs in the 
1974-78 era included: (1) in the early 
'70s, the almost benign neglect by the 
other major mainframe manufacturers to
ward price/performance improvements in 
the low end of the market; (2) the slow 
rate of new product introductions in the 
middle/intermediate mainframe segment 
during the 1975-77 period, which permit
ted Burroughs to extend the life of its 
older systems due in part to the compara
tive efficiency of their software and their 
ease of use; (3) the volume growth in 
Burroughs' older product base was great 
enough for the company to attain average 
shipment growth rates even without suc
cessful volume participation in the upper 
end of the mainframe market; and (4) the 
IBM price/performance umbrella in the 
lower end of the 370 family provided 
some protection for Burroughs' products. 

Since it is unlikely that these fac
tors will exist in the future, especially in 
view of the aggressive assault on the 
minicomputer market by all mainframe 
manufacturers and the newly established 
4300 Series price/performance curve, it 
will be necessary for Burroughs to adopt a 
new strategy. The key components will 
most likely include the following: (1) a 

phased but complete replacement of the 
current product line; (2) a rolling program 
of selective price reductions for its older 
products in order to protect its current 
base; and (3) once the 7800 program is 
out of its production difficulties, a more 
aggressive attack on the large scale sys
tem market. In short, Burroughs will opt 
for function and price changes rather than, 
as in the past, the repricing and repackag
ing of older systems. 

The first example of Burroughs' 
new strategy came on February 27, 1979 
with the announcement of two models in 
the new 900 family. The 900 Series has a 
"micro-modular concurrent" system ar
chitecture and is constructed out of stan
dard off-the-shelf logic elements. Com
pared to their predecessor models, the 
new systems-like the IBM 4300s-are 
significantly cheaper and much more 
powerful. And, for the first time, the op
erating system is unbundled. New models 
to replace the B/80 and any of the B/6800 
family can also be expected later. 

NCR Now that NCR has com-
pleted its corporate reor

ganization, restored an acceptable level of 
profitability in its basic businesses, and 
divested several non-related opeTations, 
the company is well positioned to enter 
the next growth phase-a more aggressive 
participation in the general purpose com
puter business and, probably, an increased 
share of that market. 

In essence, the company's strategy 
is based upon two complementary thrusts. 
First, NCR has hopes to capitalize on the 
fact that its customer base of older sys
tems users now needs to replace obsolete 
terminals, accounting machines, and com
puters with new products. And second, 
NCR will branch out into additional parts 
of the general purpose computer market 
by means of new products, including larg
er sized systems and smaller transaction 
based systems for the distributed data pro
cessing environment. 

The success of the second thrust is 
vital to meeting the company's longer 
term growth goals, primarily because the 
amount of new business that can be gener
ated from NCR'S current user base is not 
great enough to meet the company's tar
gets. Thus, to be successful, NCR must 
now play ball with the big boys. 

In a product sense, NCR'S attack 
machines are the V -8500 and V -8600 
families, and the defense machines are the 
8100/8200 and 8400 models. The 8600 
family is NCR'S first use of lOOK emitter
coupled-logic circuitry and the 64K bit 
memory technology. The V -8600 family 
uses the newly developed virtual resource 



Table 1 

GROWTH OF THE MAJOR MAINFRAME COMPANIES: 1974-78 
($ Million) 

Revenues Profits Value of Product Shipped 
Percent Percent Percent 

1974 1978 Change 1974 1978 Change 1974 1978 Change 
IBM1 $10,500 $17,074 62.6% $2,8002 $5,113 82.6% $7,300 $10,200 39.7% 
Burroughs 
NCR 
Univac 
Control Data 
Honeywell-HIS3 

'Data processing business only. 
20perating income/profit. 

1,532 2,460 60.5 285 475 
1,832 2,610 42.4 141 364 
1,290 2,000 55.0 102 205 
1,100 1,800 63.6 (67) 88 

856 1,293 51.5 342 105 

31ncludes Cii-HB in shipments, excluded in revenues and profits. 
41ncludes peripheral shipments. 

102.1 950 1,375 44.7 
158.1 350 950 72.7 
100.9 850 1,700 100.0 
N/M 6004 975 62.5 

208.8 1,0503 1,490 41.9 

Source: Corporate annual reports and DLJ estimates. 

executive (VRX), a system designed to 
provide both virtual storage and multiple 
virtual machine capabilities. 

While the principal mission of the 
new 8500/8600 system is attack (i.e., 
competitive displacement), it also serves a 
subsidiary purpose as the apogee of the 
NCR base. It provides the NCR user with 
upward compatability and direct file trans
portation from the smaller systems. Thus, 
NCR for the first time in history can offer 
its users a twenty-fold performance up
grading path without the need for repro
gramming. 

In sum, it is clear that NCR's new 
product offering should enable the com
pany to do a better job in the future than it 
has in the past in protecting and upgrading 
its own user base. Successful penetration 
of other market segments in the general 
purpose business will be dependent on the 
effectiveness of the NCR marketing force 
now that it has the necessary product 
tools. The result will tell if the vocational 
marketing reorganization which NCR has 
undergone at great cost over the past four 
years was a success or not. The unknown 
factor in NCR'S future is whether or not 
the company can compete on an equal 
footing in the computer business outside 
its existing user base? 

UNIVAC In 1978, for the first 
time in a decade, Univac 

easily met its ambitio~s shipment, rev
enue and profit targets and was well on its 
way to achieving above-average profit 
margins. The two major sources of this' 
better than expected performance have 
been the phenomenal success of the 1100/ 
80 program and the growing income flow 
from older products. The 1100/80 now 
appears likely to be the greatest revenue 
generator in the company's history, as 

well as its most profitable program. 
But while Univac's growth surged 

in '78, it could be stunted in '79-and all 
because of IBM'S latest announcements. 
Now the key issue is this: given the indi
rect effects of the IBM 4300 Series and of 
the still-to-be-announced H/Series, can 
Univac continue to maintain its share of 
shipments and at the same time meet its 
impressive 15% to 20% profit growth tar
get? 

To satisfy these somewhat con
flicting challenges, a judicious balancing 
act will be required, and one which will 
mandate a new product and lease optimiz
ation strategy, as well as product life ex
tensions. 

Fortunately for Univac, the com
pany is now better positioned than it has 
been in past periods of IBM product/pric
ing shifts. The company possesses a num
ber of tools which, if skillfully used, will 
enable it to come out of this test of fire in 
better shape than when it began. The Uni
vac advantages include: (1) for the first 
time, over 70% of the company's order 
flow is coming from its existing base and 
from larger systems; (2) several of its 
startup ventures which operated in the 
"red" over the past two years will begin 
to become profitable in the 1980-81 peri
od; (3) the five year leasing strategy, ori
ginally designed as a marketing tool, will 
now allow available systems to provide an 
upgrading path for the Univac product 
base; and (4) Univac has several new sys
tems/products in advanced R&D stages 
which can' be released into volume pro
duction such that the time lag between the 
new Univac models and new IBM products 
will be much less than it has been in the 
past. 

Given the Univac goals and the 
changing dp market environment, Univac 

is expected to continue to support the 
three different product families-the 1100 
Series, the 90 Series and the minicom
puter family. In addition, the following 
products are anticipated between now and 
1982: (1) a microprocessor-based system 
as a replacement for the dated 11 00/ 1 0 
family and based on a unique form of 
system architeGture; (2) first a "midlife 
kicker" for the 1100/80 in 1980-81, and 
then a super 1100/80 in 1981-83-both 
incorporating VLSI technology and using 
the existing OS/1100 software; (3) a dou
ble density 3350 type disk from ISS with 
the possibility of thin film heads in 1981; 
and (4) the gradual unbundling of its soft
ware in order to recapture some of the 
revenue which will be lost in necessary 
memory and price reductions. 

If skillfully executed, the combi
nation of phased new product releases and 
a financial lease optimization strategy 
could enable Univac to meet its growth 
target. That's contingent, however, on 
two external events occurring: (1) that the 
H/Series is not announced until late 1979 
or later; and (2) that the normal recession
related slowing of orders occurs, as it has 
in the past, with a normal delay of about 
six to 12 months, especially overseas. 
(Univac gets about half of its volume 
overseas.) If such is the case, by 1980 
Univac could translate its existing large 
order backlog into a substantially higher 
revenue level that will permit it to operate 
at an improved degree of profitability 
even with a lower rate of order growth. 

CONTROL 
DATA 

Control Data, of all 
IBM'S mainframe com
petitors, is in the best 

position today to weather change, as con
trasted with its position in the past when 
the company was the most vulnerable. 
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Dataware Translators 
meet the needs 
of a changing 

Computer Industry 

Dataware's conversion approach 
provides the major solution to 
management's conversion 
problems and facilitates the 
recovery of the initial capital invest
ment in systems development. 

RPG/RPG II to COBOL 
Converts RPG and RPG II programs to 
the industry standard ANS COBOL. The 
translator achieves an extremely high 
percentage of a,utomatic conversion 
(approaching 100%) of the source code. 

Circle 151 on Reader Card 

PL/1 to COBOL 
Automatically converts from IBM PL/1 
to ANS COBOL. The Translator is 
capable of handling IBM OS or DOS (48 
or 60 character set) source programs as 
input. 

Circle 152 on Reader Card 

RPG/RPG II to PL/1 
Converts RPG and RPG " programs to an 
optimized PLl1. The translator achieves 
an extremely high percentage of 
automatic conversion (approaching 
100%) of the source code. 

Circle 153 on Reader Card 

AUTOCODERISPS to COBOL 
Automatically converts a high percen
tage of SPS/1400 Autocoder source 
code to ANS COBOL. 
The Translator converts from: 

• IBM 1401 } can be mixed 
in a single 

• IBM 1401 SPS source program 

• IBM 1440 • IBM 1410 
• IBM 1460 • IBM 7010 

Circle 154 on Reader Card 

• (Any) COBOL to (Any) COBOL 
Circle 155 on Reader Card 

• EASYCODER/TRAN to COBOL 
Circle 156 on Reader Card 

• AUTOCODER (7070) to COBOL 
Circle 157 on Reader Card 

• BALI ALC to COBOL 
Circle 158 on Reader Card 

For more information on our translators, 
please write or call today. 

The Conversion Software People 

~ Buffalo. New York 14217 B 
oat:aware, Inc. 
2565 Elmwood Avenue 

~ Phone: (716) 876-8722 
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After a great deal of experimentation, 
Control Data has evolved a successful 
strategy for continued participation in the 
industry. At present, the approach is built 
around three distinct points: (1) becoming 
one of the leading suppliers of peripheral 
equipment in the oem market; (2) continu
ing growth in the data series industry; and 
(3) a selective but highly focused partici
pation in part of the mainframe business. 

The company's overall approach
a legacy of its past boom/bust cycle-is to 
compete aggressively only in those appli
cation/market segments in which the com
bination of the processing requirement 
and the company's hardware/software ca
pabilities gives CDC'S product offering an 
edge over other more general purpose sys
tems (Le., the large scale scientific/engi
neering markets). 

To accomplish its strategy, the 
company is taking a twofold approach. 
First, it is replacing the older, smaller 
Cyber models with a new model based on 
the latest logic and memory circuitry. And 
second, it is significantly improving the 
vector processing capability of the Cyber/ 
203 family. The need of the aged 6600 
user base for more capacity and the accel
erated growth in the large scale scientific 
market are together providing the com
pany with a market niche which is large 
enough to meet the company's shipment 
goals. 

Through diversification and selec
tive participation in a small but rapidly 
growing part of the mainframe industry, 
Control Data has established the founda
tion for a solid stance in the industry de
spite the company's low absolute share of 
the mainframe business. 

HONEYWELL Honeywell is once again 
on a fast track in its 

computer operations. After what seemed 
to be the labors of Hercules in rationaliz
ing the diverse product strategy and reor
ganizing the structure of its computer op
erations, the company ·has reported strong 
1978 results that indicate the effort was 
successful. Measured on a worldwide ba
sis, the computer operations last year had 
one of the best rates of shipment and rev
enue growth in. the mainframe industry
both exceeding 25%, Greater than expect
ed shipments of minicomputers and large 
scale systems were the principal sources 
of the gain. 

Given the company's peculiar or
ganizational and product characteristics, it 
is likely that in the immediate future 
Honeywell must follow a two-sided busi
ness/product stragety. First, it must con
tinue to expand the breadth of its two 
most successfulproduct families-the lev-

el/66 and level/6-with one evolving 
down the price spectrum and the other 
going up. Second, in order to realize the 
latent cash profit potential of the older 
lease base, it will be necessary at the 

. same time to update the price/performance 
of the older level/62 and level/64 families. 
Thus, at least until some time in the early 
1980s, Honeywell must continue to pro
duce and market several overlapping 
product families. 

Now that Honeywell's computer 
operations have at last restored the level 
of profitability desired by corporate man
agement, it is likely that the company will 
return to its historical free-wheeling pat
tern of aggressive market competition and 
attempt once again to capture a shipment 
share equal to its share of the installed 
base, about 8%. 

It isn't likely that 1978 shipment 
performance was a "flash in the pan," 
and the probability is great that with skill
ful strategic execution Honeywell can 
continue to attain its historical shipment 
share in the future. Factors that should 
assist the company in achieving its ship
ment goals are the size and age of the 
existing Honeywell user base, its users' 
needs for increased capacity, and the 
company's improved position in three of 
the fastest growing market segments-ter
minals, minicomputers, and large s ys
tems. 

The translation of shipment growth 
into continuing profit margin improve
ment will be more difficult in view of the 
changes in the industry and the costs asso
ciated with supporting diverse product 
lines. That objective can be met, howev
er, if Honeywell's product lines remain 
price/performance competitive with those 
of the other mainframers and if Hon
eywell manages the migration of its in
stalled base better than it has in the past. (f 

MICHAEL J. GERAN 
For the past five 
years, Mr. Geran 
has observed the 
computer industry 
from the vantage 
point of Wall Street 
where he is 
currently the 
analyst re

sponsible for the computer industry 
at Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette 
Securities. Prior to his move to Wall 
Street, Mr. Geran was involved in 
market planning, product planning 
and financial analysis with several 
computer companies, including IBM, 

Univac and General Electric. 



Alillost perfect. 
Our new ADM-42 doesn't have 

quite everything .. But it comes so close, 
you might never notice. 

Because it's a complete, semi
intelligent terminal for just about any 
application you can name. And it 
does just what you want it to do, just 
when you want it done. 

The ADM-42 is completely self
contained, and provides you with flex
ibility of format, security, editing, 
interface, and transmission. It also 
features a full two-page display as 
standard equipment. Not as an 
option. And it comes with a truly 
staggering array of options. 

THE MORE YOU USE IT, 
THE SMARTER IT SEEMS. 

We gave the ADM-42 a bright, 
easy-to-read 2000 character display. 
A full 128 ASCII character set. 16 
function keys for 32 separate com
mands. And five separate cursor 
control keys. 

The 42's behavior modification 
gives you a factory installed person
ality for an alternative ESC sequence 
lead-in -in addition to the standard 

ESC. And End Block character. A New 
Line character sequence. A field 
separator. And even a function 
sequence preamble. 

Its status displays on the screen 
give you a conveniently wide range 
of information at a glance. While its 
special symbols indicate the entry of 
control characters in memory. Also, 
all control characters can be stored 
using the escape sequence or pro
gram mode. And the Field Protect 
Mode allows rapid data entry into 
forms or instruction pages. 

THE ADM-42 WILL 
HAND YOU ANOTHER LINE. 

The terminal's displayed data is 
formatted in 24 lines per page, 80 
characters per line. And, to top it 
off, it comes with a 25th line estab
lished and reserved exclusively for 
status indicators and messages 
of up to 79 characters. 

As if all this weren't enough, the 
ADM-42 has an impressive list of 
options. Like synchronous transmis
sion with various line protocols. An 
extended memory capable of adding 

data space up to a maximum of 8 
pages. And programmable function 
keys, to name but a few. 

THE ADM-42 IS ONE 
TOUGH ACT TO FOLLOW. 

The ADM-42 has just about every
thing. Including a microprocessor 
that increases reliability and ease of 
operation. Any way you look at it, in 
fact, it's one pretty smart buy. 

So if you're thinking of upgrading 
to a more intelligent terminal, at a 
more than reasonable price, call us 
today. Or better yet, contact your 
local distributor. 

We'll show you how easy it is to 
move up to the ADM-42. 

The terminal that's so smart, you'll 
swear it's got a mind of its own. 

ADm 1.2 
Getting smarter 
all the time. 

I~ LEAR SIEGLER, INC. ~I DATA PRODUCTS DIVISION 

Lear Siegler; Inc.lData Products Division, 714 Brookhurst Street, Anaheim, CA 92803; (800) 854-3805. In California (714) 774-1010. TWX: 910-591-1157 Telex: 65-5444. 
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If you are an out.tandingly .ucce .. ful 
computer Indu.try .ale.per.on, or a truly 
dedicated technical .peciali.t, we're In
tere.ted In youl ADP I. the world'. leading 
Independent computer .ervice. corpora
tion. A. the Network Service. Dlvi.lon of 

I ADP, we provide Information manage
ment .y.tem. for Fortune 1000 corpora
tion. and major financial and governmen
tal In.tltutlon •• Our 70 office. worldwide 
and over 200 computer. are linked togeth
er In a communication. network which 
.erve. our client., and we have recently 
announced the ADP/On.lte Service, an 
Indu.try breakthrough which provide., at 
the client'. .Ite, remote computing for 
large u.er. of time.haring. We are cur
rently looking for per.on. who can pro
vide u. with leader.hlp throughout the 
1980'. In the following po.ltion.: 

MARKETING MANAGERS 
• MARKETING REPRESENTATIVES 

• TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS 
For the.e profe .. lonal po.ltlon., we offer career path. leading to 
Increa.lng marketing or technical re.pon.ibility, and excellent com
pen .. tlon and benefit. package. which reward .ale. and technical 
leeder.hlp. 

It you .r. ch.lI.nged by th ••• opportunltl •• , pl •••• 
Hnd your r •• urn. In confld.nc. or c.lI: 

Carl H. Sandberg ,Manager of Manpower Development 
3:t3-769-6800,ext 659 or 800-521";3166 (toll free) 

~ Network Services Inc. 
180 Jackson PI~za 
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This Publication 
is Available in 

MICROFORM 

FOR INFORMATION 

WRITE: 

University Microfilms International 
Dept. F.A. 
300 North Zeeb Road 
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 
U.S.A. 

Dept. F.A. 
18 Bedford Row 
London, We1 R 4EJ 
England 
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1979 MAINFRAME USER l=:==~/ 
SURVEY AVAILABLE NOW.!~.rj, 
The 4th annual comprehensive analysis of EDP users' present Return to: !f'~ 
~:f~r~!i~~~~:~~:;1~~~t~~~:~g~~~~~:;~~!;d!?:J~7!~1 ~:~a~~~~~;::~~Zine tl~;cl£;4 
as well as computer users themselves. Greenwich, CT 06830 ":t_,>, -~'t::~;;;;:~(~:~ 
INSTALLATION PLANS OVER THE NEXT TWO YEARS. • • ____________ ~!~'~i,'::' '=d'~."'"i,-c",,,,, L_ 

Over 5,800 user sites with nearly $5.5 billion worth of systems ORDER YOUR 1979 MAINFRAME USER SURVEY NOW ••• 
installed in the U.S. provide detailed answers about their plans 0 Bill me: $790. (plus postage and handling) 
to take delivery of 2,954 mainframe systems, valued at $2.5 
billion, plus 74,712 add-on disks, tapes ahd terminals, and 572 0 Payment enclosed: $750. (postage paid) 
million bytes of memory. (Pay now . .. save $40. plus postage and handling costs) 
FIVE SURVEYS IN ONE. • . Multiple copy prices available, call for further informa
With a penetrating look at the plans of IBM, Burroughs, 
Honeywell, Univac and NCR user bases ... 1979/80 order 
profile for the 4300's and 303X's ... all other systems ... 
prinCipal peripherals ... purchase-vs-Iease decisions ... plans 
to sell used computers ... buying intentions for plug-compati-
ble CPU's, peripherals and minicomputers ... network imple
mentation plans ... operating systems and packaged software 
usage ... 1979 EDP budget plans and a "look ahead" to 1980. 

CALL FOR COMPLIMENTARY PROFILE OF MAINFRAME SURVEY 
RESPONDENTS ..• 
We've reproduced several tables and charts from the full 300 
page report, and they're yours for the asking. Just call Dorothy 
Chamberlin (203) 661-0055. 
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tion. 
o Please send copy of complimentary Profile of Mainframe 

Survey Respondents 

Please 
complete: 

Signature __ ._. ____________ _ 

Name ___________________ _ 

Title ________ _ Tel. _______ _ 

Company _____________ _ 

Street ___ __ ... __ _ 

City/State/Zip ________ -----_ 

-----------------------DA 



Plotting ~stemCPS-ll 

Digital plotter and 
microprocessor based controller 
combine to provide 
high perfonnance 
plouing 
The C¢MPL.¢r® CPS-11 is a plotter and plotter 
controller designed to meet your plotting ap
plications ... whether on line or remote. 

The field proven plotter incorporated in the 
CPS-11 gives you the highest resolution of 
any 11" digital plotter on the market today-
4 switch selectable step sizes (in English or 
Metric) ranging from 200 to 1000 incre
mentslinch. The pen moves at a remarkable 
rate of 4000 steps per second (240,000 steps 
per minute). The flat plotting surface and Z 
fold paper let you see what you're plotting 
while it's being plotted. 

The plotter controller utilizes a microprocessor 
to provide automatic detection and cor
rection of transmission errors, local genera
tion of alphanumeric characters, circular 
buffer memory, and gr.eatly simplified host 
computer software. The controller can either 
operate the plotter remotely from a host 
computer or serve as a sophisticated compu
ter interface - whichever fits your specific ap
plication. 

For complete information on how the CPS-11 
can upgrade your plotting capabilities for 
only $5,390~call or write Houston Instrument, 
One Houston Square, Austin, Texas 78753. 
(512) 873-2620. For rush literature requests or 
sales office information, persons outside 
Texas call toll free 1-800-531-5205. In Europe 
contact Houston Instrument, Rochesterlaan 6 
8240 Gistel Belgium, phone (059) 27 74 45. 

Visit us at the NCC, booth 2232 

h n I DIVISION OF BAUSCH & LOMB 0 
Instrument 

"the graphics - recorder company" 

• U.S. Domestic Price Only 

CIRCLE 80 ON READER CARD ® Registered Trademark of Houston Instrument 
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Communications networking in the '80s will be a very 
competitive business; users will reap the benefits. 

by Winston E. Himsworth 

Within the next few years, communica
tions users in the United States will be 
able to choose among a significantly 
broader range of network services to meet 
their voice, video and data communica
tions applications needs. Some of these 
services have been introduced already and 
will evolve still further. Others have only 
been announced. 

Unless unduly delayed by regula
tory or judicial actions, three brand new 
network service offerings will be available 
by 1981. They are: 
eAcs-Advanced Communications Ser

vice, a data communications net
work proposed by the Bell Sys
tem. 

eSBs-Satellite Business Systems, a total 
communications network proposed 
by a joint venture of IBM, Comsat, 
and Aetna Life and Casualty. 

eXTEN-Xerox Telecommunications Net
work, an electronic message ser
vice proposed by Xerox. 

EXISTING 
AND 
EVOLVING 
NETS 

One mistake often made 
in assessing the likely 
impact of ACS, SBS or 
XTEN is to view them in 
isolation, neglecting 

their relationships to each other and to a 
variety of other network services which 
exist today and are growing in number, 
size and sophistication. A brief descrip
tion of these existing and evolving net
works is provided below. 
e The telephone message toll network is 
already many times larger than anything 
being proposed. It is being enhanced with 
electronic switching and digital transmis
sion facilities. 

NE 
NO MISSING LINKS 

e Bell System offerings for internal cor
porate networks are being upgraded with 
new software packages for their el,ectronic 
switching offices, and Dimension PBX'S. 
e Western Union is_ integrating a host of 
services using new data switches, an ex
tensive microwave system, its WESTAR 
satellites, and its own local distribution 
facilities. A second generation digital sat
ellite system will be added in the early 
'80s. 
e Specialized common carriers like MCI, 
Southern Pacific Communications, and 
subsidiaries of ITT are offering both pri
vate line and switched communications 
services. 
e Intelligent network services like Tele
net, Tymnet, and Graphnet are serving the 
data communications or facsimile mar
kets. 
e American Satellite, a subsidiary of 
Fairchild Industries, is using satellite fa
cilities to provide 56 Kbps data services 
linking corporate computer centers on a 
rooftop-to-rooftop basis. 
e RCA and Westen Union domestic satel
lites are already used extensively for vid
eo distribution. More than half their ca
pacity is dedicated to feeding multiple tv 
programs to more than 700 cable televi
sion systems and 150 tv stations. Addi
tional distribution services are planned for 
hotel/motel chains, radio broadcasters, 
and the news services. 
e Multi-point Distribution Service (MDS) 
is an omni-directional, 6 MHZ radio trans
mission service already in operation or 
licensed in over 100 major U. S. cities, in 
many cases linked nationwide by satellite. 
Although used today primarily for pay 
television distribution, the system with 
minor rule changes could be used for a 
variety of communications applications, 
much as proposed by Xerox in its XTEN 
service. 

e Communications users have for years 
built their own data networks using a vari
ety of multiplexing and concentrating 
equipment. Now they are also developing 
their own networks for administrative 
(voice, fax) communications using com
puterized PBX'S or tandem switches pro
vided by such vendors as Rolm or North
ern Telecom. Some are even planning to 
integrate their administrative and data nets 
via these programmable switches. 

While these existing network ser
vices may not yet offer all the capability 
promised by the three new networks, they 
are already serving what will continue to 
be the biggest sectors of the communica
tions market in the next decade. It is 
against this backdrop of existing services, 
which are becoming increasingly sophisti
cated and cost effective, that the three 
new networks must be analyzed. 

SATELLITE 
BUSINESS 
SYSTEMS 

SBS is designed to pro
vide a total communica
tions network service to 
multilocation corpora

tions and government agencies. As such, 
it's not just a data communications ser
vice. In fact, in the early years, it is pro
jected that at least 75% of the communi
cations traffic on the SBS system will be 
voice. The other 25% would be made up 
of high speed data for facsimile, computer 
and data terminal traffic, and teleconfer
encing applications. The basic plan is to 
use satellite transmissions with earth sta
tions directly on-site at customer loca
tions. These earth stations will not be par
ticularly inexpensive and, contrary to 
earlier expectations, they will not be par
ticularly small. They will use 5 and 7 
meter diameter antennas and, with related 
communication integrating electronics, 
will likely cost in excess of $500,000. 

The service SBS is proposing is to 
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be the' 'Cadillac" of the communications 
business. It is a flLxible system designed 
so the user's bandwidth can be dynamical
ly allocated. A given communications ca
pacity can be used during the day to de
rive a number of voice or data channels, 
or recombined at night to provide a single 
high speed data link for bulk file transfer. 
The capacity can also be reassigned dyna
mically between any of the network points 
in accordance with changing traffic re
quirements. 

The high capacity and flexibility 
will be of great interest to SBS' expec ted 
market-those users with the largest com
munications requirements. Not surprising
ly, those coveted top 200 or so companies 
and governmental organizations are the 
cream of IBM'S (and. AT&T'S) existing 
business. 

SBS hopes to launch its first satellite 
in 1980, and begin operation by 1981. 
Whether or not it can meet these sched
ules is presently in question. Shortly after 
the Federal Communications Commission 
(FCC) gave a go-ahead to SBS' plans in 
early 1977, that decision was contested in 
the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia by AT&T, Western 
Union, Fairchild Industries, the Justice 
Department, and the Federal Trade Com
mission. The petitioners contended the 
FCC had not properly discharged its anti
trust policing responsibility for the com
mon carrier industry. In August of last 
year, the Circuit Court agreed, and re
versed the grant of authority to SBS. The 
court also remanded the case to the FCC 

for further consideration as appropriate. 
At this writing, the FCC and SBS have ap
pealed to the Circuit Court "en banc" 
and, if that appeal is unsuccessful, might 
then appeal to the Supreme Court. Should 
those appeals be denied, there is the pos
sibility the FCC may then be forced to 
conduct lengthy "full evidentiary hear
ings" which could impact the operational 
schedule of SBS. 

To really understand SBS, it is nec
essary to understand its economics and, in 
particular, to recognize that the key is 
really not the costs of satellites, dedicated 
earth stations and dynamic bandwidth al
location. The real economics of SBS will 
be determined by system utilization. Most 
existing communications systems, and 
particularly the telephone network, are 
subject to severe usage fluctuations result
ing from business calling patterns. System 
loading often looks like that shown in 
Figure 1, with morning and afternoon 
peaks" and virtually no usage outside the 
normal business day. 

SBS' goal is to build a network 
aimed at specific customers and for spe-
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Fig. 1 
Typical Voice Communications Usage 

Usage 

gam Noon 5pm Time of Day 

Fig.2 
SBS Usage Objective 

Usage 

Video 

Data 

Facsimile 

gam Noon .5pm Time of Day 

cific applications so as to significantly im
prove system utilization. As shown in 
Figure 2, SBS hopes to fill in the usage 
valleys with high speed data, facsimile, 
and teleconferencing. 

Such advanced or developing ap
plications are the heart of the SBS strategy 
and also constitute the major reason IBM is 
involved. The biggest questions for SBS in 
the early '80s, however, will be how long 
it will take to develop user demand for 
these new applications, and whether nec
essary auxiliary equipment will be avail
able. Additional problems to be faced by 
SBS include rumored cost escalation of the 
earth terminals, delays of the launch vehi-

cle-the space shuttle, availability of suf
ficient orbital satellite space, and, of 
course, resolution of the regulatory and 
judicial concerns mentioned earlier. 

Of all the communications net
work services planned for the 1980s, both 
proposed and evolving, SBS represents the 
most ambitious and, from a business 
viewpoint, the most risky. 
XEROX . XTEN, the most recently 
TELECOM anno~nce~ system, is to 
NETWORK ?e pnmanly an e.lectron-

IC message serVIce, but 
is also designed to serve new applications 
using high speed data communications. 
Such applications are document process-
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Of all the nets planned for the '80s, SBS repr~sents the most 
ambitious and, from a business viewpoint, the most risky. 

ing and distribution, data transmission, 
and slow-scan teleconferencing. 

Like SBS, XTEN is proposing a na
tionwide satellite-based system to be oper
ational in 1981. The unique aspect of 
XTEN, however, is its intracity local distri
bution plan using economical microwave 
transceivers operating in the 10 GHZ 
range. Users will communicate from their 
business locations via this microwave ser
vice to hubbing points within their city. 
These hubs will in turn connect to an 
earth station per city, which will provide 
intercity service via the satellite. The local 
distribution system would work like a 
high speed party line or packet communi
cations system transmitting at 256 Kbps. 

XTEN is aimed at a somewhat 
broader market than SBS. In a market 
study that Xerox conducted, the company 
found 900 corporations in the U. S. with 
more than 50 domestic locations, and sev
eral thousand with more than 20 loca
tions. The 200 city network that Xerox 
envisions for XTEN could reach 70% of 
these locations. The Xerox approach, 
then, is city-oriented while that of SBS is 
customer-oriented. SBS will serve all 
forms of communications and does not 
have to worry about what city a customer 
is in since individual earth terminals can 
be placed at whatever customer location is 
to be served. XTEN, on the other hand, 
plans to put one earth station in each of 
the cities it serves and then distribute lo
cally with terrestrial microwave. This 
means that the XTEN terminals will be 
much less expensive (several thousand 
dollars versus several hundred thousand) 
and geared to a broader market. 

For example, the Xerox study 
showed that for these multilocation com
panies, 80% of the locations had 50 or 
less employees. That means that there is 
probably not enough communications traf
fic at most of these locations to support a 
very expensive SBS terminal whereas an 
XTEN terminal might be cost justified. 
Thus, XTEN offers a much more evolution
ary and less risky approach to the market 
development of new high speed applica
tions. 

The major problem for XTEN is 
regulatory. Xerox has asked the FCC to 
assign 130 MHz of the frequency spectrum 
for services of this type, of which XTEN 
would initially use one-tenth, with the re
mainder available for other prospective 
market entrants. 

While Xerox claims that most of 
the frequency use problems can be re
solved, the issue creates planning prob
lems for XTEN. Others in the communica
tions industry have voiced opposition to 
XTEN, and at least one non-traditional op-
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ponent has recently emerged. Litton In
dustries would like to see the requested 
frequencies reserved for, of all things, mi
crowave cooking products. Although fall
back frequencies are a possibility, XTEN 
may not know until close to its 1981 pro
posed implementation date exactly what 
frequencies will be available. 

Aside from this problem, XTEN ap
pears to be a well thought out plan to 
serve specific new communications mar
kets with a system that can evolve eco
nomically as the demand builds. 
ADVANCED The third newly pro-
COMMUNI- pose~ network for t~e 

'80s IS AT&T's ACS. ThIs 
CATIONS is an intelligent data net-
SERVICE work that will initially 
concentrate on more traditional data com
munications applications, and at much 
lower speeds (9600 bps) than in either the 
SBS or XTEN networks, although ACS can 
provide some capability for selected cus
tomers to go to 56 Kbps. 

ACS is to be implemented using min
icomputers at network nodes to add intel
ligence to existing AT&T intercity digital 
facilities. The unique aspect of ACS is. its 
offering of many communications pro
cessing functions above and beyond sim
ple transmission. This goal reflects the 
findings of AT&T marketing studies, which 
show that the proportion of the data com
munications market attributable to I/O de
vices and communications processing is 
growing, while the transmission portion 
(in relative terms) is shrinking. ACS will 
be offering services such as speed and 
code conversion so that it can support, 
and make interchangeable, transmissions 
between a variety of terminals-initially 
some 450 different terminal types. ACS 
will provide store-and-forward function, 
flexible addressing, and will allow corpo
rations to establish sub-networks under 
their own control. As such, ACS is aimed 
at a broad base of potential customers, 
large and small data users alike. 

The processing aspects of ACS are 
its biggest regulatory hurdle. The major 
question is how many of the functions to 
be built into ACS are data processing in 
nature as opposed to communications. It 
is important in terms of FCC policy and the 
1956 Consent Decree which presently 
limit AT&T to regulated communications 
services. It is certainly true that many of 
the intelligent options of ACS are currently 
being handled by data processing indus
try-supplied equipment in the form of in
telligent terminals, remote data entry sys
tems, and general data processing 
systems. But are these dp-related options 
incidental to the offering of ACS as a com
munications service? 

The issues are profound and com
plex; there are several possible resolu
tions; the interested forces are consider
able and powerful. It is not at all clear as 
to how, when and in what form ACS may 
come to market. A complete resolution 
will require a new FCC policy (long under
way and overdue) on the convergence of 
communications and data processing, and 
may even require congressional involve
ment to ease the 1956 Consent Decree 
constraints. 

Although AT&T has recently re
ported some software problems in the ACS 
system, the service could be implemented 
for internal AT&T use on a modest scale 
before yearend 1979. Full development, 
and regulatory approval, required for 
commercial introduction may not be forth
coming until 1981, if then. By choosing 
to adapt its system to today's equipment 
types and applications, AT&T has chosen 
an evolutionary and less risky approach to 
communications in the '80s. 

COMPETI
TION 
ABOUNDS 

Communications 
networking in the '80s 
will be a very competi
tive business. Users will 

be in the enviable position of being able 
to select from an array of options not only 
to improve their existing businesses but to 
develop a variety of new applications. 
ACS, SBS, and XTEN are but three new 
services, already announced, that are like
ly to be available within the next decade. 
More new offerings can be expected, but 
users should not discount the many exist
ing network services which can handle 
their voice, video and data needs and 
which are growing in both size and so
phistication. "* 

WINSTON E. HIMSWORTH 
Mr. Himsworth is a 
vice president of 
Salomon Brothers, 
with research 
responsibilities in 
the company's 
Industry and Stock 
Research 
Department. 
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systems, and for three years at IBM 
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operations. 
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In two to three years, all mainframe and mini 
vendors will offer WP products. 

MIlD 
A 
IN TOt 
by Amy D. W»hl 

The only unchanging parameter in the 
word processing market is that it always 
changes. In the past few years, we have 
gone from a market where the typical sys
tem was an automatic typewriter with 
5 ,000 characters of storage on magnetic 
card to a whole new world where the 
typical system has a multiline display, 
high capacity random access media (gen
erally one or two 250,000+ character 
floppy disks) and a fast daisy wheel print
er. Also, we have moved from a market 
where most products were hardwired and 
difficult to improve to a world where 
many products are software programma
ble and may be enhanced readily by new 
software. 

The focus of users has changed, 
too. At one time, word processors were 
viewed as very clever typewriters that 
could output at high speeds without mak
ing mistakes. (In some cases, what they 
really did was let us mail our mistakes 
faster!) Now, many users look to word 
processors as the basis for a whole series 
of sweeping changes from the manual or 
semi manual office of today to the auto
mated office of some not-very-distant fu
ture. They see these enhanced "typewrit
ers" providing such functions as 
communications (from messages to full 
electronic mail capability), administrative 
support (through the ability to handle cal
endars, schedules and files), and as an 
interface to data processing capabilities 
(both as a data entry terminal and as a 
"window" into the giant electronic files 
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stored within the computer)-all this in 
addition to text editing. 
THE MAJOR IBM continues to have 
CONTEND- the lar~est share of this 

expandmg market, al
ERS though that share has de
clined in recent years. With its huge in
stalled base of older mag card-based 
equipment to protect, some of IBM'S 

newer announcements have been aimed at 
integrating with this mag card market, 
rather than breaking completely new 
ground. Nevertheless, the company offers 
a relatively full line of products, from the 
new "super typewriter" IBM Electronic 
Typewriter, through memory typewriters 
and armies of mag card models, through 
its old os 6 product line and its bright new 
6670 copier/printer. Also IBM'S Data Pro
ducts Division (OPO) offers a shared logic 
word processing product, the IBM 3730. 
The General Systems Division (OSO) does 
not currently market a word processing 
product, although the Office Products Di
vision (OPO) offers word processing on the 
standalone oso wp/32. Also, independent 
software houses offer word processing on 
oso's System/34. 

IBM has left some attractive spaces, 
which a number of firms have rushed to 
fill. For instance, Xerox has a large share 
of the word processing market, with pro
ducts in both the non-display, the standa
lone display (partial-line and full-page) 
and shared logic portions of the market. 
Exxon Enterprises, through its Exxon In
formation Systems Division, has already 
managed to secure a significant share of 
the display-based word processing market 
through its Vydec division. But Exxon 
has other strings to its bow, and this may 
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well be the year that its Qyx division 
starts making substantial shipments of its 
five levels of super typewriter-to-word 
processing systems. This innovative prod
uct line has already significantly influ
enced the direction of new word process
ing announcements through downward 
pricing and emphasis on modularity and 
upgradeability. 

Wang Laboratories was the flash
iest performer in the word processing 
market last year. It seems the company is 
not planning to stand still in 1979 either! 
Wang entered the market quietly with a 
line of largly me-too cassette-based pro
ducts. However, in 1976 Wang changed 
its stance with the announcement of the 
WPS line of standalone, cluster, and shared 
logic systems. Subsequent product en
hancements and additional product an
nouncements have broadened the Wang 
offering to one of the largest in the indus
try. It now has two product lines-wps 
and OIs-with OIS offering larger configu
rations, more storage, and more process- . 
ing power. OIS may also offer full data 
processing power through a BASIC option 
and a high speed copier/printer. Addition
al goodies are expected soon. Wang has 
been so successful with its product line 
that the company is believed to now have 
the largest installed base of display word 
processors in the industry. 

Lanier Business Products, a front
runner in the dictation business, entered 
the word processing market in 1976 
through acquisition of the American mar
keting rights to the AES products, manu
factured in Canada. Through a series of 
complex financial deals, Lanier now is a 
minority participant in a firm which man-
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With enormous and expanding dollars at stake, a 
festival-like mood prevails in WP. 

ufactures the L TE-1 and 2 and the No 
Problem, a highly successful display
based word processing system (distin
guished by its ads, which never mention 
word processing at all, just easy typing). 
It also markets the Wordplex standalone 
and shared logic systems. Lanier has man
aged to capture a remarkable part of the 
market, given the short period since its 
entry. 

Burroughs' Redactron division 
was once a mighty Number Two in word 
processing, but has become a low-profile 
firm since its acquisition. Redactron mar
kets a line of mechanical and display
based word processing products that con
tinue to be attractive, particularly in the 
implementation of user-oriented features. 
Recently, Burroughs announced the for
mation of an office automation division 
(including Redactron and its facsimile 
group), and we suspect that further an
nouncements are likely to follow over the 
next few years. 

In fact, nearly every computer 
manufacturer-large or small-has recog
nized word processing and office automa
tion as a large, attractive market. At every 
office automation conference, large num
bers of computer vendor planners can be 
observed taking notes and talking to po
tential customers. It is likely that over the 
next two to three years virtually all of the 
major mainframe and minicomputer ven
dors will have at least some offerings in 
this area. 

REPRO 
FIRMS 
TACKLE WP 

Addressograph Multi
graph, now AM Interna
tional, entered the word 
processing marketplace 

via the acquisition route. It followed early 
acquisitions up with product refinement, 
the building of a marketing team and 
now, in 1978, the acquisition of the J ac
quard word and data processing product 
line. AM has vowed that it is in the busi
ness to stay and that it expects to be at the 
forefront of the information processing in
dustry. 

A.B. Dick is often thought of in 
the same breath as AM, primarily because 
of the firms' heated rivalry in the repro
graphics industry. A.B. Dick entered 
word processing before AM, with the an
nouncement of the Magna I, an IBM-com
patible mechanical standalone. The com
pany has since amplified its product line 
with a partial-line display product, the 
Magna II, and a shared logic cluster sys
tem, the Magna SL. British G.E. recently 
acquired A.B. Dick to provide it with an 
entree into the office automation market. 
This is likely to be another long-term con
tender. 

Among other computer vendors 
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that offer word processing products, we 
would want to be sure to include: 
e Digital Equipment Corporation, the 
most powerful minicomputer vendor, has 
a broad line of word processing products 
including standalone and shared logic 
word processing-only plus combined dp/ 
wp systems. DEC does not yet seem to 
have made a significant dent in the word 
processing market, but this is probably a 
matter of time rather than of capability. It 
is one of the computer firms that has the 
resources to offer powerful, broadly avail
able, full-function office automation sys
tems. 
e Raytheon acquired Lexitron several 
years ago, as the small display-based ven
dor was in the throes of trying to convert 
from a cassette-based line to a diskette
based line. Diskette systems are now 
available and first attempts at a jointly
produced, multi-function system may ap
pear as early as this year. Lexitron was 
once one of the forerunners in the display 
portion of the word processing market and 
it is likely that it plans for another try at 
that position. 
eFour-Phase entered word processing by 
announcing applications software for an 
existing data entry system. With refine
ments to that software-and availability 
of a multifunction (data entry/data pro
cessing/word processing) system, Four
Phase is likely to attract customers who 
are interested in performing multiple func
tions on a single system. 
e Basic Four entered word processing in 
a slightly different way, by adding special 
full-page terminals and applications soft
ware to its small computer systems. Not 
intended for word processing-only envi
ronments, the systems are likely to appeal 
to businesses which wish to add word 
processing to their dp system-or pur
chase a multi-function system. 

There are still other vendors worth 
mentioning. CPT is representative of the 
small independent manufacturer which 
faces and overcomes all difficulties in 
making it to the forefront of a highly com
petitive market. CPT blazed its trail with 
low-end cassette-based equipment. In the 
past few years, it has introduced a line of 
full- and partial-page crt equipment and 
met with remarkable success. Every
body's favorite for an acquisition candi
date, CPT is likely to remain on its own for 
some time-it's just a little too successful 
for most acquisition shoppers. 

SOME 
COMERS 

Olivetti, long a quiet 
(and far-back) contender 
in this market, has re

cently changed its image with a series of 
inexpensive, high-performance systems. 
In addition to the 401 and 501 (a memory 

typewriter-like system and a dual diskette 
word and record processor), it has recent
ly announced a line of electronic typewrit
ers that have elicited much favorable at
tention. 

Two small firms are also well 
worth noting. Artec sells a single or dual 
diskette partial-line system which offers a 
lot of power for its relatively low price. 
The firm now offers leasing via Grey
hound Computer Leasing and is expected 
to announce enhanced systems in the next 
year. NBI (rumor says that stands for 
Nothing But Initials) has a line of single 
and dual diskette standalone and cluster 
systems. Its NBI 3000 product gets high 
points from customers because of the ease 
of training on this menu-oriented system. 

There are, of course, many more 
firms in this lively market-too many to 
mention individually. More will enter as 
the year progresses. However, it is likely 
that those firms that will remain, in five 
years or in 10, will be the large multi
product firms whose resources will permit 
them to be significant contenders in a 
highly competitive market. This is not to 
say that the innovative products of small 
firms are likely to disappear. They are 
much more likely to wind up on some
one's "acquisition hit parade," and ap
pear in enhanced form, under a new label. 
In a market with enormous and expanding 
dollars at stake, the festival-like mood 
should remain for some time. The trick 
will be for vendors to continue to attract 
new users with exciting products while 
maintaining a strong base of satisfied cus
~~n. 0 
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391S .. .the world's first high-capacity IBM 
360/370 compatible computer peripheral 
interface switch. 
3916 ... the first remotely controlled IBM 360/370 
compatible computer peripheral interface switch. 
3917 .... and now the first microprocessor-based 
INTELLIGENT MATRIX CONTROL. 
The T-8ar 3917 provides complete real-time 
system control of 3916 computer peripheral 
interface switches right at the terminal. 
The 3917 displays, right at the terminal, which 

\ 'l 

computer channels are connected to which 
peripherals. Want to make a change? You can 
do it directly at the keyboard. The new 
connections, once again, are immediately 
displayed on screen. 
With the 3917, you can effect computer room 
reconfiguration decisions and know the 
consequences instantly. 
For details, write to T-8ar, Computer Switching 
Division, 141 Danbury Road, Wilton, CT 06897. 
Or call us at (203) 762-8351. 

CIRCLE 59 ON READER CARD 
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(C)J,~~1-5241) . Cable & Wireless Systems Ltd., Hong Kong (5-283-1386). 
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Major benefltsfor remote clustered CRT users ... 

New Harris 8000 features 
cut line costs and idle time-
and improve response! 

Harris 8000 clustered system with CRTh, diskette and printer. 

Local Format Storage (LFS) 

If you're using remote clustered CRTs to com
municate interactively with a mainframe, Harris 
CRTs and controllers can improve your network 
operation. Harris 8000 systems support these 
major interactive protocols: 3270 (IBM), U100/200 
(Univac), TD 800 (Burroughs) and VIP 7700 
(Honeywell). 

And Harris offers significantly more than the 
original mainframe vendor, providing enhance
ments that will save you time and money while 
maintaining complete compatibility with the orig
inal communication protocol. Look at these exclu
sive Harris enhancements available now for IBM, 
Univac and Burroughs and soon for Honeywell: 

By adding Local Format Storage software with 
either a diskette or disk to a standard Harris re
mote interactive controller, screen formats used for 
interactive processing can be moved from the host 
to the controller. Result? Instead of sending hun
dreds or even thousands of screen format bytes 
down the communication line for each format re
quest, the host program simply instructs the con
troller to supply the format from its own disk or 
diskette. Communication line loading can be re
duced up to 30 percent or more depending on 
number and size of formats used and frequency ["~~BmE_~~tfft·I$·~~HAffC~M~~Jt::,:~,:.',c .. ".,,". 
of requests! Local Format Storage reduces line loading by storingformats at Harris 8000. 

Queued 'Iransaction Handling (QTH) 
Once Local Format Storage has been implemented, you can 
specify this Harris enhancement togain more operating ad
vantages. By enabling you to enter data against formats stored 
locally, QTH allows processing to be accomplished totally off-

line, totally on-line, or concurrently in any mix. Moreover, 
operators at remote CRTs can continue to enter data even 
during outages on the communication line or at the host. 
This data can be transmitted to the host aftercommunica
tions and processing are restored. 

HOST I ~ 
'-------'~ 

. TRANSACTIONS 

DAY (DE-SPOOL) 

PRINT 

Data is sent at night and printed off-line during day with Harris Spooled Print. 
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10 learn more about how Harris can improve 
performance and reduce costs of your remote 
interactive cluster system contact Harris Data 
Communications Division, 16001 Dallas Parkway, 
p.o. Bo~ 400010, Dallas, Th~as 75240, telephone 
(214) 386-2000. 

CIRCLE 70 ON READER CARD 

Spooled Print 
This Harris enhancement enables data being sent 
from the host to your remote printers to be di
rected to a disk or diskette instead. Print data 
stored on the Harris interactive controller can then 
be de- spooled to the actual printers when required. 

Spooled print enables you to use your facilities 
much more efficiently. You can transmit print data 
while line loadings are light (at night, for example) 
and de-spool the print during the day when line 
loadings are heary and available capacity is 
needed for normal transaction processing. By 
removing print traffic from the line during peak 
hours, response times are improved significantly. 
(Spooled print currently available only with 3270 
protocol.) 

H..ARRIS 
COMMUNICATION AND 
INFORMATION PROCeSSING 
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At last. The simple report writer. 
We designed our new Answer/2 to be the simplest report 

writer you can buy. 
It's so easy to learn, non-DP people can produce their own 

reports after just a few hours' training. 
It's so easy to use, OS and DOS programmers can retrieve 

and format data in a fraction of the time conventional methods 
require. 

It's so versatile, it handles repetitive production reporting 
as easily as the one-time ad hoc report. 

All Answer/2 products are moderately priced. And they're 
backed by the support capabilities of the world's leading 
independent supplier of computer software. 

Before you buy any report writer, just call us. Or attach 
your business card to the coupon. 

It's that simple. 

·-----------------------------.1 
Infonnatics Inc, 21050 Vanowen St., Canoga Park, • .,. t... 
California 91304. (213) 887-9121 Telex: 69-8473 In.orma ICS Inc. 
I want to know more about the simple report writer, Answer/2. 
D Please send me complete infonnation. D Please have a salesman call. D579 ® • 

Name _______________ Title' ____________ _ 

Company'---___________________________ _ 

Ad&essi ____________________________ __ 

City, _________________ State _____ Zip _____ _ 

Telephone' ___________________________ _ 

Computer Operating SystemL-_________ _ L ______________________________ ~ 

Introducing Answer/2 by InfQrID!!Y£§. 
CIRCLE 25 ON READER CARD 



The mini is the mouse that roared. 

MINICOMPUTERS: 
BIG FIIJt4I 

LSVSTEMS 
by Joseph Payne 
Minicomputers, the name given to a dy
namic and consistently growing segment 
of the computer industry, must be one of 
the most ironic and least descriptive labels 
that could have befallen any product 
group. Shipment growth has averaged a 
healthy 35% per year over the past 15 
years, reaching the substantial worldwide 
level of $3.5 billion in 1978. Growth has 
persisted even through two severe reces
sions, 1970 and 1974, and is forecast to 
be sustainable at around a 30% rate of 
gain should another downturn materialize 
this year. A reasonable estimate would be 
$4.5 billion this year, with a greater gain 
possible in 1980 to an estimated $6.5 bil
lion. In short, there really is not much at 
all that is "mini" about the minicomputer 
part of the computer business. 

The first recognized minicom
puters in the mid- '60s represented a prod
uct group that was relatively easy to de
fine. Early applications for these systems, 
which sold for around $20,000, were usu
ally limited to sCientific or engineering 
instrument control, data collection, and 
analysis. The big three vendors of tradi
tional minicomputers-Digital Equip
ment, Data General, and Hewlett-Pack
ard-collectively account for about two
thirds of current shipments, but even 
some of their systems now elude the tradi
tional product definition. 

Today the term minicomputer is 
used to encompass much. more than that 
traditional product, and is often used syn
onymously with small business computers 
and intelligent programmable terminals. 
The span of products can be considered to 
reach from microcomputers for less than 
$1,000 to supermini systems for as much 
as $500,000. 

Besides spanning an even greater 
breadth of technical applications than their 
counterparts of a decade ago, minicom
puter-based products are now addressing 
the need for innovative ways to use com
puters in commercial applications. They 
are incorporated into such familiar cate
gories as word processing, small business 
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computing, distributed data processing, 
and data communications. And there is 
every reason to believe that this list will 
expand. 

Applications in both the technical 
and commercial markets are also· spread 
across the diversity of functions from data 
capture through data base management, 
analysis and simulation, and other com
plex operations formerly the exclusive do
main of medium and large scale main
frames. In fact, minicomputers attached to 
mainframes via teleprocessing, currently 
the most frequent mode of minicomputer 
usage, are easing the applications load of 
the bigger systems. The percent of mini
computers operated in a standalone mode, 
now the second most common use, should 
~onstantly climb as price/performance im
provements make these systems costjusti
fiable for smaller and smaller business es
tablishments. While networks of 
minicomputers still constitute a relatively 
small share of the usage mix, that mode 
too should increase, particularly as dis
tributed processing continues to catch on. 

Another new market has recently 
opened up. The consumer market is now 
being courted by these characteristically 
aggressive, marketing-oriented mini-mak
ers. Present product packages include 
easy-to-use standardized application soft
ware, often sold directly to small busi
nessmen through retail stores. 

The move to retail stores 
is only one change in 
product distribution. 
Even the traditional 

EVOLVING 
DISTRIBU
TION 
METHODS route, via resellers, is 
evolving while vendors continually 
strengthen in-house sales forces to further 
enhance end user marketing capabilities. 
The pace of these developments has paral
leled key product evolution. 

OEM distribution began with the 
availability of the first low cost program
mable processors, products that ushered in 
the era of computer-controlled machinery 
and instrumentation. The expansion of 
shipments to that type of reseller contin
ues at an average pace of between 20% 

and 40% per year. As vendors expanded 
product lines beyond processors to include 
peripherals and integrating basic system 
software, a new type of independent re
selling force emerged-the software 
house. 

Software houses are rapidly pene
trating both the technical and commercial 
markets for minis, with shipment growth 
in that sector of the distribution system 
estimated at a 30% to 40% annual rate. 
One factor in their favor is a sales ap
proach that emphasizes resolution of indi
vidual user problems, as opposed to the 
general solution-oriented sales pitch from 
hardware vendors. Another plus for the 
software house reseller is an apparent de
mand strength that is more resistant to 
high interest rates than the hardware-ori
ented reseller. While the latter is prone to 
carry inventories during the presale prod
uct development and integration stage, the 
former is marketing a more standardized, 
easily adapted product. 

Development of the end user mar
ket seems to have been most responsive to 
the continuing introduction of sophisticat
ed software, an interesting point consider
ing that the vendors within the group are 
still viewed as "iron mongers." The 
breakthrough to significant shipment vol
umes may have been the introduction of 
higher level languages in the early 1970s. 
The most interesting development since 
then has been the evolution of product 
packaging into aggressively priced stan
dard systems, first with multitask and lat
er with multi language operating systems 
at the high end stretching far downward to 
intelligent terminals at the data entry lev
el. The next step should be the introduc
tion of innovative, value-adding applica
tions for intelligent terminals, mini
computers, and systems. 

THE MINI 
FORMULA 

There's little doubt that 
leaders within all seg
ments of the computer 

industry are geared up for very high vol
ume manufacturing of standard products. 
Mass manufacturing and aggressive pric
ing are hardly new ideas for minicomputer 
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Table 1 

MINICOMPUTER GROUP 
Relevant Operating Data and Rates of Return 

1978 Selling- Net Pretax Rate of 
Revenues Revenue Cost of Gen. & Admin. Development Interest Profit Return-

Company ($Millions) Growth Rate Revenues Expenses Expenses Expenses Margin Avg. Equity 

Digital Equipment $1,437 
Hewlett-Packard 
Data General 
Wang Laboratories 
Datapoint 
Four Phase Systems 
General Automation 
Prime Computer 
Microdata 
Modular Computer Systems 
Computer Automation 
Systems Engineering Labs. 
Tandem Computers 

Weighted Average (5) 

(1) Corporate totals. 
(2) Adjusted for purchase acquisition in 1978. 
(3) Percentages based on 19n results. 

500E 
380 
198 
162 
136 
98 
94 
65 
65E 
61 
53 
24 

30% 56% 20% 

35 46 (1) 28 (1) 
40 47 22 
35 43 36 
40 53 25 
35 51 27 
20 59 25 
60 39 33 
35 (2) 63 18 
25 60 (3) 19 
40 38 33 
40 54 24 

100 37 36 

35 

(4) Because Of recent large loss, average pretax margin for last 8 quarters used. 
(5) Weighted by percent of total revenues. 
E == Estimated 

companies. In fact, the mini has always 
been more than just a product; it is also a 
pricing philosophy and operating formula: 
constant performance over time for a low
er price, averaging about 20% less each 
year. 

Price competition should continue 
to be a key part of the way companies in 
the minicomputer segment do business. 
Price reductions on newly introduced 
models can be justified by predictable, 
declining manufacturing costs. That trend, 
in fact, ties back to the evolving mass 
manufacturing nature of the standard 
product concept. Aggressive pricing of 
new as well as current model products has 
led to significant expansion of both unit 
volume and the dollar value of mini
computer product shipments. Marketing 
toward the objective of rapid unit volume 
expansion has meant that not only selling 
strategies but also costs are pegged to that 
objective. 

The intensely competitive aspect 
of the price reduction mechanism, which 
is the primary driving force behind mini
computer shipment growth, has at times 
been viewed negatively by industry ob
servers. These onlookers assume lower 
prices lead to lower unit profit margins. 
But if such were the case, that erosion 
should 'be evident in published financial 
statistics. Yet, to the contrary, group mar
gin and rate of return results indicate that 
the minicomputer group is quite profitable 
overall. 

Companies that have already 
achieved'relatively high margins appear to 
be sustaining those levels while others are 
establishing trends toward rising margins. 
Consistently good results have been real-
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ized not only within the competitive envi
ronment of the minicomputer market, but 
also under the external pressure of down
ward evolution of mainframe prices and 
upward entry of semiconductor vendor
produced microcomputers. 

IMPRESSIVE 
PRETAX 
MARGINS 

Table 1 shows financial 
performance data for J 3 
companies which market 
m i I)ic 0 mpu ter- base d 

products. In comparison to the minicom
puter faction's collective average pretax 
margin of 16%, the four largest mainframe 
"dwarfs" had a calculated weighted aver
age margin of about 14%. Moreover, the 
400 companies in Standard & Poor's In
dustrial Group had a margin of between 
10% and 11 %. The minicomputer group's 
rate of return on average equity was 20%, 
while the corresponding statistic for both 
the mainframe "dwarfs" and the indus
trials was approximately 14%. 

While tight control of manufactur
ing operations and careful setting of sell
ing strategies are obviously key success 
factors, Table 1 indicates that there has 
been no one right combination of expense 
levels to sustain high profit margins. Digi
tal Equipment, by far the largest revenue 
generator, has set plans into action that 
could lead to a considerably higher pretax 
profit margin and rate of return. The latter 
is targeted to reach 22 % and the former, 
therefore, would probably rise to 18% or 
19%. Data General has consistently gen
erated the highest margin within the group 
(20.5% in 1978) and could conceivably 
sustain that level. Hewlett-Packard, Data
point and Wang Laboratories have raised 
margins substantially over the past few 

8% 0.7% 16% 17% 
9 (1) 16E 17 (1) 

10 
4 
7 
7 
7 
8 
6 
6 
9 

10 
9 

20.5 24 
2.5 14.5 25 
0.6 18 20 
1.5 12.5 20 
1.7 8 12 
1.6 18 42 
2.5 10 18 
3.5 11 36 
0.8 16 (4) 27 
2.4 10 44 

18.5 24 

16 20 

years. Two new entrants, Prime Computer 
and Tandem Computers, have had sub
stantial rapid margin gains while concen
trating on the market for supermini sys
tems, one of the industry's most 
competitive product segments. 

Overall, two trends stand out as 
having potential for significant influence 
on growth prospects' for the industry. 
First, a greater part of the user community 
is making the investments of time and 
money to understand a wide variety of 
vendors' software contributions. Second, 
communication systems will be available 
in the 1980s that facilitate information ex
change between different vendors' hard
ware. Therefore, any vendor with a good 
product concept should have a market au
dience to address. Competition has proved 
to be beneficial to users; it is also benefi
cial to good competitors. :t:-

JOSEPH· PAYNE 
Mr. Payne has 
spent the past 10 
years as an 
investment analyst 
concentrating on 
the minicomputer 
and mainframe' 
manufacturers. In 
recent months he 

joined the Wall Street firm of Loeb 
Rhoades Hornblower & Co. as a vice 
president. Prior to that he was a vice 
president of Merrill Lynch Pierce 
Fenner & Smith Inc., where he served 
as an industry specialist in the 
securities research division. 





DS990 Business 
Computers. The 
complete line that 
grows as your 
business grows. 
Our full line of compatible com
puter systems lets you concentrate 
on running your business -instead 
of your computer. 

DS990 Business Computers 
protect your investment long after 
the initial purchase is made. Because 
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unlike most computer systems, 
DS990 is a family of compatible 
business computers. Modular de
sign gives you the flexibility to ex
pand and improve your system at 
a minimal expense-while still pro
tecting your investment. So, your 
computer system can grow as 
your business does. 

TI's comprehensive DS990 
product line extends from a single
station, small-business system, 
the Modell, up to a large multi
station, multi-language business 
system, the Model 30. So when 
it comes to commercial computing, 

TI can offer you the system to 
match both your needs and budget 

And when you purchase a I 

computer system from Texas 
Instruments, you get more than 
an effective management tool
you get long-term investment 
security. Every system Texas 
Instruments makes is backed by 
over 30 years of technical innova
tion and supported by an experi
enced, nationwide force of highly 
trained customer engineers. I 

And with TI systems you get 
products with a record of reliability 
and durability, too. In fact, DS990 
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business computers have proven so 
XIII OlYMPIC reliable, they have been 
pqp~ chosen as the official rnl ~D comp~ter system~ re.
~ sponslble for momtonng 

L..--_-_.L--I every event and providing 
crucial up- to-the-minute results 
at the 1980 Olympic Winter Games. 

• 
So, if you're looking for a 

computer system that can give you 
better control over your business, 
look at DS990, our general mana
gers. They'll protect your invest
ment and improve your productiv
ity right down the line. For more 
information about our full family 

-
of business computers, contact 
your local TI sales office, or write 
Texas Instruments 4P 
Incorporated, P. O. V 
Box 1444, MIS 7784, 
Houston, Texas 77001. 
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 

INCORPORATED 

. Copyright ©1979, Texas Instruments Incorporated 



The independents may have pioneered these 
markets, but they can't kee-p them to themselves. 

lIS I RIBUTED . 
AND L BUSINESS 
COMPUTING·· 
AFASTTRACK 
by Stephen t McClellan 

Distributed data processing (ddp) and 
small business computer systems have ex
ploded from virtually nonexistent markets 
in the mid-1970s to markets expected to 
pull in over $2 billion in revenues this. 
year. What's more, these markets are ex
pected to surge ahead to $5.5 billion by 
1982. With anticipated growth of 35% 
annually over the next three or four years, 
it's easy to understand why new vendors 
are constantly coming out of the wood
work. Even the mainframers are getting 
into the act. IBM is not standing still ei
ther, having recently' 'embraced ddp with 
a vengeance." Still, the companies that 
predominate are the independents which 
pioneered these market areas, such as Da
tapoint, Four-Phase, Wang Laboratories, 
and Management Assistance's Basic Four. 

Both the ddp and small business 
computer markets are presently about the 
same size at around $1 billion each this 
year. Major independent participants are 
also about the same size, ranging from 
almost $200 million in revenues to over 
$300 million. The major difference in the 
two markets is software. Distributed pro
cessing equipment vendors offer consider
able value added software content and so
phisticated communications capability. 
Small business computer vendors rely 
more heavily, though not entirely, on sys
tems or software houses for customer ap
plication programs. 

Another similarity in the two mar
kets is that both groups of vendors sell 
mainly to commercial end users. This, of 
course, is a major reason the independents 
are flourishing. The mainframers are un
derstandably hesitant to de-emphasize 
customer dependence on large centralized 
cpu's and the minicomputer manufactur
ers are not particuJarly strong in the com
mercial end user markets. While the 
mainframe and minicomputer suppliers 
are far from absent in these markets, their 
respective drawbacks leave plenty of 
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room for each of the independents to do 
its own thing. 

OOP THE 
WAVE OF 
THE FUTURE 

Though still a nascent 
concept, the trend to
ward ddp appears to be 
the wave of the future. 

The advantages are considerable, includ
ing reduction in central computer load and 
response time, improved automation and 
management reporting at lower levels of 
the user organization, and lower cost. 

The concept got off to an auspi
cious start with the advent of the intelli
gent terminal in the late 1960s by Viatron 
Computer Systems, which subsequently 
went bankrupt in 1970. Viatron's concept 
was simply ahead of its time. By 1975, 
however, several companies had achieved 
success with the idea. Profits rolled in as 
revenues hovered around the $50 million 
mark at many companies that year, as in 
the case of Datapoint, Sycor (now North
ern Telecom), Four-Phase, and Incoterm 
(now Honeywell). Data 100 (now North
ern Telecom) even had somewhat higher 
revenues at that point. Since '75, growth 
has been straight up. New players contin
ually enter the game and many have man
aged to gain a noticeable foothold, includ
ing IBM, Harris, Digital Equipment, 
Hewlett-Packard, and Raytheon. 

Datapoint is a prime example of a 
ddp success story. Victor D. Poor, vice 
president of research and development at 
Datapoint, pioneered disbursed processing 
technology at the company in 1971. This 
year the company's revenues will be well 
over $200 million. Besides having a broad 
based hardware product line, its systems 
have a high degree of software content. 
Going one step beyond' 'disbursed" pro
cessing, Datapoint's recently announced 
Attached Resource Computer (ARC) sys
tem permits an arbitrary number of pro
cessors linked together to function as a 
single, integrated computer. This is no 
easy feat. 

Another bold new direction is Da
tapoint's move into the telecommunica-

tions market. This is a strategy that other 
computer companies are also expected to 
take, as has already been seen in the case 
of Storage Technology. And, it's a natural 
because the technology is similar. More
over, the telecommunications market of
fers an outstanding growth opportunity, 
expanding every bit as fast as distributed 
processing. 

Four-Phase Systems is another 
leader in the distributed market. The com
pany stresses the "clustered" concept, or 
a processor with several intelligent termi
nals clustered around it in close proxim
ity. It has been so successful that revenues 
will push $200 million this year. Four
Phase is more vertically integrated than 
most companies its size, manufacturing 
all its own LSI semiconductors. It is also 
taking the tack of emphasizing word pro
cessing, last year landing the largest order 
for word processing gear in history from 
the Social Security Administration. 

THE 
MELDING OF 
WP WITH OP 

The melding of word 
processing with' data 
processing is occurring 
rapidly throughout the 

industry. Wang, Basic Four and Raytheon 
currently offer both capabilities, as do 
IBM, Burroughs, and Digital Equipment. 
Increasingly, these two functions will be 
tied together in shared logic systems at the 
user site. So, other ddp vendors will soon 
offer such products. 

Other vendors are going in still 
different directions. The natural evolution 
from data entry devices to distributed pro
cessing systems has led Pertec-CMC, In- Cf) 

forex, Mohawk Data Sciences, and Data §j 
100 into this area recently. Even though ~ 
entering the foray late, these companies ~ 
have the advantage of existing customer Gj 
bases, service and support. Harris' ap.:. ~ 
proach to the market is with a broad range En 
of products-remote batch, data entry and fi: 
interactive terminals, the latter stemming Cf 
from an acquisition of Sanders Data Sys- § 
terns Group in 1977. 0 

Sycor, like Four-Phase, empha- fi: 
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DISTRIBUTED DATA PROCESSING EVOLUTION 

0 o· 
Mainframe Minicomputer, 
Computer Shared Processor, 

Intelligent Terminal 

0 0 0 0 
000 000 

0 0 D D 
000 000 

1965 1970 
Stand Alone Mainframes 
Mainframes and 

Min icom pute rs 

sizes the clustered intelligent terminal 
concept for distributed data entry and pro
cessing, but is largely oriented to host 
computer control. Its product line may 
eventually merge with Data 100 's now 
that both comprise the Northern Telecom 
Systems Corp. 

As for Raytheon, its niche was ini
tially in intelligent terminals but recently 
the company has introduced a more com
plete distributed system. It has penetrated 
the airline reservations market effecti vely, 
and its Lexitron subsidiary is strong in 
word processing. ' 

Minicomputer companies are simi
larly active. Digital Equipment has mold
ed its Datasystems line out of its pOP-II 

minicomputer engine and also offers 
"smart terminals" and PDP-8 based word 
processing systems. DEC'S particular 
strength lies in the manufacturing market. 
Hewlett-Packard has used its 21 MX desk
top computer technology and evolved it 
into a new distributed data processing se
ries of computers, along with a line of 
interactive terminals. Texas Instruments' 
Series 700 intelligent terminal system is 
aimed more toward central computer con
trolled networks, as evident at its United 
Airlines and Westinghouse installations. 
Data General has software which enables 
distributed processing on its ECLIPSE line. 
General Automation has put together a 
sizable' 'distributive" system for Bank of 
America, and Computer Automation has 
received a major award from Firemans 
Fund Insurance Companies for its SyFa 
system. 

And, of course, IBM will not be 
denied. While the ddp movement has 
been led in large part by the independents, 
IBM's customers are also demanding such 
capability. So, the company has joined 
the procession in a big way, despite the 
potential loss of strong customer account 
control if user purchase decisions begin to 
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1975 1980 
Mainframe Distributed 
and Processing, 
Minicomputer Clustered and 
Networks Centrally 

Controlled 

be made at lower levels in a decentralized 
data processing environment. 

IBM'S 8100 product line aggressive
ly embraces "cooperative network pro
cessing," even though it still emphasizes 
a measure of central site control. The 
8100 price is competitive, it accommo
dates other manufacturers' computers, and 
full production is scheduled for 1980. 
Backlogs are enormous. This and other 
future IBM product entries will playa ma
jor role in the distributed processing mar
ket. 

SMALL 
BUSINESS 
COMPUTING 

As in the ddp arena, it 
was the independents 
that pioneered the mar
ket for small business 

computers. Wang Laboratories introduced 
its 2200 model small computer in 1972. 
Microdata announced its REALITY in 1973. 
Therafter followed IBM with the System/ 
32, Digital Equipment with its System 
310 (Datasystem), and Burroughs with its 
B80 computer. Basic Four and Data Gen
eral have more recently become factors in 
this market, with both achieving notice
able market share. 

Small business computers are tar
geted for commercial users whose rev
enues usually range from $1 million to $3 
million. A typical system contains 4K of 
main memory, is user programmable, has 
some limited accounting type software ap
plication packages, and ranges in price 
from $5,000 to $100,000. 

Independent vendors such as 
Wang and Basic Four hold a major chunk 
of the small business computer market. 
This is perhaps due to certain natural ad
vantages over the minicomputer and 
mainframe computer companies: knocking 
on doors is expensive; selling such small 
ticket items, virtually one at a time, inher
ently causes lower profit margins; price is 
a key factor in the purchase decision; too 

1985 
Integrated 
Distributed 
DP Networks, 
Decentralized 
Control 

much corporate overhead is a disadvan
tage. In short, grass roots, local customer 
contact may be more important than so
phisticated sales persons articulating 
"computerese. " 

IBM IS THE 
EXCEPTION 

One exception to this 
theory is IBM, which 
rules the roost. .IBM'S 

thrust in small business computers centers 
around its model 5110 system, priced 
starting at around $18,000. Its marketing 
approach relies on heavy advertising and 
executive seminars at its sales offices in 
the hope that customers will come to it 
rather than vice versa. This approach 
leaves an opening for those vendors which 
are willing to incur the expense of direct 
marketing. Questions remain, however, as 
to whether the IBM method may eventually 
prove more economical and just as effec
ti ve. On balance, while it leads the market 
with a 30% share, IBM'S presence in the 
small business sector is currently neither 
aggressive nor overwhelming. Although 
more products in this market are expected 
from IBM, the company is likely to contin
ue putting its heaviest emphasis on some
what larger computer systems for larger 
users. 

Reigning second only to IBM is the 
leading independent, Wang, with a 20% 
market share. Its success stems from an 
early identification of and thrust into the 
small business sector. Wang pioneered the 
market back in the 1960s with its pro
grammable desktop calculators, products 
which it dared not call computers for fear 
of customer resistance in an industry 
dominated by IBM. Today Wang offers a 
full line of processors and peripherals for 
this market, with prices ranging from 
$5,000 up to $60,000. Interestingly, most 
of its systems are interactive, allowing 
multiple users to simultaneously share the 
processing capability. This verges on dis-



tributed processing. The company is also 
a powerhouse in word processing. Mar
keting capability is formidable for a com
pany its size. 

Basic Four, which comprises 86% 
of parent MAl'S earnings, originally ap
proached the small business computer 
market with broad and effective marketing 
and maintenance-but as merely a distrib
utor rather than a manufacturer. Today it 
is vertically integrated to where it pro
duces its own products. Still, its major 
strength remains marketing and the main
tenance capability afforded by MAl'S Sor
bus, the world's largest independent com
puter maintenance organization. 

The vast array of other competitors 
in this market are also flourishing. Digital 
Equipment has a respectable market 
share, running third behind Wang and 
IBM. Its new computer store marketing 
concept seems to be taking hold. Bur
roughs and NCR emphasize this low end 
with excellent products, effective market
ing, and the added advantage of large ex
isting accounting machine customer 
bases. Both are gaining market share, 
with Burroughs currently ranking fourth 
behind DEC. 

Hewlett-Packard, a strong early 
entrant with its desktop computer line, 
remains a factor although it currently em
phasizes other markets more intensely. 
Microdata was also an early leader in the 
market and remains a viable competitor, 
but its share has slipped in recent years. 
Univac is also making bold moves here 
with its Bc-7 machine. Companies which 
are currently small but are making a lot of 
noise include Qantel, Century Computer, 
Cascade Data, and Randal Data Systems. 

In total, there are over 100 partici
pants. The market is fragmented and im
mature, and there is abundant business for 
all at present. While the line-up is likely 
to change considerably before the dust 
settles, current dynamics offer excellent 
opportunities for those companies that are 
able to keep pace. # 

STEPH EN T, MCCLELLAN 
Mr. McClellan 
joined Salomon 
Brothers as a vice 
president in 1977 
after six years 
experience as a 
computer industry 
securities analyst 
and vice president 

at Spencer Trask & Co. Inc. He has 
been president of the Computer 
Industry Analysts Group and is a 
chartered financial analyst. Prior to 
Wall Street. Mr. McClellan spent four 
years as computer and office 
equipment industry analyst at the 
U.S. Department of Commerce. and 
also served as a communications 
and operations officer in the U.S. 
Navy. 
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Don't Ignore 'l"\1 
Equipment Protection! 

Unprotected SCR drives, 
N C, CN C and all solid

state controls can result 
in costly downtime and 

maintenance costs. 

Characterized by phenomenal surge han
dling capabilities and extremely fast 
response time, Trans-lock™ PN silicon tran
sient voltage suppressors afford positive 
protection for SCR's, electronic equipment 
and solid state components. Available in 
models to 600 Volts, protection is provided 
where counter EMF, eddy currents and 
switching transients are generated by 
motors and transformers. 

Typical applications include protection 
for computers, communications equipment, 
and solid state controls for welding equip
ment, presses, and machine tools. When 
subjected to a transient, the impedance of 

IIC)DE1. _-3 
~=si,~~:=Y:-;.: ~L~~::':;" rn· , .... u_ U L"" LlNtTOL~t:"'Ol'A(U ;lOI.2.aoY 
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CAUTION' 
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the suppressor changes from an extremely 
high stand-by value to a very low con
ducting value thereby "instantly" limiting 
the transient to a safe operating level before 
causing damage to or malfunction of the 
protected equipment. 

"DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED" 

~(JJ"JJ:j[!rJ]~ JD({;D I!.Of.JDVG!D 

155 Kisco Ave., Mt. Kisco N.V. 10549 • 914-241-3203 
(See us at the NCC-Booths 2706-2708) 
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REACH into CANADA'S dp 
MARKET at these 2 NEW 

REGIONAL SHOWS! 
g8~~~iNT ~~ r.\~~t'VR I~ •• ~----··· ..••.•.•. ~ •...•• l:-~·.·.·· •• !a=-:-1r~1 
CONFERENCE ~~ [OnFEREn[E 
September 11 and 12, tJ()~'4!f October 17 and 18, 1979 
1979 at the CHATEAU 
LAURIER HOTEL, OTTAWA 

at the CALGARY CONVENTION 
CENTRE, Calgary, ALBERTA 
North/south vs. east/west data flow; 
satellite communications; ddp in 
natural resources; data privacy in long 

A forum for decision and policy 
makers in world-wide govern-
ment data processing centres. distance data communications. 

PLAN NOW TO TAKE PART! 
RETURN THE COUPON or CALL (416) 967-6200 

or 1-800-268-7108 toll free across Canada --------------Wh't d P bl' h' L· 't d 2 Bloor Street West, Suite 2504 
I se U IS Ing Iml e Toronto.OntarioM4W3E2Canada DMI 

o I need conference 
registration details 

o I need exhibit 
details 

o On the Govt. Conf. 
o On the Western 

Conference 

Name __________________________ ~----------_ 

Title ____________________ _ 

Company _______________________________ ___ 

Address __________________ _ 

City __________ Prov./State ______ _ 

Code/Zip Telephone _______ _ -------------CIRCLE 89 ON READER CARD 
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Not long ago, if you mentioned to someone 
you were in the information management field, you 
were greeted with a polite smile and a vacant stare. 

Today, you're liable to get a job offer. 
Suddenly major corporations are hiring 

Directors of Information Management and Managers 
of Information Services. Who, when they arrive on 
the job, will fmd several hundred million pieces of 
information waiting to be managed. 

Fortunately, they'll also fmd a company who 
can help them manage it: Xerox. 

We offer Xerox copiers and duplicators that 
not only reproduce information, but also sort, reduce 
and copy on both sides. 

Electronic printers that take information 
directly from computers-and then print it out with 
laser beams. 

Electronic typing systems that type and store 
information-so you can readily fmd and revise it. 

In fact, today there are Xerox machines that 
can perform almost any information management 
job. Including the most important one: 

Helping information managers do their job. 

XEROX 

XEROX® is a trademark of XEROX CORPORATION. 
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WHATEVER YOUR 
TASTEz.. SATISFY IT ON 
THE PENINSULA. 

Somewhere within the 55 
miles between San Jose and 
San Francisco, you're going 
to find the housing, recrea
tion, education and com
munity involvement that 
best suits your family. 

Ocean beaches? They're 
just over the Santa Cruz 
ridge. Sailing and fishing? 
Right next door, on San 
Francisco Bay. Community 
colleges and adult educa
tion? At least a half-dozen, 
with literally hundreds of 
courses. Theatre? A full 
professional season in both 
San Jose and San Francisco, 
and nonstop community 
productions with a con
stant thirst for amateur tal
ent. Dining out? You'll nev
er eat your way through the 
restaurants of the Penin
sula, no matter how many 
evenings you go out. 

Bring your whole ward
robe when you move here. 
Summer temperatures can 
vary by as much as 25 de
grees over a distance of 25 
miles. And when the winter 
rains come to the Peninsula, 
the snow comes to the Sierra 
for a skiing season that's at 
least four months long. 

You're going to love the 
living here. Everybody does. 

"YOUR LIMITATIONS 
ARE REALLY YOUR 
OWN;' 
Dave Simonson, Staff 
Systems Programmer 

"When I started with Am
dahl2~ years ago as an Asso
ciate Systems Engineer, my 
know ledge of software inter
nals was quite limited. 
Through internal education 
and my own efforts, I now 
have extensive knowledge 
of all the operating systems 
which we support. In addi
tion, I have received all the 
hardware training which is 
currently available. I think 
the recognition and rewards 
for my efforts have been tre
mendous; I've been promot
ed rapidly and many people 
know me by reputation!" 

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS 
We seek Systems Programmers 
with OS internals experience 
for opportunities in several soft
ware departments including 
Product Software Development, 
Systems Support, Software 
Education, and our Corporate 
Computer Center. Responsibili
ties include systems mainten
ance and enhancements, devel
opment of software tools, modi
fICations to internal code and 
instruction to Amdahl em
ployees and users. 

AMDAHL 

In concert with a techno
logically dynamic industry 
and a dramatically grow
ing marketplace, all aspects 
of Amdahl's business-in
cluding facilities and people 
-continued to expand sig
nificantly during 1978 to 
meet current demand and 
future opportunities. New 
hardware and software 
products were introduced 
that provide customers with 
greater alternatives and 
enhance the price - perfor
mance of Amdahl products. 
Worldwide, the installed 
base of Amdahl systems 
more than doubled while 
business with previous cus
tomers and multiple system 
orders from new customers 
set new records, and more 
international shipments 
were made than in all pre
vious years combined. Si
multaneously, over twice 
the amount spent in 1977 
was invested in future prod
ucts, product enhancements 
and technology while the 
company achieved an 8Z't6 
gain in income before tax 
on a 70% improvement in 
revenues. 

Taken from the 1978 annual report. 

FIELD POSITIONS 

Opportunities are now available 
for those individuals who enjoy 
the autonomy of working in 
the field. We seek Systems Pro
grammers with OS internals 
experience to provide on-site 
systems software support at 
Amdahl installations. We also 
have positions available for indi
viduals who have maintained 
large 370 systems CPUs or CDC 
6600/7600 series CPUs. 
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ENGINEERING 
OPPORTUNITIES 

Because of our growth, ojJen
ings exist in all areas of Engi
neering for experienced people. 
These include: Digital Design 
Engineers for computer devel
opment, and Systems Design 
Engineers for engineering soft
ware. In addition there are 
opportunities for Process Engi
neers for LSI Technology, 
Failure Analysis Engineers, 
Power Supply Engineers, PCB 
Engineers, Mechanical Engi
neers and ElM Designers and 
Documentation Specialists. 

"THIS IS A GREAT 
COMPANY AND I LOVE 
WORKING HERE~' 
Mercy Bayona, Production 
Supervisor 

"I have worked at Amdahl 
for the last 5~ years, start
ing in Sub Assemblies as a 
trainee then moving to PCB 
and MCC. I was very fortu
nate to travel for the com
pany to Michigan and New 
York City to help incorpo
rate an Engineering change 
on the gate. All I can say is 
that this is a great company 
and I love working here. 
Now that I'm a Production 
Supervisor, it's even greater!" 

MANUFACTURING 
We have immediate openings 
for senior personnel in all of 
the following areas: Q.A. Engi
neering. Manufacturing 
Engineering and Facilities 
Engineering. If you have exper
ience in anyone of the above 
disciplines, please contact us. 

Qualified candidates are invited 
to indicate PB-D on their re
~onses and direct them to 
Employment Department, 
Amdahl Corporation, P.O. Box 
5070, Sunnyvale, CA 94086. We 
are an equal opportunity 
employer. 

smdahl 



Your Career 
Path Leads To 

Honeywell-Phoenix 
Located in the heart. of Arizona, not only 

will you have the opportunity to join the 
staff of a company that is the nucleus of 
tomorrow's computer technology, but you will 
also have the chance to live in an area that 
has everything to offer in recreational facilities 

with perfect weather in which to enjoy them. 

Therefore, the people we're looking for 
must be familiar with today's processes and 
still be innovative enough to develop tom or
. row's systems. 

Software positions are currently available in the following areas: 

• Advanced Operating Systems Design & 
Development (GCOS, Multics, etc.) 

• Data Base & File Management Systems 

• Unified File Access System (Logical 1/0) 
• Integrated Data Store II - A Data Base 

Management System Based Upon CODASYL 
Specifications 

• Utility Systems Development and Test 
• Distributed Processing and Networking 

• Programming Languages - Compilers & 
Supporting Software 

• Application Development Systems 

• Transaction Driven Systems 

• Software Documentation Specialist 

• Language Systems Development 

• Communications System Software 

• Software System Testing 

• Internal Business Systems 

The roads lead in many directions in today's 
world. If you're ready to take one that will 
be the most beneficial to you, send your resume 
with salary requirements in complete confidence to: 

HONEYWELL LARGE INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
Manager, Recruitment & Placement 

P.O. Box 6000 
Mail Station Y 40 

Phoenix, AZ 85005 
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HOI TO GIT A CoMPUTIR 
THATAlRIADY KNolS YOUR BUSINISS. 

The trouble with most computer 5 million hours of on-line use by 
systems is that it can take months over 10,000 customers. 
to adapt them to your specific There's never any fear of over-
business needs. load. If you need more capacity, 

Not so with the NCSS 3200 it's as easy as picking up your tele-
computing system. phone. That's all it takes to put you 

When you buy a 3200, you get onto the NCSS network of com-
software that's been 'performance- patible machines. 
proven by businesses just like So if you want a computer 
yours-application level software that's already trained for your busi-
geared to your industry and ready ness, a system that eliminates over-
to go. load worries, find out about the 

Unlike other systems, NCSS NCSS 3200 ... the mighty mini 
software has been developed, with mainframe muscle. 
tested, and refined through over For more information, 

write or telephone toll free: 
NATIONAL CSS,INC., Dept. R-F 
187 Danbury Road 
Wilton, Connecticut 06897 
(800) 243-6119 
In Connecticut: (800) 882-5575 

NCSS 
~~WJWJ 

WE SOLVE YOUR INFORMATION 
PROBLEMS ONCE AN D FOR ALL. 

See us at NCC, Hilton Hotel. Booths 514 through 516. 
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ADVERTISING 
OFFICES 

Sales Manager 
John M. Gleason 
Greenwich, CT 06830 
35 Mason St. (203) 661-5400 
Telex 996343 

Eastern District Managers 
A. Treat Walker, 
Warren A. Tibbetts: 
Greenwich, CT 06830 
35 Mason St. (203) 661-5400 
Telex 996343 

New England District Manager 
Warren A. T.bbetts: 
Manchester, NH 03104 
112 W. Haven Rd. 
(603) 625-9498 

Midwest District Manager 
William J. McGuIre 
Chicago, IL 60611 
444 No. Michigan Ave. 
(312) 644-3970 

Western District Managers 
Alan Bolte, Jr.: 
Los Angeles, CA 90035 
1801 S. La Cienega Blvd. 
(213) 559-5111 

James E. Flliatrault: 
Mountain View, CA 94043 
2680 Bayshore Frontage Rd. 
Suite 401 
(415) 965-8222 

U.K., Scandinavia, Benelux 
Intergroup Communications, Inc. 
Wallace K. Ponder, European Director 
Paul D. Dlmmock, Regional Manager . 
31 Lyncroft Avenue 
Pinner, Middx, HA5 1 JU 
England 
Tel: (01) 868 9289 
Cables: PACOM, Pinner 

Germany, Austria, Eastern Europe 
Fritz Taeuber 
Soltauer Strasse 85 
0-314 Lueneburg 
Germany 
Tel: (04131) 4 38 49 

France, Switzerland, Italy, Spain 
Gerard Lasfargues 
32 rue Desbordes Valmore 
750 16 Paris 
France 
Tel: (1) 288 90 22 

Japan 
Shigeru KobayashI 
Japan Advertising Communications, Inc. 
New Grinza Building 
3-13 Ginza 7-chrome 
Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104, Japan 
Tel: (03) 571-8748 

James B. Tafel, Chairman 

John K. Abely, President 

Robert L. Dickson, Exec. Vice President 

Calverd F. Jacobson, Vice President-Finance 

Walter Harrington, Vice President and Controller 

TECHNICAL PUBLISHING COMPANY 

A DUN & BRADSTREET COMPANY 

~ 
Business Magazines 

Consumer [3ooks 

• . Training Systel11~; 

Automatic Conversion 
DOS to OS 

Face it, you could make this conversion manually. 
But the job is tedious and time consuming. A DASD 
translator, on the other hand, makes the conversion 
automatically with extreme accuracy. This relieves 
your programming staff from a lengthy. error prone 
task and saves you money. 
Prove the accuracy of our translations to. yourself 
with a low-cost test evaluation. You'll be convinced 
of our effectiveness. And you can choose from a 
variety of service options, ranging from use or lease' 
arrangements to the complete DASD turnkey 
conversion package. 

OA50 
Send or call today for our low-<::ost Accuracy EvalUation. 
DASD Corporation. Corporate Services Center 
Dept. DAMlO· 9045 North DeelWOod Drive 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 5320~ ·(414)355~3405 
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Manufacturing MIS 
If you're looking for rewarding work in a growing company, look no fur
ther. We're Millipore Corporation, and our business is serving vital needs 
through the development of preCision filtration processes. We're an inter
nC!-tional company. And we're growing fast. Today, Millipore technology is 
used by laboratories, hospitals, industrial plants and environmental sites 
all over the world. 

We are searching for an experienced manufacturing programmer/analyst 
with a solid background in implementing production and inventory appli
cations in a complex manufacturing environment. Our processes comprise 
such diverse areas as precision steel and plastic fabrication, continuous 
chemical process, biological extraction and electronic assembly. 

You'll need 2-3 years' experience in the following areas: developing shop 
floor control, multi location inventories, engineering data control and 
requirements planning applications; plus a strong technical background 
in PLI or COBOL, data base and data communications. 

If you are a self-motivated individual who enjoys challenge, change and 
hard work, don't miss this opportunity to contribute to a growing inter
national company. Move up to MiJlipore. Send your resume and salary 
requirements to Sue Storbeck, MILL/PORE CORPORATION, 80 Ashby 
Road, Bedford, MA 01730. 

MILLIPORE CORPORATION 
80 Ashby Road 
Bedford, Massachusetts 01730. 

mILLlf-)()RE AnequalopportunityemployerM/F 
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PROGRAMMERS 
Who Do You Call ••• 

Wh.n your DP .klll •• re being "u •• d-ml.uHd·.nd·.bu •• cr'? PRC, 
the wortd'. I.rg .. t dlv.r.lfled Inform.tlon •• rvlc. org.nlz.tlon, 
offer •• olld c.rHr opportunltl ... W. provld ••• rvlc •• to th. 
gov.rnment, bu.ln .... nd Indu.try In .uch .r ...... y.t.m • 
• n.ly.I., d.t. proc ... lng, m.nag.m.nt con.ultlng, pl.nnlng, 
.nglnHrtng .nd .rchltectur •. Our 40% growth r.t. hal cr •• t.d 
Imm.dl.t •• t.fflng requlr.m.nt. for the following p.r.onn.l: 

PROGRAMMERS/ 
PROGRAMMER ANALYSTS 
ProJect. Involving 'In.ncl.l/bu.ln •••• ppllc.tlon. 
• UNIVAC 1100 Serl.I/Ex.c 8 
• ANSI COBOL 

.• SYSTEMS 2000 DBM 
• IBM 360/370 OS, JCL, HASP 
• ASP, TSO, Utllltl .. 
• FORM: D .. lgn .nd An.IYII. 
Degr •• plu. on. y •• r or equlv.l.nt. 

ANALYSTS/SR. ANALYSTS 
B.ckground In Inv.ntory .Ylt.m. d .. lr.bI •• Sr. An.IYlt. with 
Sy.t.m 2000 DBMS, COBOL, JCL .nd TSO .xperlenc •. PrO/eet 
manag.m.nt/.upervl.lon • plu •. D.gr •• plul thr .. y •• r. or 
equlv.lent. 

H8000 PROGRAMMERS 
~!r:~~ ::~~~~~~ ~o~~~~r;~~ S:!':.-::;,,~~~~,,!~.D.v.lopm.nt, 
Communlc.tlon. Int.rfee •• 

W. off.r.n .xcell.nt .. l.rylb.n.fII. pack.g •• nd.n .nvlronm.nt 
wh.r. your contribution m.k ••• dlff.r.nc •• For Imm.dI.t. 
con.ld.r.tlon, pl ••••• ubmlt your resume to Prof ... lon.1 St.fflng: 

pre PlanninG I!eJeorch Corp. 
~e:.~~~ :1~;I~Y:~~~2RO.d 

MIS MANAGEMENT 
Career growth opportunities currently exist in the Data 
Processing function of several of our 
nationally recognized client organizations. These 
are key positions and several are newly created 
functions. 

VICE PRESIDENT-Systems Development $55K + 
Stepping stone to the top DP job. Heavy on-line management 
experience with sophisticated shop and multiple user 
departments. 

VICE PRESIDENT-Tech Services $50K 
Technical management-knowledge of large-scale IBM 
environment moving to distributed processing. 

DIRECTOR-Hardware Technology $45K 
Aerospace, automobile or large manufacturing industry 
experience valuable in directing current and future HW and 
SW planning. 

PROJECT LEADER $45K 
High technology orientation for large scale on-line business 
systems design. 

SYSTEMS CONSULTANTS $30K 
Finance or marketing systems background in large Database 
environment such as banking, insurance or financial services. 

SENIOR ANALYSTS & PROGRAMMERS $30K 
Systems Design from A to Z. Industry or retail experience. 

If you are interested in talking with us about your next 
career move, give us a call at 215-563-0701 or send us 
your resume in complete confidence to the address 
below-all responses will be answered. 

Cole, Warren & Long, Inc. 
Management ConsuItants-The Search. Division 

2 Penn Center, Suite 1020 
Philadelphia, P A 19102 
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WHY 
BE 
SURPRISED? 

SIMULATE! 
WITH 

the leading journal devoted to the methods 
and applications of dynamic modeling and 
simulation using all types of computers. 

SIMULA TION, the monthly publication of the Society 
for Computer Simulation is the only internationally 
recognized technical journal devoted to all aspects of 
simulation and modeling. The journal includes techni
ques for discrete and continuous simulation of dyna
mic systems, mathematical methods for formulating 
models and for verifying and validating them, simula
tion languages, and practical applications of modeling 
and simulation in a great variety of fields - from the 
"hard" sciences and engineering to management; from 
biology, ecology, and medicine to urban planning; 
from economics and sociology to process control; etc. 

SIMULA TION TODA Y is a tutorial series of papers 
begun in 1971. They appear in most issues of SIMU
LA TlON and in separately bound annual volumes. 
They cover the fundamental "do's and don'ts" of 
simulation and applications in the numberless new 
fields in which simulation is proving its power and 
usefulness. 

SCS PROCEEDINGS are semiannual cloth-bound 
books devoted to particular areas of simulation and 
modeling. Subjects explored in past issues included 
Mathematical Models of Public Systems, Systems and 
Simulation in the Service of Society, The Mathematics 
of Large Scale Simulation-and more are soon to come! 

Write for descriptive information on publications of 
the Society for Computer Simulation and for your 
complimentary issue of SIMULA TION and of our tu
torial series, SIMULA TION TODA Y. Give us an idea of 
your interests, and we'll send you an issue to match! 

Write: 

THE SOCIETY FOR COMPUTER SIMULATION 
(Simulation Councils, Inc.) 

P.O. Box 2228-0 
La Jolla, California 92038 
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FLEE/FUM 
• Datapro Honor Roll 1977. 1978 
• Fast Linkage Editor and Maint replacements 
• All deleted library space re-used 
• Share any library between partitions 
• Procedure library update 
• Link edits and maintenance allowed to unassigned 

libraries 
• GSERV procedure library replacement 
• $90 per month 

"FAQS 
.Datapro Honor Roll 1978 
• Flexible console message spooling to SYSLST 
• Program function key and pseudo program function 

key support 
• Powerful Printlog replacement 
• Fast IPL on DOC hard copy file 
• Four flexible partition balancing algorithms 
• $50 per month 

FTL 
• The Fast Transient Loader 
• Supports B and CRT transients in virtual andior 

real memory 
• Transient fetch statistics by phasename 
• $50 per month. $25 per month for FAQS users 

EXPLOREIDISCOVER 
• Performance monitor and operator aid 
• Statistics gathered by system. job. channel. device. 

and file 
• Online reports as data is being gathered 
• Critical resource monitoring (copy blocks. channel 

queues. LTA. PTA. console buffers. deactivation) 
• Tape and Disk mount prompting 
• Intervention required prompting 
• EXPLORE is $75 per month. DISCOVER is $35 per month 

... as 1200 other 
DOS/vS installations have. 

FAVER 
• Fast Virtual Export/Restore for VSAM 
• Multiple cluster export 
• Simplified control cards 

Here's just a few of our 
products' features: 

• Simplified jCL 
• Beats IDCAMS export and repro 5 to 1 on elapsed time 
• Beats IDCAMS export and repro 7 to 1 on CPU time 
• $60 per month 

.. .. .. . . ... . J • •• •• . 

~GOAL 
SYSTEMS 
CORP." 

P.O. Box 29481 
Columbus. Ohio 
43229 

Phone: 
614-268-1775 

Telex: 245337 

.- --"-----_ .... 
• SEND ME: ft~~ ~~:' I 
II ~~FLI~ ••..• : ••••• :: •••. :.:.: •.. :::::::. Do~~ Oo~~ III 

FAVER .................................. . 

EXPLORE/DISCOVER ..................... . 

HAVE A REPRESENTATIVE PHONE 

II NAM' TIT" I. 
COMPANY PHONE 

I ADDRESS • ... _-------_.-
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DESIGN YOUR 
DP CAREER IN 
SAN FRANCISCO 
WITH LEVI STRAUSS 
& CO. 

Levi Strauss & Co. is the world's 
leading apparel manufacturing firm. 
We are using state of the art tech
nology in Distributed Processing 
and Telecommunications, and our 
diversified business systems in
clude: Financial 

Manufacturing 
Merchandising 
Order Entry/Distribution 
Sales 

Our employees can have com
plete involvement in all phases 

of systems develop
ment including analy
sis, general/detail de
sign, and programming 
and coding. 

We are a rapidly 
expanding company 
which encourages per-
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sonal and technical advance
ment. We offer in-house educa
tion, career counseling, and finan
cial assistance through our Tuition 
Reimbursement Program. 

Our San Francisco environment 
includes: IBM 168/158, MVS, TSO, 
IMS DB/DC, Distributed Pro
cessing. 

Call us to find out how you can 
design your career with Levi 
Strauss & Co., or forward your 
resume with salary history in con
fidence to: Ms. Donna Filippello, 
Data Processing Specialist, Levi 
Strauss & Co., Management Ser
vices, 340 Market Street, San 
Francisco, CA 94106. Phone: 
(415) 544-7597. 

We are proud to be an equal 
opportunity and affirmative action 
employer. 

"iii. ® 

QUALIlY NEVER GOES OUT OF SlYLE. 

THANK YOU,AT&T 
Thank you for INTERPOSITIONING
your new policy that promotes 
Bell plug - compatible systems. 

Now, users of your Dataspeed* 40-the 
world's most reliable terminals t -can 
have it all. They merely Interpose (add) 
our Bell-approved CADO System 40/IV 
data and word processor. 

Result: an extremely low-priced - but 
powerful- computer system that 
dynamically supports four program 
partitions and four 110 ports to allow 
data ... word ... message ... and commu
nications processing ... simultaneously! 

N ow you can access word processing 
text and database information-under 
a single program-in one Bell-compati
ble system. 

138 DATAMATION 

And CADO's bisynchronous communi
cations emulators include IBM 2770, 
27S0, 37S0, 3741, 3270,Wiltek and BIS
COM. Asynchronous protocols include 
TWX, Telex and SAl. 

Whether you need one system or one 
hundred ... stand-alone or distributed, 
floppy or cartridge disk ... write CADO 
right now. Discover Bell and 
CADO-the best of both worlds! 

Tharik you, A.T. & T. 

*Registered Trademark of AT&T Co. 

tYou can rent your terminals directly 
from the Bell System ... just put them on 
your phone bill! Full Bell maintenance 
included, of course. For more about 
Interpositioning and Dataspeed 40, call 
your local Bell Representative. 
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CADO SYSTEMS CORPORATION 
2730 Monterey Street 
Torrance, CA 90503 
Telephone (213) 320-9660 
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And, there's no waiting to see Datum at the NCC, booth 1220. 
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